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SUMMAIRY 
The patter~ of this thesis is broadly speaking, one of increasing 
specia Ii zation. We start with relations in regular categories. Then 
we study top categories over regular categories. Next we consider 
categories of relatibnal algebras over regular categories, these .being 
a specialized type of top category. Finally we interpret the results 
bf the previous sections in the category of topological ~paces which is 
itself a category of r~lational algebras. The concept of a protoref lection 
serves as a basis for the more important results of sections 5, 6, 9 
and I I on monoref lections and extremal-epi-reflections. 
In sections I an·d 2 we summarize and extend the work of 
Gril let [1971] .~nd Klein.[1970] on relations in regular categories. In 
particular we show that many of the results of Klein concerning the action 
of a f~nctor on relatio~s ~re true without the severe conditions whic~ 
he imposes on the tunctor. In secti~n 3 we identify the (p) propertres 
of the top ~ategories of Wyle~ [1971a, b]. 
All of the results of section 4 concerning protoreflections are 
new although the basic definition has been used before (by Johnson 
[ 1966]) . for a. different purpos·e. Many questions concerning protoref I actions 
·. remain open. 
ii 
In sections 5. and 6 we obtain many pleasant results for those 
protoreflections which are manic and those which are extremal-epi. 
In sections 7 - 10 we ext~nd the work of Barr [1970] and 
Manes [ 1973] concerning categor i e_s of re I at i ona I a I gebras over the 
cat~gory of sets tci relational algebras over regular categories. In 
section 9 we consider generalized point separation axioms and obtain some 
nice results for the To property. 
Finally in section I I we obtain results concerning classes of 
structured equivalence relations and structure functors associated with 
- -
a given extremal-epiref lective .subcategory of the category of topologicar 
.spaces. These give rise to further open prob I ems; 
i·i i 
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INTROpUCTION 
The subject of this thesis is perhaps best explained by the 
titles of the papers which form its starting point. These are 
'Regular: Categories' [Gri I let 1971], 'Relations in Categories' [Klein 1970], 
'Top Categories and Categorical Topology' [Wyler 1971b and also 1971a], 
'Umit Operators and Topological Coreflections' [Herrlich 1969a], 'A 
Universal Factorization Theorem in Topology' [Sharpe, Beattie and Marsden 
1966], 'Relational Algebras' [Barr 1970] and 'Compact Hausdorff Objects' 
[Manes 1973]. 
· The work in this thes h is concerned main I y with two concepts,· 
viz. protoreflections and categories of relational algebras. 
Protoreflect1ons ap~~ar in a paper of Johnson [1966] under the 
name 'relative reflections'.· However Johnson does not 'iterate' his 
relative reflections and his work, bar the definition, is entirely disjoint 
from ours. The term 1 protoref fection 1 was suggested by my supervisor. 
' . 
Special examples of pfotor~f lections have been extensively studied. 
Extremal...;epiprotoreflections are considered by Sharpe, Beattie and. Marsden 
[1966] who did not, however form the iterates of their protoref lections. 
He.1 ler and .Rowe [1962] define a 
1
sheaf protoreflection and they form 
iterates of it in order to obtain the sheaf reflection (see also Gri I let. 
[1971]). Fakir [1970] constructs a protocoreflection and iterates it in 
order to obtain the 'idempotent monad' coreflection. Protoreflections 
appear in a s I i ght I y more imp I i cit form in the papers of Barr [ 1970] 
v 
'Relational Prealgebras to Relational Algebr9s 1 and Thomas [1969] 
'Topological Spaces-to Regular Topological Spaces. 
We have not been able to find any general treatment of 
protore~le6tions fn the I iterature. 
Relational Algebras are better known. They have been studied 
by Barr [1970], A. Burroni [1971], Manes [1973] and E~ Burroni [1973] .. 
Barr gives the basic result that the topological spaces are 
the relational algebras of the ultrafi lter monad on the category of 
sets while Manes gives some general properties of categories of 
·.relational al~ebras of monads 6n th~ category of sets. 
Sections I, 2 and 3 of this thesis are mainly introductory 
·and are concerned with relatior,s in regular categories and top categories. 
The defihition 6f a protoreflectlon is given in section 4. 
We show how to form iterates of a protoreflection and discuss the 
question of when this process .gives us a reflection. An interest i n.g 
pr6b1Bm which we have not been able to settle is the equivalence or 
otherwi.se, in general of the concepts of 'weakly generating' and 
1 strong I y .genera+i ng 1 a ref I ect ion. .. Ep i-protorefe I ect ions a_nd mono-
protoref 1 ect ions have pleasant properties particularly in regular 
categories and in top categories whose base category is regular. 
Section 5, inspired by a paper of Herr I i ch [I 969a] is 
vi 
concerned with monoprotoref lections in top categories whose base is 
regular. Here we_ study the correspondence between monoprotoref lections 
and structure functors. We also obtain sdme results concerning the 
I ifting of extremal-epir~flective subcategories using structure functors. 
Section 6 -inspired by Sharpe, Beattie and Marsden [1966] studies extremal-
. epiproto1ef lections in the same setting as section 5. Here we.have a 
correspondence between extremal-epiprotoref lections and str~ctured 
equivalence relations. We obtain some results concerning the class of 
structured relations associated with a given extremal-epiref lective 
subcategory. We also study the concepts of initial, hereditary and 
productive .structured relations and show how these properties are 
reflected in the corresponding extremal-epiprotoref lections. 
In section 9 we study the 'T. 1 , 'R. 1 and 1 S. 1 protoref lections 
· I · I I 
in a category of relational algebras. In section. IJ the setting is the 
category of topological spaces and here we obtain some interesting 
properties cit the Ti 'point separation axiom' protGreflections. The 
reader's attention is drawn to the result I 1.4.2 where we show that the 
'natural' T2 protoreflection is in a sense the smallest protoreflection 
which generates the T2 reflection.• Can one construct a similar proof 
in the case of Urysohn spaces, Completely Hausdorff spaces etc.?. See 
alsothe problem 11.6. 
Relational. Algebras ar~ st~died in section 7 - 10 where we 
extend the work of Barr and Manes from relational algebras over sets to 
relational algebras over regular categories. We have been ab I e to· 
generalise most of their results, some with rath.er interesting proofs. 
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See particularly 8.3.1 and 8.3.3. Four results remain to be generalized. 
See 8.4, 9.11.3, 10.5 and Manes' 'Stc°ne-Cech cbmpactification theorem.'. 
The study in section 9 of 'point separation axioms' in a 
category of relational algebras was inspired by some definitions o·f 
R.amaley and Wyler [1970c;i]. The best results here are perhaps· those 
concerned with the To property {see 9.9.2). 
Fina I I y .the second part of section I I is concerned with 
so I ut ions to some prob I ems· of Thornton I 1971]. 
0 
0. NOTATION 
Our terminology. for categories is that of Mac Lane [1971] 
and Herr I ich [1968] with few exceptiOns. In particular,- tategories 
are denoted by (2_,_B, C etc, their objects by A, B, X, Y etc. and 
their morphisms by f, g, h, a etc. Mon'i cs_ are monomorph isms, _a I so 
de_noted by )1--~) Epis are epimorphisms and regular-epis 
(s~~ §1) are denoted by » Relations are denoted by-~' 
) 
l @ l denotes a pul I back diagram. 
denoted by X X Y, X Xi and sums by X UY_ and U x1• 
For a family of morphisms f. :X. 
I I 
---~> Y., Xf.: Xx. 
_ I I I 
Products are 
___ ... ) XY. 
-1 
is the p_roduct of the f i. · For a fam i I y f i :X --~> Yi, <ft 
is the induced morphism X --}~ X Y .• 
I 
differs from that of Gril let [1971]. 
Note that-this notation 
· Sets is the usu a 1- categor_y of sets,. Top is the category of · 
topological spaces and Haus. is the category of Hausdorff topological 
spaces. 
I. RELATIONS 1.N REGULAR CATEGORIES 
Relations in categories have bsen ~iscussed by various 
,· 
authors, among them Mac. Lane· [19()1], Klein [1970], Gri I let [1971], 
Fay [1973] ~nd Mei sen [1973a, b]. Mac Lan~ is concern~d with abel ian 
categories, Klein and Mei sen with relati6ns in a category with a 
given bicategory structure, while Grili'.et as well. as Meisen d·iscuss 
relations in regular categorles. 
In this work .we wil I fol low Gri I let by restricting our 
attention to r~lations .in regular categories. · This rest~iction appears 
to tie justified for the fol lo.wing reasons: The axioms· for a regular 
category are weak enough to include as examples (I) sets, (2) abel ian 
categories, (3) varieties of universal algebras, (4) ~lgebras of 
monads in regular categories, (5) functor categories of the form 
Funct (~,A) with~ small and ~regular, (6) every partially ordered 
s~t whtch has inf ima of finite subsets, considered as a category, 
(7) compact Hausdorff spaces and (8) compact Hausdorff zero 
d~mensional ~paces~ The axioms are also strong' enough to give 
relati.ons in regulc;:ir categories most of the properties required for 
the proof of the 'topological type' results which we present in later 
sections . 
. Our starting point is thus Gri I let's paper. ·In this 
section we summarise the results of Gril let which we wi I I use later 
on and a I so derive a number of. add it i ona I properties of re-I at i ans. 
2 
I . I Definition: [Gr i I I et 197 I] 
A regular-epi is a coequal iser. 
A regular category is a ttnitely complete category with (regular-epi, 
mono) decompositions in which pul I backs preserve regular-epis. 
A category is regularly co~wel I-powered if tor each object X in the 
category there Is a representative set of regular-epis with dom~i~ X. 
A category is regular in our sense If and only if it is regular In 
the sense 6t Barr [1971] and is finitely complete. 
For the rest of .this section we work in a regular ~ategory C. 
I .2 Proposition [ Gri I let 1971~. pp. 121-138] 
(a) ~has a terminal object henceforth denoted by N. 
(b) If ~has arbltary products then It Is complete. 
(c) In~' regular-epl is equivalent to extremal-epi. 
(d) Every spl lt-epl Is regular. 
(e) If ge = mf with e regular-epi and m manic, then there is a unique 













Ctl A morphism is an isomorphism if and only if it is both manic 
and regular-epi. 
Cgl /If. f and g are regular-epi and fg is defined, then fg is regular-
ep i. 
Ch) If fg is regular-epi then f is regular-epi. 
Ci) Every finite product of regular-epis is regular-epi. 
(jl Every morphism f hi:lS a unique'fJCregular-epi, mono) decomposition. 
I .3 Subobjects, Direct and Inverse Images. [Gri I let, 1971] 
We recal I that a subobject of an object A in C is an 
equivalence class of monies with codomain A. 
If m: : >·--->A is manic, then Imm denotes the subobject of A 
which contains m. 
We have a pa~ti~l order relation on subobjects 






t is then mo.nic. 
n 
* We sha I I use the word "unique" when it is c I ear from the context 
that we mean "unique up to isomorphism". 
4 . 
Chas finite intersections of sub?bJects and these inter-
sections are inf ima relative to the otder ~elation. lf{lmm.} I 
is a family of subobjects of A, then /\Im m. denotes their inter-
1 
section lmflm. (if it exists). 
I 
If £has arbitrary intersection~-then 
suprema exist and they are denoted by 'v"1m m .. I 
largest subobject of _A. 
Each morph ism f: - A --;::> B has an image in the sense of 
Mitchel I [1966] given by Im f = Im m where m is the manic in the 
(regular-epi, .mono) decomposition off. If t is a regular-epi then 
lm(ft) = Im f. If Imm is a subobject of A then f*(lm m) = lm(fm) 
is a subobject of B ~al led the direct image of lm(m) under f. 
On the other hand if Im n is a subobject of B, we define 
f* <Im n) = Imm where 
f 
A B 
-is a pu I I back. 
m @ n 
f , . 
• • 
f*( I~~) is cal led the inverse image of tm n under f.-
f* and f* are o~der ·preserving and ihduce a Ga Ioli connection. 
[Birkhoff, 1948] between the subobjects Of A and the subobjects of B. 
f* preser~es suprema, f* preserves inf ima and f*( Imm) ' Im n if arid 
"" 
5 
only if Imm~ f*(lm n). 
1.3.1 Proposition [Gri I let, 1_971] 
(a) I* = I, I* = I. 
(b) (fg)* = f*g* , (fg)* = g* f*. 
(C). If g = ft then Im g ~ Im f. 
I .4 Relations [Gri I let, 1971 pp. 143-153] 
If A,B are objects of .Q_, then a relation o::A --~ 
is a subobject of AX B, or·equivalently a subobject of AX B 






for which <a, b> •)>---...,,;>AX B is monic. 
The order. on relations is that given by the order o~ subobjects: 
if ·<a, b> : H ---> AX Band .(a', b'> :R'-> AX B with 
f: R--:> R' such that a 1 f =a and b 1 f = b then Im <a, b>( 
Im <a 1 , b 1>. Every morphism f :A~ B can be uniquely inter-
preted as a relation A~ B via the_ correspondence f 1----Y lm<l ,f>. 
~B-
is a pair of morphisms then the relation If • 
6 
Im· <a, b> :A~ B is a morphism if and o_nly if a is an isomorphism.· 
Each relation oc:A ~ B has associated with it an 
inverse relation oc- 1 : B ___.:i. A given by oc- 1 = Im <b, a> for any-
pair a, b such that a:= Im <a, b> 
Composition of relations is defined using pul I backs as 
fol lows: 
If oc:A ~ Band S:B ~ Care relations with a:= Im <a, b> ' . 
(3 = Im <c, d> , then (3oc:A ~ C is the relation Soc= Im <ac 1 , db'> 
where be' = cb 1 is a pul I back in th~ diagram 
A • B •c 
This definition is consistent. The composition of relations is 
associative, order preserving and is compatible with that of morphisms. 
The formation of inverses of relations and the taking of 
direct and inverse images are order preserving operations. In 
addition forming inverses preserves both suprema and infi~a while 
taking inverse images preserve inf ima and direct images suprema. 
7 
IA denotes the identity relation C = identity morphism) on 
an obj_ect A. 
1.4.1 Proposition [ Gri I l~t, 1971] 
Let a:::A _.J. Band B:B ~ C be relations. 
Then: 
Oa> c~-1>-1 =a:, CSa::)-1 = a::~1 ·8-1. 
(b) 1
8
0:: = c:i;, a::IA =a:, 
(c) If a: = Im .<a, b> ~ then a: = ba- 1 <a, b> need not be monic). 
· (e) If f :A_.;::. B then f is monic if and only if f- 1f = IA and 
f is regular-epi if and only if ff- 1 = 18 • 
. <fl If f, g:A Band f ~ g then f = g • 
.. <g> If a:.= Im <a, a> A..:.._..__,. A and a is monic, t.hen IA' a: implies 
I = a:. A 
( h >' If h 
k l lg 
f commutes then hk- 1 .:; g-
1f, and if 
it is a pu 11 back then hk-i = g -1 f. 
1.4.2 Proposition [Klein 1970, Meisen 1973a] 
Let a:::A ~ B with a: = Im <a, b> and <a,b> monic. 
8 
Then: 
(a) ·0:0: -1 ' 1 8 ~a is manic. 
a:a: -1 
~ 1 8~b is regular-epi. 
( b) a:- i ·a: ' IA~b is monic. 
a:-10: ~ IA~a i.s regu I ar-ep i. 
I .5 Proposition: Miscellaneous resDlts. 
(a) If a:.:B ~ C for each .and f:A --> B then 
I . 
(b) If m. :B. >~ B is monic for each and m:B' >--·-> B is their 
. I I 
. intersection, then mm""' 1 = l\m.m.- 1 • 
. . . I I . 
(c) If m. :B. >--> B as above and a::A---:l. B, then A (m.m. - 1a:) = 
I I I I 
A . -1 




If B ls a relation with 
B '~.f for each i, then Bf~ 1 'a:.ff- 1 'a: .• 
I · I I. 
So Bf- 1 ' /\a:. and it follows that B' Bf- 1f (: </\ a:.)f. 
I I 
Thus·(/\a:.)f = /\<a:~f). 
. . · I · I . 




8 1 B 
m 




It is easily seen that <m., m. > 
I I 
B. > > BXB (for al I i) is a pul I back. 
t;l/m,m> 
B' 
Thus mm- 1 = Im <m,m> = fl Im. <m., m.> 
I I 
/\ 
-1 = m.m. • 
I I 
(c) Let a: ,; Im <a, b > with <a, b> R >~> A X B monic. 
Let m and t. be as in ( b) • -
I 
Now C/\m.m.- 1 )a: = mm- 1 a: is given by: 
- I I 
Q 
.7rPB~ 
R ® 8 1 
/"\/~ 
A B B 
....•. ( l), 
Using the fac;t that m and <a, b> are monic we see easily that 
< am 1 , mb 1 > Q >~~> A X B is monic. 
Thus V\m.m.- 1 )a: = Im <am', mb 1> 
I I 
- -1 






with <ac., m.d.j monic. 
I I I 
Thus m.m.- 1 ~ = Im <ac., m.d.> 
I I I I I 




<ac. , m. d. > 
I I I 





<for a I I i) 
is a pullback, then </\m.m.- 1 )~ =Im ~am 1 ,mb 1 > 
. I I 
= f'l Im < ac . , m. d .;:> 
. I I I 
••••••••• ( i i i ) , 
= !\ ~rnimi- 1 ~) ano the proof 
wi I I be complete. 
Now for each i, bm' = mb' = ~it 1 b' and ~o using the pulibatk 
in (ii) we have morphisms !:ii :Q --;> S l such that c is i = m 1 and 
d.s. = t.b'. 
I I I 





= ~m' and m.d.s. = mb'. 
I I I 
Thus these s. make 
I 
It remains to be shown that ( i i i) is a pu I I back. 
To do this suppose that u. :U -> S. and u:U ->AX B 
. · . I I 
are morphisms such that <ac.,m.d.> u. = u for each i. 













• • • • • • ( iv) 
11 
We need to fil I 1n aw such that Ci~) commutes (since <am 1 ,mb 1> 
is manic, such aw wi I I be unique). 
Let pA :A x B ~A and p
8
:A X B ~ B be the projections~ 




I u-----» s. I 




commutes for each i and so 
s i nee m: B 1 ~ B is the i nter-
section of t·he m .• 
I 











Now for al I i ,J aciui = pAu = ac/j and 
commute • 
bciui = m 1 d 1~ 1 = p8u = bcjuj. 
So c.u. = c.u. = k Ciay)~ 
I I j j 
Now bk= bc.u. = m.d.u. = m.t.v = mv. 
I. I I I I I I 





(vi ) . 
Thus there is a.morphism w: U--> Q which makes (vi) commute. 
To complete the proof we need on I y show that this w makes (iv) commute. 
Now PA <am
1 ,mb 1 > w = am'w = ac.u. = pAu and 
I I 
Pg <am' ,mb'> w = mb'w = mv = m.t.v = m.d.u. = PgU. I. I I I I 
Thus <am', ~b'> w = u .. Also for each i (ac.)s.w = am'w = (ac.)u., I I . I I 
and · (m. d.) s. w = m b 1 w = mv = m. t. v = (m. d. ) u .. 
I I I I I I I I 
Thus since.the <ac., m.d.> are manic we have s.w = u. for each i. 
I I I I I 
So (iv) commu+es, 0 
Let f.:A -->A' and g:B --> 8 1 be morphisms. 
If cr.:A __j B is a relation then (f X g)*cr.:A' ~ B' is .the relation 
obtained by regarding er. as a ·subobject of AX B. Similarly if 
cr. 1 :A' ~ 8 1 then (f X g)*cr.' :A~ B .. Gri I let shows that for ., 
* f h (f X f) = fcr.f-i and (f x· f) cr. 1 = f- 1 cr. 1.f. ·= g we ave *er. We 
generalise this result as fol lows. 
13 
1.6 Proposition:. 
Let f:A ~A' and g:B ~ B'. 
(a) For cx::A ~B we have (f X g)*cx: = gcx:f- 1 :A' ~B'. 
(b) For cx: 1 :A' __;___jB' we have (f X g)*cx:' = g- 1cx:'f:A __j 8. 
Proof: 
(a) Let .ex:; Im <a,b> with <a,b> :R >____;,AX B manic. 
Then (f X g)*cx: = lm (f X g) <a,b> = Im <fa,gb> Using the 
description of gcx:f- 1 .via pul \backs, 'We see that gcx:f-
1 = Im <fa,gb> 
(b) By the Galois connection (f X g)*cx:' =Sup{ cx::A ___!iO Bj<fXg)*cx:' ex:'}. 
Now (f X g)*(g- 1 cx: 1 f) = gg- 1 ~ 1 ff- 1 'cx: 1 and if 
(f x g)*cx: ~ex:! then gcx:f- 1 'eel) so ex:' g- 1gcx:f- 1 f = g- 1 cx: 1 f~ 
Thus g - 1 ex:' f = ( f X g) *ex:' . 0 
I .7 Prod~cts of Relations 
Let X =XX., Y ·= X Y. and suppose that for each 
I . I . . 
we have 
a relation ex:. :X~ ~ Y .• 
I I I -
We wish to define a relation 
cx::vX. ~XY. which will be the 'product' of the relations ex: .• 
J\ I I I 
Our definition must be compatible with the usual product of morphisms 
and must be a generalisation of the ~ituation when C = sets. We 
make the fol lowing definition: 
Let ex:.= Im <a.,b.> with <a.,b.> :R. >____;, X. X Y; manic 
I I I I J I I I 
for each i. Let a= Xa. and b = Xb .• . I · I 
Now define: 
X ex:. = ba - 1 ::i Im <a, b> 
I . 
Note that <a,b> i.s manic. 
14 
One sees easily that the formation of products of relatlons is an 
order preserving operation. 
=Xx. 
a = Xa. b = )( b. 
x < I XR. I > XY. = y 
I 
P; 1 I tq 
p., q., r. are 
















Now suppose that ex:. = Im <a!,b!> with <a!,b!> :R! ~->X.xY. 
I I I I I I I I 
not necessary monic. We want to know ~nder ~hat circumstances we 
w i I I have ba - 1 = b 1 (a 1 ) - 1 (where a' = )( a! , b = >( b ! ) • 
I I 
For each i there is a regular-epi ti such that aiti = aj and 
b. t. = b ! . 
I I I 
= <Xb.)<Xt.)<Xt .. )- 1 <Xa.')- 1 • 
I · I I I 
. If we are hand I ing finite products then Xti is a regular-epi and so 
<Xt.H.Xt.)- 1 :;: 1. 
·I .· I 
The same is· true in genera I if C is a .2!_ category in the fo 11 owing 
sense: 
1.7.1 Oefinition: 
C is a ~ category if and on I y if every product of regu I ar-ep is in 
C is again regular-epi. 
. * . . . 
This condition is cal led regular Ct by Gri I let [1971, p171]. It is 
satisfied i.f C =sets, or more generally if C is any variety • 
15 
I. 7 .2 Proposition 
The fol lowing properties of C are equ.ivalent: 
(a) C is a QI category. 
(b) Given relations cx:.,Xcx:. = <Xb.)(Xa.)- 1 for all pairs (a.,b.) such 
I . I I . I. . . I I 
that ex:. = Im <a.,b.> (with <a;,b.> not necessar1 ly monic) • 
. I I I . . I I 
(c) Given c:x:. :X. ~ Y. and S. :Y. ~ Z. we have 
I I I I I I 
<X a.) <Xcx:.) = Xs.cx: .. 
. 1 1· . ·I I 
Proof: 
(a) } ( b) : Fo f I ows from the preceed i ng discussion. 
(b) · --..J)<a): Given regular-epis t.:R. --;:>> X. we have .Im <t.,t.> =I. 
I I I I I 
So by (b), (Xt.)(Xt.)- 1=1.Thus Xt. is regular-epi. 
I · I I. 
. ( c) --.J}Ca): Fort. as above,(c) tells us that <Xt.)<Xt.)-
1 ·= 
I . I I 
X<t·.t.- 1 ) = I. Thus Xt. is regular-epi. 
I I I 
(a) ---> (c): Let ex: • : I ri1 <a . , b .> I . I I and Si= Im. <ci,di> with 
<a.,b.> and <c.,d.> monies. 
I I. I 1. 




./ ® ~ 
• 
/ y~ 
X Y. . . . 
i . I Zi 
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So (3.a:. = Im <a.c!, d.b!> 
I I I I I I 
By Mac Lane's interchange of limits theorem [1971 pp. 210], 
( X b. ) ( X c ! ) = ( X c. ) ( )( b ! ) is a pu I I back. 
I I I I 
It to I I ows by I . 4. I ( h) 
that ( X b ! ) ( X c ! ) - 1 = ( X c. ) - 1 ( X b . ) 
I I I I ' 
So X ( B . a: . ) = ( X d . ) ( X c . ) - 1 ( X b . ) ( X a . ) - 1 
I I I I I I 
()(S.)()(a:.). 0 
I I 
I. 7 .3 Remarks: 
Our definition of the product of relations is the same as 
Klein's. The above result extends Klein's result 3.3 [1970]. 
I .7.4 Proposition: An alternative description of the product of 
relations. 
Let a:. :X. ~ Y. for each i. 
I I I 
ThenXa:. =/\(p. x q.)*a:. =/\(q.- 1a:.p.l where 
I I I I I I I 
p.: Xx. ___..;> X., q.: XY. -->Y. are the projections. 




Let cc = Im <a., b. > with <a., b. > :R. >__,.-;;;:. x. x Y. monic. 
i I I I I I I I 
By_ I. 6b we have ( p. x q.) *cc. = cq:1 'cc :p. ) • I I I I I I · 
Set Cp. x q.)*cc. = Imm. as in fhe following pul I back diagram: 
_ I I I I. 
cXX.)X cXY.) 





---'-------;;:.. x. x y. 
s. 
-I 





By the ~~sociativity of prod~tt~ the pi x qi are the projection~ 
X CXi x Yi)___;:. Xi x Yi. 
Let a =Xa. 
I 
and b = Xb .• 
. I 
Let r.: XR. :.--> R. be the project- i 0 n s • It is easy to 
I · I I 
the outer square of the fo_T I owing diagram commutes: 
cXX.))C cXY.) 
I I· 
<a ,b> m. 
; P· x q. 
I I 
x. ~ y~ 
I I 
<a. ,b .> 
I . I 
see that 
I 















So using the pul lb_ack we can fi'l I in morph'i'sms t. so that the I 
diagram Ci) commutes. 
' ;. 
Now by definition Xcr. =Im 
I 
So we need only show that Im 
Suppose fhat in the diagram 
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<a, b> 
<a , b > . = I\ Im · m . 
. I 
p. x q. 
I I 
<XX.)>< <XY.) ~,___~~,___.---~,___~~~ X. x Y. 













m.u. = u tor each i. We need to find a morphism t which makes (ii) 
I I 
commute. (Uniqueness of t .fol lows as < a·,b > is monic). 
Let t = < s . u . > 
I I 
So r. t = s. u .. 
I I I 
Now ( p. ')( q.) <a, b> t 
I I 
(p.')( q.)m.t.t 
I I I I 
<a.,b.> s.t.t 
I I I I 
= <a.,b.> r.t 
I I I 
= <a.,b.> ·s.u. 
I I I I 
(p.1'!.. q.) m.u. 
I I I 
= (p. X q.)u 
I I 
for each i . 




are the pro j ect i on s of a product, 
have <a, b> t = u. 
Now m.u. = u = <a, b> t = m.t.t and since m. is monic we 




u. = t.t. 
I I 
Thus the diagram (ii) commutes. 
0 
This completes the proof. 
I .8 Congruences [Gri I let 1971 pp. 154-169] 
Let f :A --> B. We define ker f = f- 1 f:A ~ A and this 
is cal led the congruence induced by f. It is clear that ker f = 
Im <a,b> where 
a 
~~~~A is the kernel pair off. 
b 
If f =mt is the (regular~epi, mono ) decomposition of f, then 
ker f = ker t. 
ker IA = IA is the le~st congruence on an object A. 
is also a greatest congruence on A, ker nA where nA:A _____;:, N is 
the unique morphism to the terminal object N. 
In fact ker nA = Im !AXA 
There 
Every congruence cr is an equivalence relation, i.e. it is 
symmetric cr = cr- 1 , reflexive I 'cr and transitive crcr' cr. 
The converse is however not true. Fo I I owing Gr i I I et, we say that the 
category .Q. satisfies Lawvere's condition if: 
(L) Every equivalence relation in ,g is a congruence. 
For a regular category our concept of an equivalence 
relation agrees with that of Kock and Wraith [1971], Barr [1971], 
with Lawvere's [1963] 1 precongruences 1 and Duskin's [1969] 
'equivalente pairs'. Lawvere's condition is equivalent to Duskin 
and Barr's conditions 1 every equivalence pair is effective', 
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and to Lawvere's condition 'every precongruence is a congruence'. 
The qitegory of sets, every e I ementary Topos [Kock and 
Wraith. 1971], every categ6ry monadic over sets [Duskin 1969 5.13], 
every algebraic variety as wel I as a! I abel ian categories satisfy 
Lawvere's condition. The Stone spaces do not satisfy the condition 
[Barr 1971]. 
I .8.1 Proposition. The induced morphism theorem [Gri I let 1971 5.4] 
If f, g are morphisms with f regular-epi. and ker ft; ~erg then 
g = tf for some morphism t t Js manic if and only if ker f = ker g. 
f 
D 
I .8.2 Proposition [Gri I let 1971 5.5,~·7] 
A wel I powered ~egular category is regularly-cowel !-
powered and if it has coproducts then it has intersections. 0 
C is complete if and only if £has products and if this Is 
so then Intersections of cbngruences are again congruences. In 
fact I\ ker f. = ker <f .. > • 
. I I 
Gri I let [1971 6.8]gives further cohdltions on C ~nder which there is 
a least congruence conta1ning a given relation. 
The next result wi I I be used frequently in this work: 
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I .8.3 Proposition [Gri I let 1971 6.1] 
Let ·p. :XX. ~ X. be the proJ·ections of the product. 
1. I I 
Then Aker p i = I X X .• 
. I 
a 
I .9 Di functional Relations [Mei~en 1~73a] 
A relation a: in C is difunctional (or Von Neumann regular) 
In abel ian categories as wel I as in groups, rings and vector spaces 
al I relations ~re di functional. In~ there are re.lations which 
are not dif~nctional. 
Me1sen [1973a] defines a relation a:= Im <a,b> to be a 
pul !back relation if a,b is the pul I back of a pair of morphisms .. He 
proves the fol lowing result of which we present a simpler proof. 
1.9. I Propbsition: [Mei sen 1973a] 
Let a: be a relation in C. 
(b) If a: is a pul !back relation then a: is difunctional. 
· Proof:· 
Let a:= ba-:- 1 for morphisms a and .b., 
(a) So =- 1a: = ba- 1ab- 1 ba- 1 ::II ba- 1 =a:. 
(b) Since a: is a pul lb~ck relation it has the form a:= d- 1c 
a 
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2. REGULAR CATEGORIES: THE ACTION OF A FUNCTOR ON 
RELATIONS 
We now consider the fol lowing problem: Given regular 
categories £and Q_ and a functor T:C ~ D, can we extend the action 
of T from the morphisms of C to the relations of C.? · 
Barr [1970] and Manes [1973] have obtained some results. 
for the case C = D = sets without placing any restrictions on the 
I . 
functor, while Klein [1970] has studied this situation when T 
preserves finite products and monies. Klein's definition of the 
action of ~he functor on a rel~tion uses, in an essential w~y, the 
restrJction imposed on the func~o~. However an easy generalisation 
of Barr's definition enat:lles us. to give a def in it ion which works 
with no res+r i ct i on.s on the functor. 
' 
In this section we use this definition to obtain Klei~'s ., 
results with minimal restrictions on the functor. In particular 
we are able to drop the requirement that the functor preserves fJnite 
products*. Throughout this section C and D wi I I be regular 
categories and T:C ~ D a ft.inctor. 
*This is important because mo~.t of the functors to which we shal I 
app I y the resu I ts of this section do not preserve fin 1 te products. 
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2.1 Definition 
Let ix.:x ~ Y be a relation in C. 
Define T(cx:):TX ~ TY, .a relation in Q by T(cx:) = T(bH(a)- 1 
where ex: = Im <~,b> with <a,b> monic. 
2. i. I ·Remarks 
(a) The definition of T(cx:) is consistent: 
Suppose that <a 1 ,b 1 > is another monic such that 
ex: = Im <a 1 , b 1 > • Then there is an isomorphism t such that a 
a ~ a 1t and b = b'f. Sou= Tt is an isomorphism and 
T(~)T(a)- 1 = T(b 1 )uu- 1 (T~ 1 )- 1 = T(b 1 )T(a 1 )- 1 • 
(b) If f:X ~ Y is a morphism and we let ex:= Im <l,f> 
the T(cx:) = T(f). Thus the definition 2.1 is a proper extension 
of the actio~ of Ton morphisms. 
(c) T(cx:)-1 = T(cx:- 1 ): 
If ex: - Im <a,b> with <a,b; monic then cx:- 1 = Im <b,a>. 
Thus T(~)- 1 = [T(b)T(a)- 1 ]~ 1 = T(a)T(b)- 1 = T(cx:- 1 ). 
(d) T is order preserving on relations: 
Let cx:,S:X Y wlth ex: = Im <a,b> , S ~ Im <c,d> 
and ex: ~ S. There is a t such that a = ct and b = dt. 
So T(~) = Tfb)T(a)- 1 = T(d)T(t)T(t)- 1T(c)- 1 
t; T<dH(c)- 1 = T<S). 
(e) In ~efinitfon 2.1, we can drop .the requirement that <a,b> is 
monic if and only if T preserves regular-epis. 
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< : Let a::,·a and b be as in 2.1 and a:= lm.<a 1 ,b 1 > with 
<a 1 ,b.1> not necessarily monlc. We want to·show th~t TCb
1 )TCa 1 )- 1 = 
TC b >TC a) - 1 • 
Since im <a,b> =Im <a 1 ,b 1>, there is a regular-epi t such that at= a' 
and bt = b'. 
___ _,): Suppose that the requirement can be dropped. Then if t 
is· a regular-epi Im <t,t> = Im <I., I>~ So by the assumption we have 
made I = TCI) = TCt)TCt>- 1 • 
It fol lows that TCt) is a regular-epi. 0 
The fol lowing proposition ~ives the promised generalisation 
of Klein's [1970] results. 
2.2 Proposition: 
Let a:,f3 be relations and fr g be morphisms in C. 
In each tesult we assume'composabil ity'. 
(a) TCa::f) 'TCa::)TCf). 
C b ) H a::f - 1 ) ~ TC a: H C f > -::- 1 • 
Cc> T Cf a:> :) T Cf H Ca:> • -
(d) TCf- 1 a::) ' TCf)- 1TCa::). 
Ce) If f is manic then T(O::f- 1) = TCa:)T(f)~ 1 and TCfa:) = TCf)TCa:). 
Cf) The following are equivalent: 
c i ) T preserves regular""'epis~ 
c ii ) TC a:f- 1 > = TCO:)T(f)-1 tor a 11 a: f . ' ' 
Cii i) TC fa:) = TCOTCa:) for a 11 . a: ' f' 
c iv) TC f3a::) ' TCB)TCO:) for a 11 .a:' 
B, 
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( g) If T preserves kernel pairs then T(f- 1f) - T(f)- 1TCf). 
( h) The fo I I owing are equivalent: 
( i ) T(f-19) = T(f)- 1T(g) for a 11 f' g, 
( i i ) . T ( cx:f) = T(cx:)T(f) for a 11 ex: f' ' 
( i i i ) T(f-1cx:) = T(f)- 1T(cx:) for al I ex: f' ' 
( iv) TC Sex:) ~ TCSJT(cx:) for a 11 ex: s, 
' i 
and if T preserves finite pul I backs then T has these properties. 
Proof: 
Let ex: = Im <a,b> and S = Im <c,d> with <a,b> and <c,d> monic. 
(a) cx:f .is given by 
(b) 
cx:f = Im <a 1 ,bf 1 > and <a 1 ,bf 1 > is.manic. 
Thus T(cx:f) = T(b)T(f 1 )l(a 1 )- 1 
&;; T(b)T(a)- 1T(f) 
= T(a:)T(f). 
( I • 4 .• I h) 
• . . 
cx:f- 1 is given by: /~··. 
• 
/·~·/ .. ~ 
.. • 
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We factorise <fa,b > = <a',b'> t with t regular~epi and 
<a ' , b ' > mo n i c • So a:f- 1 = Im <a' ,b'>. 
Thus TCO::)T(f)- 1 = T(b)T(a)- 1 TCf)- 1= TCbHCfa)- 1 
= TCb')TCt)TCt)- 1TCa')- 1 
~ TCb'HCa')- 1 
= TCa:f- 1 ). 
Cc) This is obtained from Cb) using the inverse operation as fol lows: 
T(fa:) = [TCa:- 1f- 1 )]- 1 ) [T(a:- 1 )T(f)- 1]- 1 
= T(f)T(a:). 
Cd) TCf- 1a:) - [TCa:- 1f i]- 1 ' [TCa:- 1 )T(f)]- 1 Cby (a) ) 
T(f)- 1T(a:). 
Ce) . In the proof of (bl we see that i~ f is monic then so Is 
<ta.b>.. Thus w~ can take t = I and so T{a:)T(f )- 1 = TC~f- 1 ). 
The secohd statement Is obtained using Inverses. 
(f) Using inverses we see that C ~i) and ( i Ii) are equivalent· 
C i I) ) C I) Is tr i'v i a I • A I so by exam in Ing the proof of 
(b) we see that Ci) ~(Ii). Using Cc) we.see that 
(iv) ) (iii). 
Clil)~Clv): TCB)T(a:) = TCdHCc)- 1T(a:) 
) TC d )TC c - 1 a:) 
= TCdc- 1a:) · 
= T(f3a:) 
C by Cd) ) 




be a pul I back. 
So g, h is the kernel pair of f. Also f- 1 f = I~ <g,h> with 
(g, h)monic. Now Tg, Th is the kernel pair of Tf and so 
Hence (Tf)- 1 ("ff) = <Th){Tg)-i 
=T(f- 1f). 
< I • 4. I h) 
is a pul I back. 
(h) As in (f), Cil) and (iii) are equivalent and obviously 
(Iv)==~) ( i I) .. :==:::::·~) ( i). 
(i) ><Iv): T(f3)T(cx:) = T(d)T{c)- 1T(bH(a)- 1 
= T(d)T{c- 1b}T(a)- 1 
= H Scx:l . 
(by ( i ) 
(by (c) 
(by ( b) 
Now if T ~reserves finite pul I backs then in the proof of (a) 
we see that TUil- 1T(f) = T(f 1 H(a 1 )- 1 and so T(cx:f) = T(cx:)T(f). 0 
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2.2. I Remarks: 
(a) ·Let RC denote the category whose objects are those of C and 
whose morphisms are ·the relations of C. Klein [1970 2.6] shows 
that the class of isomorohisms is not enlarged by oassing from 
Now 2.2 (f) and Ch ) show that if T preserves regular-
ep is and pu I I backs. then T extends to a functor RC --~> R0 . 
(b) Some of the results given in I .7 about products of relations 
can be obtained from the results of this section by regarding 
the product 6peration as a functor on a product of categories. 
(c) The converse of 2.2g and 2.2h are not true: 
·The power set functor P has the properties of 2.2(g) and (h). 
However it does not preserve kerne I pairs {or finite pu I I backs). 
· For deta i I s see 7. I Oc. 
(d) If however T preserves finite products then the converse of 
2.2h is true [Klein 1970]. Moreover one sees easily that 
if T presarves the terminal object then: 
Ci) T preserves kerne I pairs ==} T preserves finite 
'self-products', i.e. TCX?< X) - TX><. TX , 
and (ii) T preserves (finite) pullbacks 
(fi~ite) products. 
==)I} T preserves 
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3. TOP CATEGORIES: BASIC RESULTS 
Top categories are defined and discussed in the papers of 
Wyler [1971a, b] and Ramaley and Wyler [1970 a]. In this section 
we repeat the basic facts about top categories which we shal I require 
later on. We also deri0e some additional results. 
3. I Definition [Wyler 1971 b] 
A topological theory on a category _g_ is a contravariant 
functor s* : C --~> ORD (where ORD is the category of ordered sets and 
ordaP preserving functions) such that for al I objects X in C, 
s*X. is a complete lattice and for morphisms f in _g_, s*f preserves 
inf ima of arbitary fami I ies including the empty, family. We then 
define a category Cs as fo 11 ows: the objects of _g_s are a I I pairs 
(X,x) wlfh X .in~ and x E s*X. these pairs are cal led spaces. The 
morphisms f:(X,x) --~> (Y,y> in Cs (sometimes referred to as maps> 
·are the morph isms f :X --~> Y in C such that x '· ( s*f) y. Composition 
of morphisms ls defined ·as in~· There -is a forgetful functor 
P :Cs ---+) _g_ defined by P(X ,x) = X and Pf = f. P ls ca I led the 
projection functor and Cs is said to be a top category over C. 
Let f :X --4) Y in C. We write f* = s*f (when no confusion 
is possible) and define s*f = f* s*X --~) s*Y l n ORD by: 
f*x = lnf{yEs*Ylx ' f*y}, for al I x e s*X. 
Then. x ~ f*y ~¢~=·==~> f*x ~ y and so f*' f* give us a Galois connection 
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between s*X and s*Y. f* and f* preserves 
suprema. 
Examples of top. cat~gories abound. Over sets we have I imit 
spaces, topological spaces, proximity spaces, uniform spaces, quasi-
uniform spaces and uniform convergence spaces. Categories of 
t?pological· algebras are top categories over the underlying categories 
of algebras. More examples can be found in Wyler's papers. 
For the m~t of this section Cs wi I I be a top 6ategory over 
c. 
3.2 General properties of top categories [Wyler 197la, b] 
The projecfion functor P has a left adjoint tt given by 
tt(X) = CX, ttX) and tt(f) = f where ttX is the least element of s*(X). 
Palso has a right adjoint w given by w(X) = CX, wX) and lu(f) = f, where wX is 
the largest element of s*X. Spaces of the form ( x, tt ) x are said 
to bediscrete and those of the form (X,~) are indiscrete. 
If f :X ) y then f * (ttx) = tt and . y t* <.wy) = ~· 
For f: CX,x) ) (Y,y) in cs f is manic (resp. ep i) in -·' 
cs if and on I y if it is manic .(resp. ep i) in c. f is an isomorphism 
in cs if .and only if it is. an isomorphism in c and x = f*y (o·r f*X = y). 
f:(X,x) ~.CY,y) is extreme-manic in ~s if and only 
if it is extreme-manic in C and x = f*y. By duality, f:(X,x) --·~) <Y ,y) 
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is extreme-epi in cs if and only if it is extreme-epi in g_ and y = 
f*x. If f as above is extreme-manic then _we say that (X,x) is a 
subspace of CY,y) and f is an embedding. ·Dually we have quotient 
. spaces and quotient maps .. A map of the form f :(X,x) 
is said to be coinitial while f :(X,f*y) ---+) CY,y) is initial. 
Suppose that f:(X,x) ---+) ( Y, f *x) is a I so in it i a I and fg = I for 
some g:Y --~> X. ---») ( x , x ) . The proof .is 
as fo I I ows : g *x = g *f *f *x = f*x. 
of Cs. 
If C is a cogenerator of f then CC, we> is a cogenerator 
The projection functor creates: I imits and col imits and so 
Cs is complete (resp. co-complete) if and only if C is complete 
(resp. co-complete). A similar statement is true for 1wellpowered 1 
and 1co-wel I powered'. If N is the terminal object of C then 
CN, wN> is the terminal object of fs. Further if N has a unique s-
structure and C is cohnected (i.e. it has non-empty morphism sets) 
then Cs is also connected. 
s 
Le~ A be ~ ful I subcategory of C and let 
r*A = {xE:s*A I CA,xJ.is an object of A} (for all A in C). 
A is said fo be a top subcategory of Cs if the following two conditions 
are satisfied: 
Ci) r*A is closed under infima in s*A for al I A in C. 
·(ii) f* maps r*B into.r*A.for al I f:A ---+) Bin C. 
. . . s 
A is then a reflective subcategory off with reflector of the form 
CX,x). '---~> CX,Lx) where Lx = Inf {x 1 Es*X Ix ( x' and (X;x')E:A}. 
I ,c 
For f:X --~) ·y definer*f = s*f. 
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Then r;( is a top category over _g_ which is isomorphic to~ and 
L then preserves suprema and L(s*f) = (r*f)L. 
s Al I the indiscrete spaces of _g_ belong to A and are the 
· d · t of Cr. 1n 1scre e spaces This may not be true of the discrete spaces. 
op 
E t t h d I t . . t ( cop ) s . very op ca egory as a ua op ca egory over 
c0 P defined in the obvious way. Thus the general theory of top 
categories is self-dual. 
3.3 Construction of I imits and col imifs in top categories 
The constructi6ns given bel6w can be found in Wyler's paper 
[1971a]. 
(a) Products : 
Let {CX.,x.)} be a family of spaces from _g_s. 
·I I 
If Xx. exists in C theri Xcx.,x.> = <XX:,Ap~x.>, 
I -. I I I , I I 
where p.: XX. 
I I 
--·....\) X. are the projections of the product in C. 
I 
Cb) Sums: 
Let the CX.,x.) be as ih Ca). If the sum Ux. exists in C 
I I I 
then Ucx.,x.) = cl.Jx;, Vck.)*x.) where k.:X. ) Ux. are 
. . I . I I I I I I I 
the injections of the sum in c. 
(c) Egua Ii zers 
) Let.f, g:CX,x) ( y, y) have 
~ 
equa I i zer k:K ) x in c. 




(d) Coequal izers 
Let f, g be as in Cc). If c:Y --4 ·c is the coequalizer of 
f, gin C then c:CY,y) --~) CC,c*y)· is the coequal izer in Cs. 
3.4 Proposition: 
'Products of indiscrete spaces are indiscrete' 
'Sums of discrete spaces are discrete' 
Let {X.} be a family of object~ of C. 
I 
Ca) I f X Xi exists then X C Xi , wX. ) = (Xx i , wXX. ) . 
I I 
( b) If LJ X. exists then LJ CX., a:. ) 
I I X. cUxi, a:ux.l. 
I I 
Proof: 
= a: ux. where the pi are the projections 
I 
of the product and the k. are the injections of the sum. O 
I 
3.5 Some properties which a top category may or ma_y not have: 
The properties I isted below are not true in every tbp 
category. They wi I I be used later as assumptions required in ordet 
to obt~in various results.· 
(finite)(PI): "Every (finite) product of discrete spaces in Cs is 
discrete. · The dua I is (PI)*: Every sum of ind i scre+e spaces is ind i screte. 
·Since TOP satisfies (finite) CPI) but not (finite) (pl)* we 
see that the top category TOPOP satisfies (finite) CPI)* but not 
( f i n i te) ( P I ) • 
(P2): If f :X >--~ Y is mon i c then f *o: 0 -o: Y x· 
As the 'dual' we take (P2)*: 
If f: X 
(P3) If f:X)>--~> Y is manic then t*t* I. 
As the 'dual' we take (P3 )*: 
If_ f:X -»Y is regular-epi then f*f* = I. 
3. 5. I Remarks: 
·(a) These properties are re I ated as fo I I ows: 
Proof: (P3) ~ (P2): Let f :x ~ Y be manic. Since 
f*~X = o:y and f*f* = I, we have 
o:X = f*f*o:X = f*o:y and so (P2) holds. 
The 'dual' proof is similar. 0 
. ( b) If f : x >-:-----.> y is a sp I i t-mon ic (resp . a sp I i t-ep i) 
then it satisfies (P3) (resp. (P3)*) [Ramaley and Wyler 1970a]. 
Proof: For ( P3), gf = I with g:Y ~ x imp I ies that g-lff* = I. 
Thus f * is mon i c in ORD and the resu It fo 11 ows 
Again the 'dual 1 is similar. LI 
(c) Every top category over sets has the properties (P3)* and 
(P2)*, and furthermore has (P3) and (P2) for al I monies wi_th 
non-empty domain. If the empty set has a unique structure 
then this is true for every manic. In particular TOP has 
al I four properties. The ~roof is by (b). 
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(d) . Top subcategories~ 
s 
Let t::._ be a top subcategory of C . 
We have the fol lowing results, the proofs of which are 
straightforward: 
( i ) s If C has the property CPll* (resp. CP2l*, CP3l*l, 
then~ has the property CPI l* (resp. CP2l*, CP3l*l. 
(ii) If !2s has the property CPllCresp.CP2l land A contains all 
the discrete spaces of !2s, then A also has the property 
(PI l (resp. ( P2 l l 
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3.6 Proposition: 
Let~ be a ful I subcategory of Cs. 
The fol lowing are equival~nt: 
(a) A is a reflective subcategory of Cs and the reflection 
maps are g_-isomorphisms. 
(b) A is a reflective subcategory of Cs which contains all the· 
indiscrete spaces. 
(c) A is a top subcategory of Cs. 
Proof: (a) ·===,,).< b) : We can assume that the ref I ector has· 
the form IX:(X,x)----.} (X,Lx). 
Thus wX = Lwx and so (X,wx)E~. 
(b)-===> (a): 
. s 
For ( X , x ) cg_ , I.et n :(X,x)--:) L<X,x) be x . 
the reflector. Since (X,wX)E~ there is a f such that 
n 
(x,x) -~ L<X,x) 
Ix~/ f commutes. 
< x, µix) 
. s . 
So nx is split manic for al I (X,x)Eg_. No.w by 
[Herr! ich 1968 8~2.4] each n is also epi and hence is a x 
g_-isomorphism. 
(a)-===~> (C): Let L be as in (a).==> (b). We need to 
verify the conditions ( i) and (ii) in section 3.2. 
For (ii), I et f :X ~ Y with (Y ,y)E~.. Then 
since (Y,y)E~, the diagram 
I 




So Lf*y ~ f*y' Lf*y. Thus we have equality and so (X,f*y)E~.: 
The proof for the condition ( i) is similar, · 
(c) ==~}(a): tri'v ia I. D 
3 .7 Proposition: Suppose that f is complete, wel I and co-wel I-
. ; s 
powered and A is a subcategory of f . 
Then: A is a monoreflective subcategory of g_s if and only if 
~is closed under products, subspaces and it contains al I the 
indiscrete spaces. 
Proof: By [Herr! ich 1968 10.2~ I] and the result 3.6 above. O 
3.8 Proposition: 
Every top category Cs over a, regu.lar category Chas (regular-epi, mono) 
·decompositions. 
Proof: Let f :(X,x) ~. (Y,y~· in c5 have as its decomposition 
in g_, X --» Z >----4 .Y. 
e m 
Le~ e be the coequal izer of g, h:W ~ X 
·in C. let w = g*xA h*x. Then ·e:.(X,x) ~ <Z,e*x) is the 
coequal izer bf g, h:(W,w) ~ <X,x) in fs. Thus 
e m · 
(X,x) ~ (Z,e*x) >-----:> (Y,y): is a (regular-epi, mono) 
decomposition of f in fs .. D 
3 • 8 . I Remark : 
! .. 
It fol lows that in a top c~tego~y over a regular category the 
concepts of regular-epi and extremal-epi are equivalent [ Gri I let 
1971 I .4]. Also the codomain of an extremal-epi (= regular-epil has 
the quotient structure. In particular f:(X,xl ~ (Y;y) in 
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Cs is exiremal-epi in Cs if and only if f is regular-epi in C 
3.9 Proposition: 
Let f be a complete category which is regularly-co-we! I powered. 
Then a subcategory~ offs is extremal-epireflective in Cs if and 
only if it is closed under products and subobjects. 
Proof: Cs is complete and extremal-epi-co-wel I powered 
We now apply Kennison's result I .2 [1968]. 
3. I 0 Ex amp I e: 
. r,Q, 
The top category C 
Let C be a wel I powered regular ·category with intersections. 
For each X in C define r,Q,*(X) to be the complete lattice of 
reflexive relations on X. For f:X---:> Y define. 
f* = r9-*(f) = (f)(f)'*. It follows by 1.6 that for 
B:Y ~ Y we have f*S = f- 1 (3f, and for a:::X ~ X we have 
Cr,Q, . . t• c d cr,Q,h. th 1 s then a top ca egory over _an _ as e 
0 
properties (Pl), (P2)," (P3), (P2)* and (P3)* (but not (Pl)* in the 
case C =sets). 
This example is impo~tant for the work o~ § 6. 
C ri is also obtained as the category of relational prealgebras of 
the identity monad on C. (see 7. IOa). 
3. I I Connected spaces 
In this subse~tion we assumethat the base catego~y C is 
. _ _J 
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regular c;ind that the terminal 'object N has a unique s-structure. 
3.11.1 Definition: 
A space (X,x) is connected if c;rnd only if every map in g_5 with 
domain (X,x) and codomain a discrete space factors through (N,~N) 
(or equivalently through N). 
<X,~) 
g~ 
3 ~ I I . 2 Remarks : 
<N ~a: ) 
' N 
·.(a) A space <S,s) is connect~d if and only if given 
11 
f:(X,x)--» <Y,. a:Y) with f regulc;ir..:.epi, it follows that Y ~ N. 
(b) If al I the indisctete spaces are connected then N is the 
only object up to iso·wifh a unique s~stru~ture, 
(c) 
s . . 
If C has the properties (P2) and (P2)* and N ·is the only 
object up to lso with a unique structure, theri al I th~ indiscrete 
spaces are connected. 
Proof: Let f:(X, w/ ~ (Y,a:y) have the decomposition 
x e » z ) m ) Y. Since (P2) holds we have 
'· I 
m*a: = a: and by <;P2) * we have e*WX = Wz • y z 
Thus a: :;:: Wz cind it fo I lows that z't'N. 0 z 





If (X,x) is connected and f:(X,x) ~ (Y,y) be regular-epi, 
; i 
then (Y,y) is connected. 
Proof: 
Let g:(Y,y)---) CZ, a:Z) •. In the diagram below we can fi 11 in 
h, k with k mcinic so that the diagram commutes. 
(X,x) ___ f ---->>~> < Y, Y) -'--g'---> < z, a:z) 
Now using I • 2 ( e) we can f i I I in t: Y. --~) N so that kt = g. 0 
3.11.4 Proposition 
: l 
Let {<A., m~x)} be a family of connected subspaces of <X,x) • 
. · I · I · 
Suppose further that f' A. and · UA. exist and then~ is a 
I I 
u :N ) f"Ai . . ·· 
Then ( U A. , m*x) is· connected, where m: U A. >~-~) X is the 
.. · I l 
natural monic associated with the union. 
Proof: 







be the diagram of monies associated withnA. and UA .. 
I I 
So n. u. = n. U. for a I I i, }. 
I I . j j 
Let g: ( U Ai ,m*x) ~ ( Y, a:y) • We need to show that g factors 
through N. Now tor each i, g- n. :(A., m~ x) ~ CY, a:y) and . I · I I 
so there are morphisms h., t. such that 
I I . 
So t. = t.h. 







m~x) CY a: ) 
h:~ ·/'tiy 
·<N' a:N) 
.. = t. for gn. u.u ,= gn. u .u 
I I j j j 
a 11 
Write t = t. and s = ng where n:Y -) N. We need 
I 
that ts = g. Now (ts)n. = t.ngn. = t.nt.h. = t~h. = 
I I I I I I I I 
It fol lows [Mitchel I .1965 1.9.1] that ts = g. 
I· 
commutes. 
j I j. 
to show 






4. PROTOREFLECTlONS AND PROTOCOREFLECTlONS 
Many reflections and coref lecticins ate obtained by ordinal 
iteration of a functorlal process. We give a number of examples of 
such processes in 4.5 below.·,• In this section we note that al I 
these are instances of what we shal 1 cal I a protoreflection (or i'ts 
dua 1). Under certain circumstances ordinal iteration of a 
protoreflection gives us a reflection. 
Corresponding to ~ach result in this section there is an 
obvious dual result which we usually do not state exp I icitly. 
4. 1 Definitio~: 
A protoreflection in a category C is a triad (F, n, ~), where 
F:C ___;,-~> C is a functor, n:I -->~ F is a natura I transformation 
and A is a subcategory of C such that for each X in C and 
f: X -----· ~> A with A£A, there is' a unique f 1 : F>< ---9) A suCh that 







The dual conc~pt is that of a protocoref lection. 
I , 
.If (F 1 , n1 , ~) and,CF 2 , n2 , A) are protoreflections in C 
then we say that: 
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natural transformation p such that 
commutes. 
(ii) <F1, ni, ~) "'CF2, n2, A) if and only if there is a 
natural isomorphism p such that the previous 
diagram commutes. 
The relation '·is reflexive and symmetric. 
(F, n, ~) is said to be a ~-protoreflection (resp.~,­
regular-:-epi-etc) if all the morphisms nx are mono, (epi, regu[ar-epi et-c.)-
A protoreflection is said to be strong if it is a reflection. 
4.1. I Remarks: 
Protoreflectibns appear in [Johnson 1966] as 'relative 
r~flections' .. Joh~son uses them to study commutativit~ of reflectors 
and coreflectors. His work is entirely disjoint from ours. 
The obvious thing to do with a protoref lection is to iterate 
it. 
4.2 Iteration of a ptotoreflectioM . 






I , Fl F, n1 Define F2 FF, n2 n = = = n. = = nF.n and inductively 
for each integer Fn+I 
. n n+1 - n 
n, F. F , n = n n· n F-
{ n n ( F , n· , A)} n=0,1,2 is then an ~scending sequence of 
protoreflections in C. 
Let w denote the first infinite ordinal. Suppose that. 
for X in C, the diagram 
x = FOX ) FX > F2X > 
nx nFX 
has col imit < LX,. Q, n) x with ~. :F~ ----t) LX. 
For each f:X --~) Y, the col imit construction gives us a morphism 
Lf:LX --~) LY in such a way, that L becomes a functor and 
Q,n:Fn --4)· La natural transformation. Define Fw = FL and 
w 0 
n = nL. £ . 
w w 
Then (F , n , 1~ is a protorefle.ction in C. 
I 
More genera I I y, - if the approp i ate co I im its exist, then 
' ~ ~ 
for each ordinal ~,we have a protoreflection (F ,-n , ~)and 
for each pair of ordinal~~, B with~~ B we have a natural 
~ a ~ B 
transformation n 'µ:F --)~ F with the fol lowing five properties: 
(a) FO I , F1 F,, 
0 I , n1 = = n = = . n. 
(b) ~+1 
~ ~+1 o,~ ~ ~~ 
F = FF n, = nF~.n~, n = n , n, = I , 
~ ~+I· I n , 
=:~F~ for a 11 ordinals ~ 
(c) For ~ ~ B ~ y, nB, y.n ~, B = n ~,y . 
( d) Suppose that cc i::; a I imit ord i na I . For each x in c, 
let { ( LX ,. 
Q,B)} . : 





x~ .. · . B' .. ·l nB,B' n · x 
x 
. . I 
. - B 
· · F X 
C For a I I B ' B' < a: 
£~: FBX ~ LX 
Then Fa:X = FCLX), n~ = nlX'i~ and n~'a: = 
. . a: a: B B 
If a: ' B, then CF , n , ~ ' CF , n , 12_) • 
Th~ detai Is of the construc~ions are straightforward ~nd are omitted. 
Dually, t~e e~istence of certain I imits in Cal lows us 
to obtain iterates of protocoref lection. 
4.2.1. Remarks: Preservation of properties under iteration. 
(a) Al I iterates of an epi-pr:-o'toreflection are,epi. 
(b) · Al I finite iterates of a monic-protoreflection are manic. 
For ~he inf ini~e case the question is 6pen. Further results 
are given in 4.6. 
4.3 · Def1nitlon: Generation of reflections 
A protoreflection CF,' n, !2.) is said to weakly generate 
a reflection if for each X in C there is an ordinal a: such that 
Fa: (X) EA. If this is so, we deriote by a:X' the least ordinal. with 
this property. a:X is called the ~rder of X relative to (F, ri, A). 
It fo I I ows that 
a:x 
{ x nx) F a:X(X)} is a ref! ect ion c ---#) A. Further, we say 
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that (F, n, ~) strongly generates a reflection if for each Xs C we 
can find an o:: such that FS(X)s A whenever a~ o:: 
For epi-protoreflecti6ns these two concepts ~re equivalent. 
I 
4.3~ I Proposition: 
- If an epi-protoreflection weaki'y generates a reflection then it 
sf~ongly generates a reflection . 
Proof: 
Let <F, n, A) be epi. 
- - For each X £ C and o:: ~ o:: there is a morphism .X o::-
t 
0:: x 
such that tnx = nx 
0:: x 
nx - 0:: X-
x F <X) 




Thus tnx ' = I and since 
~o:: nx , is epi, it is an isomorphism. 
·o:: 
Thus F (X)E A. 0 
4.3.2 An open problem. 
Proposition 4.3.1 tells us that for epi-protoreflections, the properties 
of weak generation and strong generation are equivalent. 
know wh~ther this is true in g~neral. 
We have the fol lowing partial results: 
(a) If Fo::(X) and FB(X) both I ie in_ A for some 




We do not 
- - '___J 
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Cb) If CF, n, A) strongly generates a reflection, then 
ex: ... 
ex: ~ cx:X ~ F C X) £ A. 
·Cc) If CF, n, ~) weakly generates a reflection then for 
each X and tt, there is an ordinal B ~ex: such that 
FBCX)E: A. 
Proofs: 
(a) There is a morphism t such that tn~ = 
ex: 
~F«(Xl 
X ex: B n ' t x 
= tn~ = n~ 
ex: 
- I • nx · and by 
uniqueness it fol lows that tn~~B = I. 
ex: B B . ex: B ex: B ex: ex: B ex: S 
A I.so Cnx' ·t > n.x = n ' tn ' n = n ' n = n x x x x x x 
and again by uniqueness we have n~~Bt = I. 
Cb) For XE~_, I et ex: be sue h that (3~cx: } FB 60 £~. 
By ·Ca) Fex:x(X) f!!. Fcx:CX). So Fcx:x+I CX) ~ Fcx:+I CX). 
·· . cx:x+ I · · · cx:x cx:x+ I 
Thus F CXlE:A and so by Ca)~ nx' is an 
isomorphism. The. proof now fol lows by induction. 
(c) Trivial •. 0 
·4.4 Definition: 
Let CF, n;· ~)be a pr.otoref lection in C. 
Denote by CCF, n, A) the ful I ·supcategory of C of objects X such 
nx:X · > FX is an isomorph.ism. 
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4.4.I Proposition: 
If (F, n, ~) is an epi-prcitoref lection then; 
(a) A~_g_<F, n, ~). 
(b) (F, n, Q<F, n, ~))is an epi-protoreflection. 
(~) For each ~·for which the iterate exists, we have 
0:: ~ 
C(F 'n' A) =_g_<F, n, A). 
Proof: 
(a) FOr XE.A, there is a morphism t such that tnx = Ix. 
But nx is ep i, so it is an isomorphism. 
( b) Trivia I. 
(c) 




Let XE.C(F n A) = nx since nx is - ' ' x x 
i sornorph ism and nx is ep i, ·nx is an isomorphism. 
an 
Conversely let XE.C(F, n.:' ~). Then ~X and F<nx) are 
isomorphisms. 
~ 
isomorphism. Now using 1nduction we see that nx is an 
isomorphism. 
4.4.2 Proposition: 
If (F, n, A) weakly generates a reflection then 
0 
_g_<F, n, A) c A and if if strongly generates a reflection then we have 
C(F, n, A) =A. 
Proof~ If nx is an isomorphism, then 
~ 
as in the proof of 4.4. i(c) we see that nxX i.s an 
~ 
isomorphism. But F X(X)E.A and sci XtA. 
If we have 'strongly ge'nerates', then XE~ imp I ies that 
~X = 0 and ·by 4.3.2(a), Cb) we see that nx is an isomorphism'. 
0 
' . ' . 
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4. 5 ·. Examp I es: 
Cl) The identity protoreflectton .. 
If~ is a subcategory of a category C then Cl, I, A) is both 
a protoreflection and a protocoreflection. 
(2) Reflections and coreflections. 
If A is a reflective subcategory of C and R:C--> A is the 
reflection with unit n, then CR, n, A) is a protoreflection. 
(3} The idempotent monad assocfated with a monad. 
Fakir [1970] give a proceJ~ of iteration over the ordinals 
whereby one m6dif ies an arbitary monad on a category£ to 
obtain an associated idempotent ~onad. This proces~ is a 
protocoreflection in .the category of monads on£ and it 
generates a coreflection jf C is wel I powered and has I imits. 
Let rr = CT, n,µ) be a ·monad on sets such that T0 = 0 
and for some set X~TX has ~t least 2 points. Then by the 
results of Frei and MacDonc;iJd (1971 p.3Jwe see that the first 
modification of 1T gives us the identity monad. Frei and 
MacDonald give an exa·mple of a monad on groups for which the 
first modification is not ,the identity. 
(4) The sheaf associated wit~-~ presheaf. 
Heller and Rowe's [1962] i;terative construction of the sheaf 
associated with a given presheaf on a topological space X 
(with values in an exact ;q:ategory) is a protoref lection i.n 
the category of presheave~ on X. Gri I let [1971] shows that 
with certain·conditions on C, thi~ construction terminates 
after at most 2 steps. 
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(5) Topological modification 6f a closure space. [Cech 1966] 
Let C be the category of closure spaces·as defined by Cech. 
Let F:C ) C be the fmctor defined by FCX,t:) = CX, T2 ) 
I 
where T is a closure operator on a set X. Then (X, T) ~ (X, T2 ) 
is a natural transformatio~. I ~ F and CF, I, Top) is 
a protoreflection which generates the topological modification. 
Kent [1968] shows that.tor each ordinal a:., there is a closure 
space C.Sa:., Ta:.) whose order with respect to the prcitoreflection 
is exactly a:. 
(6) Structure functors on top categories: 
In §5 ws show that every st~ucture functor on a top tategory 
has associated with .i~ a p~otoreflection (as wel I as a 
protocoreflection) which is not in general a reflectiori: 
.f .. ~ 





and regular in Top, coreflections and 
monoreflections in Top~ the topological modification as 
described above, the generation of the relational algebra 
.associated wit~ a rel~tiohal prsalgebra and the transitive 
relatlon associated with a reflexive relation (see §7). 
/. 
(7) Structured equivalence rel~tions, point separatio~ axioms. 
In §6 we show that every structured equivalence relation 
on a top category has associated with it a protoref lection 
which generates the refle~tion into the associated extremal~ 
epi-reflective subcategory~ As examples we have the T0 , Ti, 
T2 and Urysohn protoreflections in Top. In §I I we show that 
the T1 and T2 protoreflections are not strong. 
4.6 Protoref lections and regular categories. 
In this subsection we consi.der a regular category C. 
4;6~1 Proposition: 
Let (F, n, ~) be a regular-epi-protoref lection in the regular category 
C. Then each iterate of (F, n, A) which exists is again regul~r-epi. 
Proof: 
We proceed by induction and prbve that al I n~' 8 are regular-epi. 
For non-I imit ordinals the induction step is trivial (use I .2g) . 
.So let y be a I imit ordinal and assume that n~' 8 is regular-epi for 
all 0 i;; ex:' f3' y. We now us~ the notation of 4~2d .. 
By [Gri I tet 1971 6.6] v Im- Q,~ = 
O~cx:(y . 
.............. ( i ) 
··Now for each cx:<y, 
0 ex: ex: 
ix =: :ixnx 
ex: • 
By assumption nx 1s regular-ep:i .. 




for each ex:. So by 
............... ( .i i ) 
It folJows that 
( i ) it to I I ows that 
·Im i 0 = x I and hence Q,~ is regu l·a r'""ep i . 
Now by ( i i) and I . 2h 
ex: 
we see that 1X is regular-epi for each ex: The rest of the proof is trivial. 
D 
Extremal-epi:..protoreflections in top categories over 'nice' regular 
categories always generate reflections and have other pleasant properties .. 
4.6.2 Proposition: 
Let ff, n, A) be an extrema 1-ep i-protoref I ect ion in a top category Cs 
where C is regular. 
Then: 
(a) Every iterate of (f, n, A) which exists is extremal-epi. 
Now suppose that every rel.ation in C is contained in a least congruence 
and that Chas unions (see· I.SY.: 
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(b) Every iterate of CF, n, A) exists. 
(c) If further C is regularly-co-wet I powered· and 
s . 




(a) Use 4.6. I and the properties of extremal-epis and col imits·Jn 
top categories. 
(b) For (X,x)£~s, write F(X,x) = CFX,Fx) and nx = n(X,x)' 
We need only show that the cppropiate col imits exist in C. 
So let ex: be. a I imit ordinal' and for X£C let <j>~:X -----> .... ~ X1 
0 
be regu I ar-ep I such that ker <l>x is _the I east congruence 
on X _co~ta in i ng X'cx: 
each B<cx:a morphism 
x 
$~ ·. 
ker nO,B • 
x-
<I>~ sµch, that 
x•~ 
. . X' 




We see easlly th~t {(X', <j>~)}B<cx: is the col imit of the 
diagram 
x 
e-B' n I x 
)) 




, B~B I <:ex:. 
( c) 
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By (a) and (b) al I iterates exist and al I ncx:,B are extreme-
X 
epis. Since g_5 is regularly-co-we! lpo_w'ered there are for each 
CX,x.)e:f_s, ordinals cx:<B such that n~'B ls an isomorphism in C • 
. ex: ex:+! . s 
It fol lows that nx' . = .nFcx:X is an isomorphism in C and so 
Fcx:Xe:A. 0 
4.6.3 Propdsition 
Let.C be regular and cocomplete.and satisfy Gri I let's conditions 
C', C" C' II [1971 pp. 170]. 
3 3 , 3 
Let . ( F, n, '2.) be a moho-protoref I ect ion in Cs. Then: 
(a) Every iterate of ( F,. n ,. ~) is a mon0-protoref I ect ion. 
(b) If CF, n, f2.) weakly generates a reflection then CF, n, A) 
is also an epi-epiprotorefl~ctioM. 
Proof: 
(a) is proved by induction us in~ Gri I let's resul.t 2.5. [1971 pp. 178]. 
(b) The proof. is similar to that of the correspondi.ng result for 
monoreflections. 
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5. TOP CATEGORIES: STRUCTURE FUNCTORS, MONOREFLECTIONS 
AND COREFLECT f ONS . 
lri.this section we generalise som~ resu~ts of Herr! ich 
[1969a] and Kannan [1970a] concerning monqreflections and coreflections 
in.Top to apply to general top categories. We show that these 
reflections are in general obtained by iteration of a ~rotoreflection. 
We also obtain some results concerning the lifting of extremal-
epirefle~tive sabcategor)es thus parti~I ly general Ising a result of 
Brummer [1971] on the I ifting of epireflections. 
Throughout this section Cs and Ct wi I l be top categories 
over C (which need ~ot be regular). 
functor of both cs and ct. 
5.1 Definition . [Wyler 1971a] 
P wll I denote the projection 
A functor L:Cs --~>Ct such that PL= P is cal led a structure 
functor. 
In Wy I er' s term i no I ogy L 1 I i fts 1 the identity on .£· For CX,x) in 
. s 
C, we write LCX,x) = CX,Lx). For each object X of E_ the mapping 
s*X ) t.*X induced by L is called the structure morphism 
induced by L. 
It follows that if f:CX,xl.---4) CY,y) in Cs, then. 
Lx ~ .f*Ly. 
For the rest of this section L, L' wi I I be structure functors 
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5. I. I Remarks: 
There are two trivial strudure functors Cs.--.--) Ct. These are 
ex and w where cx(X,x) = CX'. cx:X)- and w(X,x) = CX, wX). 
If Cs= Ct then the identity functor is another one. 
The following elementary properties of structure functors wi I I be 
used frequently later on; 
5 . I . 2 Lemma : 
(a) If f:X -~> Y and· <Y,y.)c.Cs then Lf*y ' f*Ly. 
(b) If f:X --.JI> Y and (X,x)E::_g_s then f~x ~ Lf*x. 
(c) If (X.,x.) is a family of spaces from Cs and )(x. 
I I ;: - I 
I 
exists .in C, then L(/\p~x.) E;;/\ p~Lx .. 
. - . l·I I· 1. 
(d) If (X. ,x.) is a 'family of spaces from Cs and Ux . 
. I I . . - I 
exists in C, then U V ( k. ) *x. ) ~ Ve k. ) *Lx ~ . 
. :-- . · I · I . I . I 
Proof: 
Trivial, see 3~3. 
5.2 Definition: Special properties of structure functors. 
a 
A structure functor L is said to preserve subspaces (resp. quotients) 
if we have equality in 5.l .2('a) (resp. (b)) for f extreme-monic 
(resp. extreme-epi) in C. 
L preserves products (tesp. sums) if we have equality in (c) 
(resp. (d)). 
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5.3 ·Definition: Subcategories associated with a structure functor. 
Land L' have associated with them two full.replete subcategories of 
Cs defined as fo I I ows: 
·s · s 
(a) C (L' L 1 ) has as spaces al I (X,x)E:~ for which Lx 'L'x. 
( b) Cs ( L -
s 
L 1 ) has as spaces al I (X,x)E:~ for which Lx = L'x .. 
In.the next few results we examine so~e ptopetties of the subcategories 
defi ned above. 
5.3.1 Proposition: 
(a) If L 1 preserves subspaces (resp. products) then 
_f_s(L (: L 1 ) is closed under- subspaces (resp. products). 
( b) If L t · t < ) th cs_< L ,.. L' ) -_ pteserves quo 1en s resp. sums en ~ 
. is c I osed under quotients (resp. sums) . 
. Proof: 
(a) Let-f: X )>--_·-~>- Y be extreme-manic, (Y,y)E~s and Ly'- L'y. 
Then L(f*yJ (. f*Ly ,-f*L'y = L'f*y. 
s· 
Thus ( x, f *y) E:C ( L ' LI ). 
For products, let CX
1
, xi) be a family of spac~s from Cs. 
Then UA p~x.) '/\ p~Lx., ~p~L-'x. = L' </\ p~x.). 
I I I 1 · I : _I . I I 
It fo I I ows that X ( X. , x. ) E:C5 ( L ' L 1 ) • 
I I -
The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a). 
.5.3.2 Corollary: 
D 
If L and L' both p~eserve subspaces (resp. products, quotiehts, sums) 





products, quoti~nts, sums). 
The hext result generalise~ the main result of Herr I ich's paper [1969a] 
concerning coreflections in Top. 
5.3.3 Proposition: 
Let L :Cs · ) Cs be a structure functor:· 
(a) Cs(L' I) is closed under products, subspaces and contains al I 
indiscrete spaces. 
s It is a top subcategory of £ and the 
reflection is strongly generated by the protoreflecticin 
CF; I, £s CL' I)) where f is the functor: 
CX,x) 1----1.) ( X, xVLx ) , f t----+) f. 
(b) tsc I ' L) is closed under sums and quotients and contains 
al I discrete spaces. 
s 
It is a cotop subcategory of C and 
the coref.lection is strongly generat~d by the profocoref lecticin 
CF 1 ,.I, Cs(!' L)) where F' is the functor: 
CX,x) ,_,_. -~> CX, xi\Lx), f t-f--.. ~> f. 
Proof: 
(a) The identity f~nctor preserves subspaces and products and 
. . s . 
it fol lows (by 5.3.1 {a)) that£ CL' I) is closed under 
these operations. Cs(L ~ I) obviously contains the 
i~disctete spaces. ·If f:(Xtx) --)~ CY,y) then.x' f*y 
. and Lx' f*Ly. So xV Lx ' f*y Vf*Ly ' f*CyV Ly) . 
So F is a si¥uctLirefuhctor and I: I __ _,,) F i s a natu ra I 
transformation. 
. . s 
l.f CY,yl.EC CL' I) then FCY,y) = CY,.y). 
Thus CF, I, Cs(L::;: I)) is a protoreflection. 
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W r i t e Fx = x V Lx . 
n · n 
Then F (X,x) = (X, F x) for each 
integer n and for oc a I imit ordinal the col imit is given 
oc · '\j· B 
Thus F (X,x) = (X,F( B F x)). <oc 
- \ 
Thus al I the iterate~ of the protoreflection exist and 
{Focx}~ is an increasing chain of structures on X. 
oc oc 
It fol lows th~t there is an ordinal oc such that LF x' F x. 
( b-) This is dua I to (a) . 0 
5.3.4 Remarks: 
Herr I ich [1969a] states in effect that for f_ =Top, the protoco-
reflection associated with a structure functor is always strong 
(I.e. it is already the coreflection) . This i~ not true. Herr Ii ch 
. has ~lso made_ this observation in a letter to the author. We give 
an example: For (X,x)ETop, let Lx be thetopology on X with subbase 
x together with the complemen~i of me~bers of x. Then Cs( I -~ U 
is the ful I subcategory of ·spaces in which every open set is closed. 
If we let u be the upper topology on IR (the reals);then Lu is a T1 
topology but is not discrete arid hence (IR, Lu )tCs(L' I). Thus L 
i~ not the coref lection. 
5.4 Examples: 
We I ist below a_number of examples of structure functors for which 
the associated protoreflection is not strong: 
(I) The generation of ~he relational algebra associated with_ 
a relational p-realgebra (see 7.3). 
(2) The topologieal modification of a closure space (see 4.S(5)). 
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(3) The regular modification of a topological space [Thomas 1968]. 
(4) ~~topological spaces [see Murdeshwar:- and Naimpal ly 1966]. 
Let L:Top --~> Top be the structure functor which selects 
from·each topology x (on a set X) the x-open sets U .which 
have the property: a EU ==::)) cQ. a CU. 
X. 
It is easy to check that these open sets do form a topology Lx 
on X and x ' Lx. 
s Then C (L' I) = R0-spaces. · 
Thus the protoref lection associated with L strongly generates 
the R
0 
ref lectiori (5.3.3). It is not strong however. We 
give an example to show this: 
Let X = Atl B where A = {a } and B = {b } are n n 
countably infinite sets. Let x be the topology on X 
n . 
with open sets 0, X, B, Bm' A UBm_for ~11-m,n where. 
An = {a 1 , a 2 , } d B {b b b } · · · · · · · · • an an . m = m' m+I' · m+2 · · · 
Then Lx {0, X, B} and so (X,Lx)is not yet a R0 space. Q 
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5.4.1 Prob I em: 
s· s 
For Ma monoref lective subcategory of£, ~enote by£ CM) the 
class of structure functors L :C5 --~> Cs· sueh that I ' L and 
. Cs Ct = I ) = M .
Study the class C(M). In particular consider the fol lowing 
questions: 
Ca) The functor of the monoref lection is always the largest 
member of CC M) . When does CCM) have a I east member? 
(b) When does CCM) have exactly one member? 
(c) Are any of the structure funct6rs.described in 5.4 the 
.least members of the corresponding class £C~)? 
Note that in. § 6 and §I I we obtain some resu I ts concerning the 
corresponding prob I ems for structured re_lations. 
Consider also the 'dual 1 problems for coref lective subcategories. 
5.5 Monoref lective and Coref lective hul Is. 
Let ~·be a fu I I subcategory of Cs. 
L, L'. on Cs as fol lows: 
We define st~ucture functors 
. * LCX,x) = l\{fa: aa: I f~ :CX,x) ·--~) (Aa:, aa:), for.al I fa: 
( Aa:, a a:) i n A} 
--1) (X,x),for al I 
fa:' c Aa:, aa:) in A) 
Cs(L' I) = CsCL = I) has spaces'all (X~x) such that 
x =/\f* a . in the above notation. a: a: A similar 
statement is true for L 1 • 
L 
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The protoref lection and protocoref lections induced by Land L' 
are both strong. Further Cs(L =!)is the smallest top 
s subcategory of£ which contains~. and if C is balanced then it 
is the monoreflective hul I of A. A corresponding result is tru~ 
for the dual case. 
5.6 Definttion: lifting subcategories via structure functors 
Let L:Cs --·~).Ct be a structure functor and A be a fu.11 
t 
subcategory of C . Define £s< L;~_) to be the fu 11 subcategory of 
Cs consisting of those spaces whose image under L I ies in~ 
The subcategory Cs(L,~) is· a generalisation of Kannan 1s 
subcategory <B,A) where B is a coreflective subcategory of Top -- . -
and L is the §_-coreflec~ion [1970a]. In §6 we wi I I apply some of the 
results given below to the study of structured equivalence relatio_ns. _ 
5.6. I Proposition: 
If A is closed under subobjects and (finite) products, then 
1s a soc ose un er ese opera ions. £s_(·L,~) · I I d d . th t· 
Proof: 
Let f: (X,x) >>--~) (Y,y) be manic with <Y,y)£Cs(L,~). 
Since f:(X;Lx) ).,_·-~> (Y,Ly) we have (X;Lx)E~.: 
s ; 
Thus (X,x)E£ (L,~). 
For a productX<x.,x.), we have I: uXcx.,x.)) )>---) "ux.,x.); 
. I I · I I f' I I 
s ; s 
So if each (X.,x.)£C (L,A), we have the product also in£ (L,~). 







C has the property (finite) ( p I ) of- 3.5, then 
s 
C CL = cr) is closed under (finite) products. 
( b) t If C has the property ( p:2> then Cs(L = cr) is closed under 
subobj ect~. 
Proof: Cs(L = cr) Cs(L, discrete spaces). Now use 5.6. I. 0 
5 . 6. 3 Rema r ks : 
(a) Let Cs = Ct. 
If L ~ .then Cs(L = cr) contains al I discrete spaces. 
If L then 
. s 
= cr) imp Ii es ~ CX,x)£_g_ CL x = cr x· 
(b) If the injections of the.sum are mon ic 
u s . cr) then CX.,x.)£C CL = 
I I -
s 
imp.I ies that each (X.,x.lE:C (L = cr). 
I I -
(c) If C is connected and has a terminal object N with a unique 
s-structure then Xcx.,x.)£Cs(L = cr), 
I I -
imp I ies that each CX:, x~>£C5 CL = cr). 
_ . I I 
5;7 Lifting of extremal~epir~flective subcategori~s. 
Brummer [1971 1.9] gives the fol lowing result: Let L:_g_' ~ B 
be a functor with _g_' comp I ete ~ we I I powered and co-we I I powered and 
let C' be an epiref lective subcategory of_§_. If L preserves I imits 
or produc~s and extreme-monies, then the subcategory L-1 (_§_1 ) of C' 
of objects whose image under L I ies in.§_', is an epireflective 
subcategory of C! 
··' 
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We show in this subsection tha.t Brlimmer 1 s cohd it ions oh L 
can be re I axed somewhat if we insist that B.~ be· an extrema I-
epireflective subc~tegory~ L~ter on in §~we wi I I obtain a method 
of, Ii ft i ng the extrema 1-ep i ref I ector di rec't I y so that we can avoid 
the use of completeness.conditions on the base category. 
Suppose that C is complete, ex.tremal-epi-co-wel I powered and 
L-:Cs ) Ct is a structure functor: 
5. 7. I Proposition : 
. t s 
If A is an extremal-epiref lective subcategory of C , then Q._ CL,A) 
is an extremal-epiref lective subcategory of Cs. 
Proof: 3.9,5.6. I~ 
5.7.2 Problem: 
Which top categories Cs have a 'universal' extrem~l-epiref lective 
subcategory~ in the sense that al I other exfremal-epiref lective 
subcategories are obtai~ed from it by lifting via~ structure .. i 
functor? In particular are T2-spaces univel"sal. in Top? See a I so I I • 9. 
·j 
The result 5.7.1 ~andles the 11fting of the point.separation 
properties T 0 , T 1 , T2 from Top to the categories of Uniform spaces, 
Proximity .spaces etc. However it does not te I I us bow these propert (es 
I ift from Top to"categories of tOpological al-gebras. 
need to work in a more general situation as fol lows: 
For this we 
s . t 
Let C and B 
be top categories,, L:C
5 '. t --~> B a functor which I ifts the functor 
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L' :C ) B [Wyl~r 197Ja]. 
5.7.3. Proposition: 
For each ful I subcategory of A of ~t let Cs<L,L' ,~_) denote the subcategory 
of C of spaces whose image urider L I ies in A. 
·Let g_, .§. be comp I ete and extrema 1-ep i -co-we I I powered. Suppose further 
that L' preserves monies and that for each product in g_, the induced 
morphism < L' p. >: L 1 ( X X. ) 
. I I. 
--·~>XL' <Xi) is manic. 
Then if.~ is an extremal-epireflective subcategory of ~t; CsCL,L' ,~) 
is an extremal~epi~eflective subcategory of Cs. 
Proof: Sim'ilarto5.7.I .. 0 
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6. TOP CATEGORIES: STRUCTURED EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS, 
EXTREMAL~EPIREFLECTIONS. 
Throughout ~his ~ection C wi I I be a wel I powered regular 
category with i~tersections which satisfies Lawvere 1s condition 
'every equivalence.relation is a congruence (see I .8) 1 • It fo 11 ows 
by r.8.2 that£ wi I I be regularly-co-wei 1~6wered and so by a resu1t 
of Gril let [1971, 6.8], £has the property: for every relation 
~:x ' X there is a least congruence on X which contains ~. We 
recall the description of Crt .0.10) as the category with structures 
. the reflexive relations on the objects of C. 
We wil I define 'structured relations' and 'structured 
equivalence relations' on a top category cs as a generalisation of 
the 'topological equivalence relations' of Sharpe, Beattie and Marsden 
[1966]. We show that there is a oneto one correspondence between 
. . 
the structured equivalence relations and the extremal-epiprotoref lections. 
We exami.ne in.some detail the ~elationship between the properties 
of a structured equivalen~e relation and those of the corresponding 
protoref I ect i ori. We also examine the I ifting of an extremal-
epiprotoreflection using a st(ucture functor, as.promised in §5. 
The assumption that C bewel I powered can be w_eakened to 
regu I ar I y-co-we I I powered and a I I the resu Its. of this section w i 11 
st i I I be true with es sent i a 11 Y. the i denti ca I proofs. The reason 
for the stronger assumption is to ensure that Crt is a top category 
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(the structures on each object must form a set). However with 
the weaker assumption there is an obvi6us way by which one can 
reformulate the basic definition, 6.1. · 
6.l Definition: St~uctured Relations. [cf. Sharp~, Beattie and 
· Marsden 1966]. 
A structured relation Eon a top category Cs is a structure 
.- functor E:Cs --)+ cr9'. 
·As usual. we write E(X,x) = CX,Ex). If for a 11 <X;x>e::Cs, 
Ex is an equivalence relation, then we say that E is a structured 
. s 
equivalence·relation on C . 
Note that for f:(X,-x) --> (Y,y) in g_s we have f*(Ex) ~ Ey 
and equivalently Ex~ f*C'Ey), i.e. f(Ex)f- 1 'Ey and Ex~ f- 1 ~Ey)f. 
s . . . . . . 
The category C CE= I) ~s then the full subcategory of 
. . 
Cs consisting of those spaces <X,x) for which Ex= Ix; 
We say that the struc.tu red re I at i ens E and. E' are compat i b I e 
if Cs(E =I)~ Cs(E' = I)~ 
6.2 Definition: Proper structured relations. 
. . 
A structured relation E · o~Cs is said to be proper if E -FI and 
E -F *where I and * ar~ the structured relations defined by: 
I CX,x) ::: CX, IX) and *.CX,x) =. CX, Im IX x X). 
6.2. I. Remarks 
(a) For each X in C the fo.l; lowing are equivalent: 
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( i) For each Y in C. there is at most ~:me morphism Y -~ · X. 
(ii) The diagonal /J.:X ~ Xx Xis an isomorphism. 
(iii) The two projections.X.x X ~ X are equal. 
(iv) The two projections X 'x X ~ X are isomorphisms. 
If these conditions are satisfied then X is cal led a partial 
termi na I object (see a I so Barr 1971, 111 2.4). 
Cb) Cs ( I = I ) = . Cs. 
ts<*= I) is the ful I subcategory of spaces CX,x) for 
which X satisfies the conditions of (a). 
(c) Let C be a cogenerator of C. 
. s 
I f ( c ' We ) E~ ( E = I ) then 
E = I • 
Proofs: (a) and (b) are trivial.· 
s (c) For CX,x)eC· let Ex= lm<a, b> with 
<a, b>:R')i.--~>. X x X monic. For f :X --} C, 
f:(X,x) ~ CC_, we) and so f*CEx) = f(ba- 1 H ... 1 ' IC" 
Thus we have (fb),Cfa)- 1 -~I.' It fol lows that fb ~ fa 
an~ so fb = ta~ Si~ce C is a cogenerator -it fol lo~s 
· that a = b. N6w by I .4.ICg) we have Ex= IX. 
6.3 Proposition: [cf. Sharpe, Beattie and Marsden 1966] 
Let Ebe a structured relation on Cs. 
0 
(a) Cs(E = I) is c16se~ under products ~nd subobjecfs. Further 
it contafns th~ space CN, n) for al I structures non N. 
. . . . s . 
(b) · If~- is complete then~ CE= I) is an extremal-epireflective 
subcategory of Cs. 
(c) Suppose that C rs connected and that the terminal object 
N has a·unique s-structure • Then if a product ·1 ies in .. CsCE I) 
. so does each factor space. 
' I
•••• I . ' 
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Proof: 
(a) Crt has the properties CPI) and CP2). We now apply 5.6.2. 
Now since N is terminal, N x N ~N and so· IN= WN. 
(b) Use 3.9. 
Thus EC n) = I N' 
(c) 5.6.3(c). 
6 . 3 • I · Remark : 
In 6 . .5.1 we wi 11 prove that CsCE =,I) is an extremal-,epi-reflective 
subcategory of cs without the assumption that c be complete. 
6r3.2. The case C = sets; 
. s 
Let Ebe· a structured relation on a top category sets in.which the 
·singleton has a unique structure and suppose that E ~ *. 
Then setss( E = I) contains a I I .the discrete spaces and is 
closed under the formation of sums. 
·Proof: 
Since·E ~*,we see, that setss(E =I) conta-ins a space.with at 
least two points. Thus taking products we see that ft contains e 
s~ace of any given ~~rdinal ity and hen6e al 1 discrete spaces. 
Cl 
Now let CX., x.)E setssCE =I) for all isl. 
I I . 
Write CX,x) = UI ( x. , .x . ) • 
. I I 
Suppose that Ca,b)E: Ex. We need to show that a ~ b. 
and so a, 
Let f: Ucxi ,xi) ~ CI~ a:
1
) .·be the map defined by: 
f(Xi) = {i} for each i~ Then Cfa,fb)& E eel= 11 , 
bsX. for some jE:l. 
. j 
Now I et g: LJ ( X., x.) . I . I 
I 
~ CX.,x.) by gx · = Ix and J j . . . 
j j 
gCX.) - {a} for ~ j. 
. I 




6.4 The Structured equivalence relation associated with a 
structured relatio~: 
Every structured re~atlon Eon Cs has asiociated with it a 
le~st (see 6.6) structu~ed equivalence r~iation Eq such that fot al I 
Eqx is defined to be the least 
equivalence relation on X which is larg~r than Ex. It is easy to 
check that Eq is indeed B structured equivalence relation and that E 
and Eq are compatible. 
6.5 The correspondence between structured equivalence relations 
and .extremal-epiprotoreflectlons 
Let E be a structured eq~ivalence relatiori on Cs. 
Since~ satisf,ies Lawv.ere 1 s condition, there is for each space 
E 
CX,x),a regu I ar-ep i in ~ wh i.ch we denote by px, such that 
. E 
Ex = ker p • x 
For each space {X,x) let ErX be the codomain of pE and define x . x 
r · · r E · ' · E CX,x) = CExX,Cpx)*x). For f:(X,x) ~ CY,y) the induced 
morphism theorem Cl.8.1) gives us a map Erf: ·Er(X,x>.~ErCY,y). 
The .construction above gives us an exttema 1-ep i pro to ref I ect ion 
We say that the structured equivalence 
relation is strong if .the corresponding protoreflection is strong 
(i.e. it is the ref I action). 
It is easy to see that this construction in fact gives 
us a one to one cortesponde~ce between the structurad equivalence 
' s relations on C a~d the (isomorphism classes of) extremal-
. s ' 
epiprotoreflections on C . 
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ex: 
For each ord i na I ex:, we define E , the cx: 1 th power of the 
· ex: E ex: E ex: 
struct~red egu~v~lence relation by : Ex = kerCp )x where Cp ) is 
th~ natural transformation of the cx: 1 th iteration of the protoref lection 
associated with E (see §4). 
6.5.1 Proposition: 
·Let E be a structured relation on Cs. 
Then CsCE = I) is an extremal-epireflective subcategory of Cs and 
the reflection is strongly generated by the protoref rection 





The result above wJ I I be appl led in §9 and §I I to give 
. 1 internal I descriptions Of the reflections associated With the 
To, T1 and T2 point separation axioms in Top as well as in other 
categories of relational_~lgebras. 
6.6 The 'complete lattice' of structured relations. 
The collection of .al I structured relations on Cs admits a 
partial order induced by the ordering of relations. We give below 
s6me basic properties of this order .. 
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(a) The order: 
s· 
Let E ahd E' be structured relations on C . 
We define: E ~ E' if and only if Ex~ E'x for al I 
s (X,x)£C . The order~ is reflexive, anti-symmetric and 
transitive. 
(b) lnfima and suprema: 
These are formed 1 pointwise.ly 1 • I is the I east structured 
relation and * is ~he great~st structured relation. 
(c) Compatibility classes: 
s 
Let~ be an extremal-epireflective subcategory of C . ·The 
·co I I ect ion of a I I struct.ured re I at ions E on Cs such that 
Cs(E = I) = A is cal led the compatibi I ity class of structured 
relations assbciated with A. 
6.6.1 Proposition: Properties of the order. 
s 
Let E1 and E2 be structured relations on C . 
(b) Each compatibi I ity class is-convex, is closed under suprema 
and has a largest elemeht which is the strong structured 
equivcilence relation assbciated with the extremal epireflection 
whith corresponds (see 6.5) to the compatibi I ity class. 
( c ) El ~ E 2 ====> E~ ~ E 2 q • 
(d) The ~orrespondence between structured equivalence relations 
and protoreflect1ons is order preserving. 
Proof: 
Trivia I. 0 
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6.6.2 Open problems: 
The results given above suggest that one should study the 
relationship between the prop~rties of an eitremal-epfref lective · 
subcategory and the properties of the corresponding class of 
structured.relations. 
More speciffcal ly we have the fol lowing open questions: 
(~) The compatibi I ity class of structured relations associated 
with the T1 topological spaces does not have a l~ast 
member (see I I .3.2a). However the compatibi I ity class of 
structured equivalence relation~ associated with the T1 -spaces 
does have a least member and the same result is true for the 
. T2 -topological spaces ( 11.3. I, 11.4.2). · Is this true in general? 
(b) Are compatibility classes ~I ways wel I ordered? 
(c) . When ~o compatib1 I ity classes have exactly one member? 
In Top the subcategory of T0-spaces has this property {see I I .2.1) 
(d.) · Wh~n does a compatibtl ity cla~s corisist simply of powers of 
a single structured eq~ivalence relation? (see II .3~2c). 
In.th~ next three subse~tions we study initial, hereditary and 
productive structured r~latJons and show how these pro~erties 
transfer to the associated protoreflections. 
6.7 Initial Structured equival~nce relatlons. 
A structured equivalence relation E. is initial if the 
induced protoreflecti6n map~ a~e initial, i.e. for al I spaces (X,x), 
·c E)*( E) x = p p *x. x x 
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6.7.1- Proposition: 
Suppose that every regular-epi Jn C is spl tt-epi. 
Then every initial structured equivalence relation on Cs is strong. 
Proof: 
. s -
We use the notation-of 6.5.For (X,x)Eg_ write g = pE and let 
x 
f :ErX -~> X be such that gf =·I; 
r f:(E (x), gif)<)---.) CX,x) (see:3.2). 
Si nee E . i s i nit i a I , 
Thus ECg*x) ' f*(Ex) 
'f-1g-1gf 
= Cgf)-1 Cgf) = I 
-r 
and so E CX,x) (Erx' g*x)ECS·(E= I) .. 
x ,'- 0 
6. 7. 2 ... - Remarks: 
Th'e converse of 6. 7. I is not true • In ~act in §I I we wi I I prove 
. _that To is the only Initial structured equiv~lenae relation o~ 
Top Cll.2.3). 
6.7.3 Proposition: 
Suppose that Cs has the property CP3)* of 3.3. 
Let Ebe ~n initial structured equivalence-relation on cs: 
r s s· Then the functor E :C ~ C -- induced by E preserves initial maps. 
Proof: 
- s 
Let f :X --4 Y and CY,y)EC . 
E 
and Py = PY.' 
wr- rte x = 
Then Cp )*x = (p)*f*y = Cp )*f*Cp .)*(p )*y CE is initial) x x . x _- y y 





6.8 Hereditary structµred relations. 
6.8.1 Proposition: 
s Let Ebe a structured etjuivalence relation on C . 
The fol lowing are equivalent: 
(a) E is hereditary. 




Ca ) ===> C b ) : 
(X,x) 
( y ,y) 
f 
E 
::: .p . 
y 
r E CX,x) 
E(f*y) = f*CEy) gives us ker(p) = ker (pf) 
. x y 
~nd so by I .8.1 we see that Erf is manic. 
(b)~Ca).: Now f*CEy) = f- 1 p- 1 p f = p-1 CErf)- 1 (Erf)p 
y . y x x 
= -1 E PX PX = ' x. 
· 6.8.2 Coro I lary: 
Let C be balanced and Cs have the property CP3)*. 
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Then the protoreflection funttor induced by a structured 
equivalence relation which is initial and.hereditary preserves 
subspaces in ~s. 
Proof: 6. 7 .3 and 6.8. I. 
6.8.3 Remarks: 
0 
In §I I we wi I I prove that To is the only proper stru~tured equivalence 
relation on Top which is hereditary ( 11.2.3). The structured 
relation T 1 is also hereditary but is not an equivalence relation . 
• i 
6.8.4 The case C = sets. 
We say that a structured re l'clt ion E on a top category setss is 
weakly hereditary if for a 11 'spaces CX,x) and Ca,b)£ Ex there is a 
finite subset {c 1 , c 2 , ••• c} of X such that a= c 1 , b = c n n 
and (c., c.+I)£ ECj~x) for I·~ i' n-1 where 
I I I · 
J·.: {c.,c.+ 1
} >---~> X are the inclusions. 
I I I 
We have the fol lowing result which is a contribution towards the 
solution of the problem stated in 6.6.2(a). 
Proposition: 
Let E and E' be structured relations on setss. 
(a) E hereditary~E weakly hereditary. 
(b) E hereditary====> Eq is weakly hereditary. 
(c) Let E and E' be compatible. 
If either ( i) E is hereditary and E' is symmetric, 
or (ii) E is weakly hereditary and E' is an 
equivalence, 
then E ' E'. 




Ca) and (b) are trivia I. 
(c) Ci) Let CX,x)e: setss and Ca,b)e: Ex with a I b. 
Let X' = {a,b} and j:X' ~ X be the inclusion.· 
Since E is hereditary we have Ca,b)e: ECj*x). 
So CX' ,j*x)i TopCE = I) and since E and E' are 
com pat i b I e ( X' , j *x) i Top ( E' = I ) • So E ' C j *x ) I I 
and since E' is symmetric we have E'Cj*x) = X' x X'. 
So Ca,b)e: E' Cj*x) and it fol lows that. Ca,b) = Cja,jb)e: E'x. 
So E i;; E'. 
The proof in the case of (ii) is similar. 
Now if Eis strong then b-y 6.6.lb we have E' ~ E and so E = E'. (j 
In Top, the structured equivalence relation T~ is weakly hereditary 
.but not hereditary. The structured equivalence relation T~ on Top 
is the least structuted equivalence relation associated with the 
T2-spaces but T~ is not weakly he~editary (consider ~ with the 
cofinite topology). So we do not have a converse for Cc) .. For 
deta i Is see § I I . 
6.9 Productive Structured .Relations. 
s A structured relation E on C is (fJnitely) productive 
if as a functor Cs~ Cd, it preserves (finite) products. 
Let CX.,x.) be a family of spaces and CX,,x) =X<x.,x.) 
J . I . I I 
with P.: Xx. ~ X. the projections. 
I I I 
Then if E ~s productive, we have Ex =I\ p~C Ex.) 
I I 
A -1 = p. (Ex.) p. I I I 
= X Ex. 
.1 
(see 3. I 0) 
C by I . 7 .4). 
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6.9. I Remarks·: 
(a) The structure.d relation T1 onTop is ·productive (9.8.3) 
but the associated equivalence relation T~ is not productive 
<I I .3. 2d) . 
( b) The case c = sets. 
If sets 
s is a top category in which. the sing I eton has 
a unique structure then every structured equivalence 
relation 
' s 
on sets is finite I y productive (for proof 
[Sharpe, Beattie and Marsden 1966, prop: 4]). 
Let Ebe a sfructured equivalence relation. 
For cx,x) =X<x., x.), 1et p.:Xx . 
I I 1- I 
....:....-_.) X. and 
I 
q. :XEr x. > ErX. be the projections. I I I 
Let <I> 









q . ( ¢p ) = ( E p . ) P = P P . 
I X I X X. I 
) X ErX .• 
I 





I< EX.. . 
I·~ 
' ' qi ' 
= q. <X p ) for each i, 




each i • 
. . . . I 
sci. <l>P = X p • Thus if the Index set for i is finite or C and x 'x. 
I 
is a QI ..:.category - (1.7.1) then.<l>P is regular-epi and so~ is . . x 
regu I ar-ep i . 
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6.9.2 Pr6positjon: 
s Suppose that £ has the property ( P3) * and .that C is a 2.!_-category. 
. s 
Let Ebe a structured equivalence relation on C which is productive 
· and i n i t i a I . 
· · r s 
Then the associated protoreflection functor E preserves products in C .. 
· Proof:. 
W~ use the notation of the preceeding discusslon. 
Firstly we.show that¢ is an isomorphism in£· By the above 
discussion it is regular-epi and so we need only to show that it is 






-1 -1 -1 
pxpx ¢~ ¢pxpx 
PP~1¢-1Cl\q~1q.Y¢p P-i 
X X . L I X X 
/\ -1 -i· ,;..l -1 
PX i (PX ¢ qi q i ¢PX) PX 
p (I.\ ( p ~ 1 p :- 1 p p . ))p- 1 
X I . ·I X. X. I X 
I I 
C I • 8. 3) 
p ( .(\. p ~ ( Ex . ) ) p - 1 = p ( Ex ) p - 1 
X I .1 . I X X X 
= I. 
To complete the proof we need to show that¢ is initial. 
This fo I I ows by: 
(p )*(p )*¢*C/\q~Cp )*x.) 
X X I X. I 
. . I 
=·(p')*/\CCq.¢p )*(p .)*x.) . X I I X X. I 
I 
. * 
= (p )*/.\Cp~p Cp )* x.) X I I X. X. I 
I I 
" . * 
= ( p ) * (I\ p. x.) ( s i nee E is in it i a I ) 
X I .1 I 
see 6. 7. 0 
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6.9.3 Remarks:· 
The structured equivalence relation T0 in Top (and more generally in 
ce~tain categories of relatio~al algebras) sa~isfies all the conditions 
specified in the preceeding result (see I I .2. I). 
6. lb Extremal-epireflective hul ts 
. . ' s 
Let A be a fu I I subcategory of f_ . 
For each (X,x)E_Cs, let Ex =J\H~ 1 f.lf.:(X,x) ~ (A.,a.), 
I I I . I I 
a I I f . , ( A . , a . ) EA} 
. I I I -
lt is easily seen that E is a structured equivalence relation on Cs. 
'\. 
With 'the above notatJon we have~ 
6 , I 0 . I Pro po s i t i on : 
The structured equivalence.relation E is strong and Cs(E = I)·· 
is the extremal-epireflective ~ul I of A. 
Proof: 
By ·1.8.1 each morphism in the definition of Ex factors through 
Er(X,x); Thus for each. f. there is a g. :Er(X,x) ~ (A.,a.) 





• So./\g~ 1g·.= p p- 1 (/\g~ig.)p p-1 
I I X X . . I · I X X 
- p (/\ ( g . p ) - 1 ( g . p ))p - 1 
X I X . I X X 
= p ( /\ f ~ 1 f . ) p"' 1 
X I I X 
=-·p (p-1p )p-1 = I. 
X X X. X 
It fol lows that E(p x) 
. x . 
r s · =I and so E (X,x)EC (E =I). 




Now let B be an extremal..:.epireflective .subcategory of Cs 
which contains ~ and I et p 1 : I ~ R be. th·e 8-ref I ector. 




:<X,x) ~ <A.,a.) with(A.,a.)c.A and 
I I I I - . 
A -1 _ ,,f. f. --1. 
I I . 
For each there is a map g. :R(X,x) ~ <A. ,a.). 
I I · I . 
. such that g.p' = f .. 
. . I X I 
S0 ( p' )~' ~ p' - 1/\ ( g ~ 1 g · . .) p' = A f ~ 1 f. - I . 
·XX . X I IX I\ 1· I 
Thus p~ is monic and 
si~ce it is regular-epi, it is an isomorphism. 0 
· 6.l0.2 ·Remarks: 
It is wel I known that if C is complete then the extremal-
epireflective hul I of A .corisi~ts preci~~ly of al I subobjects of 
producti.of spaces frbm A. 
6.il Monoreflecfive hul Is of extrem~l-epireflective sUbcate~ories~ 
Le+ E b& ~ structu~ed relation on Cs. We ~efJne a structure 
. s . . s 
functor L:C ~ C by: . - . -
6.11.1 · Proposi.tion: 
If Eq is strong theri.Cs<L. ·=.I) is the sma·11est top subcat.egory. 
. . . ~ 
. s . s . . 
of C which conta1ns C <E. = I) and L is strong. 
Proof: 
· Let M be c:i top subcat.egory of Cs wh i.ch contains Cs ( E = I ) . 
. s : 
For(X,x)c.C (L = I) we have x = (p-)*(p.) x. Also 
.x x * 
Er(X,x) ~(Er~, (p )*x)E: Mand so by the condit.ion ((j) x - . 
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for top subcategories (3.2) we have (X,x)e:~_. 
To show that L is strong one uses the fac+ fhat px and PLx differ 
by ari isomorphism. 0 
6.12 Lifting of extrem~l-epiprotoreflections. 
We now continue t~e discussion which was started 1n 5.7. 
s . t 
Let L:C ~ C be a structure functor. We can use L 
to I ift structured relations from Ct to Cs as fol lows: 
F6r Ea .st~uctured ~elation on Ct th~ composition EL is 
a structured relation on Cs a~d 
I ) ) 
6. 1.2. I Propes it ion: 
(a) The protoreflection induced by the lifted·structured relation 
strongly generates an extremal-epiprotoref lection and 
Cs CL, Ct { E = I)) is an extrema 1-ep i ref I ect i ve su bcategciry of Cs. 
(b) Suppose that Lf* = f*L for al I regular epi 1 s f. 
Then if E is strong so i~ EL. 
Proof: 
(a) 6.5.1. · 
(b) For CX,x)e:Cs we have UEL)r(X,x) 
0 
6 • I 2 • 2 Rema r ks : 
The conditions on Lin Cb) is satisfied if in Wyler 1 s terminology 
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L ii 'cotaut'. Every top ~ubcategory has a.cotcip ref l~ct6r 
whi.ch is cotaut [Wy~er 197ib) 2.7, 2.9.2]~ 
~· 
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7. RELATIONAL ALGEBRAS : GENERALITIES. 
Barr [1970] introduced the concept of relational algebras 
of a monad (= triple = co-standard construction) on the category of 
sets. Barr's main result is that Top is the category of relational 
algebras of. the ultrafi lter monad. 
A. Burroni [1971] has further generalizations of this 
concept and obtains rela~ional algebras tor a monad In a general 
category. Th~re is I ittl.e overlap between his work and ours. 
wi I I define relational algebras of a monad on a regular ~ategory 
using the obvious generatizat'i'on of Barr's definition. 
We 
Manes [1973] has further results about relational algebra~ 
over Sets. Many of our results in §7 - 10 are straight 
general jzations of the results of Manes from Sets to regular categories. 
In this ~ectloh we give generalizations of the results in 
§2 of Barr's paper [1970] concerning the reflection from relational 
prealgebras to relational algebras. We show that the rel.ational 
algebras (and the prealgebras) form a top category. We give 
conditlo~s on the functor of the monad which ensure that the 'P' 
propertie~ hold. We discuss the fol!'rnation of quotient strucfures 
and give a generalization of Michaels' theore~ on products of 
biquotient maps. W~ ~lso give som~ examples. 
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Our terminology for monads fol lows Mac Lane [1971]. 
C wi I I always be a _wel I powered regular cat~gory with inter-
sectioni and which-satisfies Lawvere's condition. 1T = n, n,µ) 
wi 11 be a .monad Qn C . 
. 7.1 Definition: [cf. Barr 1970, A. Burroni 1971]. 
We define categories 1(1T) and cR(TI) as fol lows: 
(a) 1(1T), the category of relational 1T-prealgebra's 
has as objects al I pairs <X,x) with XtC and x:TX ~ X 
a ~elatioh such that IX' xnx· 
nx x -~~~~..;__~~~~ TX 
x 
and.as morphisms f:(X,x) ~- <Y,y) the C-mor_phisms f:X~ Y 






(b) ~(TI), the category of n31atior;al lt..:.algebras is 
the ful I subcategory of CP(1T) consisting of al I (X,x) 







(a) Our definition of CR(TI) is a straight generalization of 
Barr's definition. However our relational prealgebras 
are more special than Barr's. His prealgebrai do not 
even form a top category and so from our viewpoint are too 
general to be interesting. 
(b) A. Burroni 1 s [1971] regular TI-gjaphs are equivalent to 
Barr's prealgebras, his regular pointed TI-graphs are 
our relational TI-prealgebras while his preo~ders are our 
re I ati.ona 1. a I gebras. 
( ) Th t CTI of I b . f I I b t f c · e ca egory .TI-age ras 1s a u su ca egory o 
CR (TI) . 
(d) Let (X,x)ECR(TI) TI Then (X,x)e:Q_ .. ¢:{==>)xis a morphism. 
( e) 
7.2 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973 pp 27, A. Burroni 1971] 
Cp( TI) . t t C 1s a op ca egory over .. 
Proof: 
For each Xe:Q_, we define s*X ·= {x :TX~ X I IX ~ x nx}, 
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and for f :X --...l.) Y, f*=s*f: s*Y ---#) s*X by 
(s*.f)y = f- 1 y Tf = <Ttxf)*y ·csee I .6b) 
We g1ve s*X the us~al Ordering on relations. 
One checks easily that s*f is· order-preserving, it preserves infima 
and f: ( X ,x) -~) CY,y) ,.I'-(--) x ·~ Cs*f)y 
It remains for us to show that each s*X is a complete lattice: 
The largest element of s*X is wX = Im ITX 'IC X. 
For xi£s*X, we have I ~Nxif1X) = <Axi)nx 
and so s*X ls closed und~r inf ima. 
least member of s*X. 
(I .5a) 
J 
. P(TI) . R(TI) 
7.3 ·Proposition: [cf. Barr. 1970 2.3 . The reflection£ ~ C • 
·. · R(TI) . . P(TI) f. . 1 s a top subcategory of £ and the ref I ect ion is strong I y 
t d th t I t . (L I £R(TI)), genera e by. e pro oref ec. ion , , 
-1 
wh~re LCX.x) = <X,x Tx µX ) . 
Proof: 
(i) Lis a structure functor and I ~L. 
For (X,x)£ CP(TI) we have ~ T(x nx) and so 
<2.2a) 
-1 
~ x Tx µx . µx Tnx 
= ~ Tx µ~ 1 • 
Thus L<X,x)£CP(TI) and f ~ L. 
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For f: ( x ,x) -___;)~ (Y ,y) in CP(TI), 
f Lx. = f (x.Tx -1 Px , 
structure functor. 







y Tf Tx. -1 Px 
y T(fx) .... 1 µX 
y T(y Tf) -1 µX 
y Ty. .T 2 f -1 µX . 
y Ty -1 lly Tf 
Ly Tf, and so 
(iii) We now apply 5.3.3(a) to obtain the result. 
7 . 3 . I Remarks : 
(2;2c) 
(2.2a) 
( I . 4. I h) 
L is a 
0 
(a) Since CR(TI) is a. top subcategory, it contains.al I the 
indiscrete spaces of CP(TI). 
· CR(TI) also contains al I the discrete spaces cif CP(TI) 
since r)~ 1 T(n~ 1 ) ' n~ 1 T(T)~ 1 ) µ~ 1 µX 
= n; 1 (i.i,xTnx> -1 Px = 
(b.) In 7.IOa .we give an example which shows that in general 
an infinite n~mber of iterati6ns are required in order 
to generate the reflection. In fact in that example .there 
. P{ TI) 
is for each ordinal ~, a space 1n £ whose order relative 
to the pro.toref lection is exactly~. 
Finally we 6btarn the ~ener~I ization of the last result in §~ 
of Barr's paper. 
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7.4 Proposition: [Barr· 1970 2.4, A. Burroni 1.971 1.3.10] 
Th . I • f t CTI ." 0 R. ( 7T) has a I ft d . . t e inc us1on unc or ~ ~ . e a JOln • 
Proof: 
Since C is regularly co-wel I powered we can use Barr's proof. (J 
· 7. 5 Proposition: [cf. Barr 1970 pp. 45} Formation of products. 
Let < X, x) = X < X. , x. l with < X. , x. )e: CP < 7T) and 
I I I I -
Pi: Xxi ~ xi the projections. 
























~re the projections). 
Write 0 = <Tp.> • I . 
We have A -1 = (,' p. x. q . ) ¢ 
I I I 
= ,l\<p~1x.q.<j>) 
I I I 
= /\ Cp~1 xi Tp i) 
:;: x. 
( I. 7 .4) 
( I • 5a) 
D 
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7.6 Formation of Coinitial structures in CP(1T). 
For f:X --~> Y and <Y,y> E: CP(1T), we have .defined 
By the Galois connection result 
we have: for (X,x)£ 1(1T)' f*x =Inf. { y Ix E; f*y and (Y,y)£ 1(1T)J 
We n6w give an explicit description of f*: 
7.6 .. I Proposition~ 
Let f :X ) Y in g_ and (X,x)£ 1(1T) · 
Then (a) f*x = <.tx<Tf)~ 1 >Vn; 1 • 
(b) If f is regular-epi then f*x - f x (Tf)- 1 • 
Proof: 
<a) Write y' = ( f x (Tf) - 1) V n~ 1 
Then I~· n;1 ny ~ y'ny and so <Y,y 1 )£ CP(1T), 
If on the other hand <Y, y) £ 1(1T) and x E; f*y then 
-1 
ny ~ y (by 7. I • I e) and 
fx (Tf)- 1 ' f f*y 
(Tf) '""1 
= ff-1y Tf (Tf) -1 
' y 
and so y' ' y. 
( b) -1 f 
-1 -1 fn "'" 1 <i"t>-1 ny = f ny = x 
~ f x (Tf)-1, 
and the result now fo 11 ows by (a) • D 
7 • 6. 2 .Remarks : 
If we define cP'(1T) as the category of prealgebras in the sense of 
Barr [1970] (where the requirement I~ xnx> is dropped) then in cP'(1T)' 
coinitial sfructures are formed as in (b) for all f. Further, the 
reflection cP'(1T) 
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In thls way we recover (a) from (b). 
7.7 P d t f t . t . •cP(TI) t' t ro uc so quo 1en s 1n are guo 1en s. 
In this section we show that with certain cond1t1ons on~ and T, 
C
p (TI.) every product of ~uot1ent maps 1n is agaln a quotient map. 
·First we fotmulate the cond1t1on on T: 
A functor T:C --·~> C ls said to have the property Q2 
1f for each family {f.: X. 
I I 
<Tp.> T(Xf.l- 1 :::: (XH.)- 1 
I I . I 
where p.:·XX. 
I · I 
--~> X. and 
I 
. » Yi} of regular~epis we have 
<Tq.> 
I 
q.: X Y .--~> Y. are the project i ans. 






I X Tf,. 
. I 
Note that since the diag~am commutes we always hav~ 
<Tp.> T(Xf.l- 1 '(Xn.r 1 <Tq.> and so 
I I . I I 
we need only consider the rev~rse 1~equal ity. 
7.7.1 Proposition: 
Suppose that _g__ is a .QJ_ categor·y (see I. 7. I) and that T has 
the property Q2. 
Then every product of quotient in CP(y) is again a quotient map. 
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Proof: 
Let { f. :(X. ,x.) :» CY. ,y. )} be a family of q·uotient maps 
I I I I· I 
in CP(TI). So each f. is reg_ular-epi and y. = f x. (Tf)- 1 (7.6.1). 
I I - I 
·Write ¢x = <Tp.> and ¢ = <Tq.> where p.: XX. > X. 
I y. I I I I 
and q. :XY. > Y. are the projections. 
I I· I·· 
By~. Xfj is regular-epi and by 7.5 
X ( X . , x . ) = ( XX . , ( X x . ) <Px) and 
I I I .1 
X (Yi, y i ) = ( X Yi , ( X y i ) ¢y> • _ 
Also (xf.)(Xx. ¢x> HXf.>-1 = x(f. x.HXTf.)-1 <Py· (f.7.2c and Q2) 
I I I I I . I 
X -1 = ( f . x . Tf . ) <Py , I . I I . 
and so by 7.6. lb we see that Xfi is a quotient map. O 
7.7.2 Rema~ks: Bi quotient maps, Michael's Theo~em. 
·Michael [1968b] defines biquotient maps i'.J Top and proves that 
every product of biquotient maps in Top is again a biquotient_map. 
Bya result of Kent [1969 -Theorem 5] the biquotient maps in Top 
are preclseiy those maps in Top which are quotient in the category 
of Choquet spaces [Wyler -1973a, 3.2.2]. 
Now the Choquet spaces are the relational prealgebras cif the ultra-
f1 lter monad an~ the topologi6al spaces are the relational algebras 
of this monad. Also the ultrafilter functor has the property Q2 (7.IO(b)(vi)) 
and so we.obtain Michael's res.ult as a special case of 7.7.1. 
7.8 The 'P' properties 
We now consider the question of whether the various 'P' properties 
(3.5) are true bf a category of relational algebras. The results 
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given below are somewhat sharper than those given in 3.5.la, b, c. 
Note that 3.5.ld shows how these properties trahsfet to top 
subcategories. 
7.8. I Pr~position: 
(a) P(rr) If T preserv~s monies then C has the property (P2). 
( _b) If T preserves regular~epis th~ri C~(~) has the properties (P2)* 
and (P3)*. 
Proof: 
(a) For f: x > ) Y a manic we have f* <n -1 > = f-1 -1 Tf y ny 




(b) We need on I y prove (P3)* <3.5a). 




(a) lfC is connected and CP(7T) has the property (P2)*, 
then T preserves regular-epi~. 
Proof: 
Let f:X ~~).H~· Y be regular-epi. 
. . .,..1 
Then f PxPrx 
(by (P2)*) 
= ~1 . 
Py Pry·· 
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where the p's are the projections. 




Since _g_ is connecteo, P-fy is regular""'epi. 
Th~s Tf Prx is regular-epl and so Tf is regular-epi. 
(b) If for every (finite product {pi: Xx 1 ~ x1} the morphism 




The condition cin T above is not satisfied by the ultrafi lter 
functor (see 7.IO(b)(v)) and so this result for (Pl) is not 
very sati~factory._ 
Many of our results·concerning top categorj'es were proved using 
the assumption that the terminal object has a unique structure. 
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7.9 Proposition: 
T preserves the terminal object of £if ~nd.only if the 
t . I b . t h . . CP( 7f) t t . erm1na o Jee as a unique_ -s rue ure. 
Proof: 
As usual N denotes the terminal object. 
If_ TN~ N then TNX N ~ N and so there is exactly one reflexive 
relation TN~ N. Conversely if N has a unique structure theh 
th.ere is an isomorphism cj>:N --...,) TNX N such that 
TNX N 
TN N commutes. 
n~N N . ~ 
Since N is term i na I , PrN is regular-epi and so nN is regular ... epi. ·" 
Since N •is terminal nN is monic and so it is an isomorphism. 
7. 10 Examples of categories of relational algebras. 
(a) Reflexive and transitive relations [Barr 1970]. 
Let ~ be the identity mo~ad on £. Then Cp( TI) 
is the category Cd' of ref I ex i ve re i ati ons (see 3. I 0) 
.. an·d CR{TI) the f I ' d t 't" . 1 t· re ex1ve an · ransi 1ve re a ions. 
CPCi) has al I the 'P' propert1es. The protoref I ect.i on 
of 7.3 is just CX,x) ··1-f---) (X,xx). 
To fulfil~ th~ promise made in 7.3.lb, let C ~sets 




The~ the order of C Xrr, xrr) relative to the protoreflection 
is exactly rr. 
(bY Topological spaces. 
Let C =sets and TI= CS, n, µ) be the ultrafi lter monad. 
(i) The details of the definition of 7T are as follows 
[Manes 1969 pp 109]: For each set X, SX is the set 
'. ! 
of ultrafi lters on X. For f :X ~ Y, Sf : SX ~ SY 
by: Sf (2() is the Cun i que) u I traf i I ter on Y generated. 
by {f(LJ) u dA,}. 
The unit n:I ---1) S is given by: 
for x E x, nxx = ~ = {AC x I x E A}' 
while the multiplicationµ: SS ) S is given by: 
for ACX, define A= {UE S X I A E'l.(} and 
for ~ E SS , µx = { Ac X I A E~} • 
(µis the wel I-known 'contraction' of filters). 
Ci i) Manes [1969] showed that the algeSras of this monad 
are the compact Hausdorff spaces and Ba~r [1970] showed 
that the relational algebras are just al I topological 
spaces. It is trivial to see that the relational 
prealgebras are the Choquet spaces of Wyler [1973Q..3.2.2]. 
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( i i i) The functor B .has the fo I I owing property; · 
For f:X ~ Y we have ~(f- 1 f) =· <Sf)- 1 Bf. (see 2.2g) 
Proof: By 2.2a we always have·B<f- 1f)' <Sf)- 1 Sf. 
For the converse, let K = {<a, b)E XxX J fa fb}. 
Let p1, p2: K~X be the projections. 
Th~n f- 1f = P2 P1- 1 and B<f- 1f) = <Sp2)<Sp~)- 1 : 
Let <t{,1/') E <Bf)- 1 Bf, i.e.U,11' are 
u I traf i I ters on X such that Bf <1' ) = Bf CV). 
We need to find an ultrafi lter1.V' on K such that 
For UE U and 
VE11'., it follows from Bf('U) = Bf(11') that 
there is a .V 1 E Vsuch that fV 1 C fU. Thus 
f ( VI'\ V 1 ) C f ( V 1 ) C f ( U ) from w h i ch i t fo I I ow s that 
(LJX V)f'\ K-/: 0. So {<Ux V)ri K I udJ, Vd/} is a 
filter base o~ K. Let'\Vbe an ultrafi1ter on 
K containirg this filter base. Then UE U 
imp I ies (U'X X)n KEW', so that UE BP1 <1V'). 
ThusU = Sp1(U/), and similarly we have 
Cl 
(iy) The fun~tor ·B does not preserve kernel pairs. 
Proof: 
We know [Gi I Iman and Jeri son p97, 6N.2] that. 
B < IN X IN ) ~ B IN -X · B IN • 
. It fol lows by 2.2. I (d)(i), that B does not preserve 
kernel pairs. 0 
I 
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(v) The functor B does no+ have the propert~ of 7.8.2(~). 
Proof: <Bpi, Bp2>: SC/N XIN>.~ B<IN >X'S< JN) 
is eas i I y seen to be ep i <see proof of < i i i ) ) 
and so since it is not an isomorphism [ibid] 
it cannot be monic. 
(vi) The functor B has the property Q2 (see 7.7). 
We use the notatio~ bf 7.7. 
U/' 
B<XX.> 









s·o< Y. > 
!' 




For each i, let Ui be an uitrafiltE;ir on Xi and let lf 
be an ultrafi lfer on XYi such that Bfi<'Ui> = Bqi<V' ). 
We need to ·find an u I traf i I terllfon Xx. such that I 
for each i , Bpi ( W> = U. and also sex f.> cw> =V 
I - I 
Let S= {Xu. I u. £ U. and for a 11. but finitely many . I I I 
~e have U. = X.}. 
I I 
We now show thatS ll {ex f i )- iv I v £ V} is a f i I ter 
subbase on Xx~. To do this we need only show that for 
I 
e_ach x· U. £ S ·and VE 1f we have XU." (X f. )-iv f. 0. 
· f · I I 
Let I 1 be the finite subset of the index set I such that 
i tr' ---a. U. = X. arid I et VE V . 
----7" I I . 
For i£1 1 , f.(U.) £ q.(1/), 
I I I . 
so that there are V.£1f such that q.CV.) C f.(U.L 
I I I I I 
Let V1 = (l V. £ l/ . 
I' I 
. So v I c n q . - i f . ( u . ) = x f . ( u . ) 
I I I I I I I I 
( s i nee f . is ep i , i i l' ....;._,.,). f . ( U. ) = Y. ) . 
I· --...,, I I I 
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Now-Vf'\V 1 f- r/J, so V"X f.(U.) f- 0 and it follows that 
I I I 
<Xt.)- 1 CV)l'l Xu. f- r/J. 
I I 
Let1Ube any ultrafi lter on Xx. ·which contains - I 
Now Xt. is epi and so for each Vt.. V we have 
I 
V =<Xf.)(Xt.)- 1 V tBCXf.)('Uf). Thus11'cBCXt.H1V) 
I I - I I 
and since 'Vis maximal we have V = B<X f.)(1U'); 
I 
U -1 s ,,,. For each i and U. t.. . , p. U. E Cw. 
I I I I 
Thus U. = p.(p.- 1U.) t.. Bp.CUf). It follows as before that 
I I I I I 
U. = Bp. (IV ) . So 1Jf has the required properties. 0 
I - I -
(c) Gerieral ized sup-se~i lattices. [Manes 1973] 
Let C = sets and TI = (P, n, i,I)- be the power set monad on sets. 
(i) The detai Is of the ~efinitlon of TI are as fol lows: 
P:sets ~ sets is the power set functor. 
n:I----> Pis given by : tor xt..X:. nxx = {x}. 
µ:PP -4 P_is given by µx"4 = uA. • 
(ii) - The relational prealgebras are the pairs CX,sup) where 
sup i.s a relation PX---' X such that x is a. supremum of {x}, 
i.e. ( {x}, x)t.. sup. 
The morphisms are the supremum preserving functions, 
i.e. f:(X,sup) ~ (Y,sup) if at...sup-A-==)focsup fA. 
- -
The relationat algebras are the prealgebras CX,sup) which 
have the property: 
for al I a, a
1
£X and AiC X, if_ a 1 £sup Ai and a _E sup {aiJ-
then a£sup VA .• 
I 
Manes cal Is these the generalized sup-se~ilattices. 
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The category of a I gebras ofth is monad is the category with the 
complete lattices as objects.and with morphisms the 
supremum preserving function~. 
(iii) The functor P does not preserve products or kernel pairs. 
(iv) The functor P has the property: 
(v) · The fun,ctor P has the property Q2. (see 7. 7). 
We use the notation of 7.7. 
let A.CX. and BCXY. satisfy t.<A.) = q.<B) for each i. 
I I I I I I 
Let W = <X A.) n < Xt.- 1 <8)). Then p.W' =A. 
I I I I 
and ( X f . ) W :: B. 
I . 0 
(d) Generalized semi-groups.[Manes 1973] 
Let 'IT = (T' n, µ) be the monad on sets defined as to I I ows: 
TX = u xn . nxx ::; (x) and ' nEIN 
µx< <xl 
l n n ) ••••• ~ x m ( 1) ) ......... <x1 ......... xm(n)) 
· i · · i n = x1 ....... xm( l) •••••.•• , •••••••••••• xrn< n) 
So TX is the set of all 'strings' in X. n is the injection 
xi 
µ is the operation of 'concatenation' of strings. 
( i) The relational algebras of this monad are the pa~rs 
(X,comp) where comp: Uxn ~ X is a relation which 
satisfies: (x,x) E comp for al I x EX and if 
i i 
(x 1 ..... x (')' y.) E comp for I ~ m I · I 
~ ri and 
1 · 1 2 n <y 1 •••••• yn, y) E comp then (x 1 •••••• xm(i) x1 •••• xm(n)' y) 
E comp. 
These are ca I I ed genera I i zed. sem 1-g roups. 
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(ii) The.algebras of this monad are of course just the semi~ 
groups. 
(iii) The functor T preserves kernel pa;irs but it does not 
preserve the terminal object. 
(iv) The functor T has the property Q2 (see 7.7). 
Generalizing this example to the case where we were given a set 
n of relation symbols each with an assigned 1arity 1., we can 
construct a monad on sets and the relational algebras are then 
the genera I i zed n-algebras. For detai Is see [Manes 1973 pp 35] 
and [Neumarin 1962 pp50]. 
(e) .Generalized R-modules: 
Let R be a ring with id~ntity. Let rr = CT, n, µ) be the monad on 
sets defined as fol lows (see·Mac Lane 1971 pp; 142 ex. 2): TX is the 
set of finitely non-zero functions X-------:>- R. For rER and XEX let 
<r ,x> denote the tu net ion X ---) R which has the va I ue r at x and is 
zero el?ewhere. Using the addJt~on R we can add members of TX and 
so~ <r.,x.> is the function with valuer. at x. (for each i) and 
l I I I I 
value zero elsewhere. 
ft(f)(y) =I. f<x1. 
XEX 
tx=y 
For t·:X ~ Y and fETX, define 
Sb Tt<I <r.,x.>) =I <r.,tx.>. 
· I I I I 
We see easily that T is a functor. 
Define n: I ~ · T by nxx = <I ,x>. 
and µ:T2 ~ T by (µXk)(x) =I·. kCflf(x), fork ET 2 X,·x EX. 
. . fETX 
The algebras of this monad are the left R-modules. 
Let t::TX ~ X be a relation. Write rx = t; (<r,x>) and 
Ir.x. = t;(I <f.,x.> ). So rx and Ir.x. are subsets of X. 
I I I I I I 
. IOI 
( i) The ~elational algebras: 
The pair (X, ~) is a relational TI-algebra if and only if 
(I) x E I .x for a 11 x E X and 
( 2) for a 11 a, a. , x .. E x, r. , s .. E: R, 
I lj I lj 
a. EL s .. x .. and a E I r.a. ~ a E: I r. s .. x ... I IJ lj I I . i , j I lj lj j 
These are cal led generalized R-modules. 
Taking R = "1L we obtain the abel ian group monad and the 
relational algebras -are then cal led generalized abel.ian-
groups. 
(ii) The ·functor T does not preserve the terminal object. 
(ii!) The functor T has the property: 
.  T<g- 1f) = Tg- 1Tf for al I functions f, g . 
Proof: Let f, g:X ----lY iand K = {<x,x 1 ) I fx = gx'}. 
n n' 
Let k = I <r.,x.> and . I I k' = I <r!,x!> and suppose I I 
n n I
that Tf (k) = Tg(k 1 ). So I <r.,fx.> = I <r! gx!> . I I l . I I 
T:;/T~· 
TX . . TX 
~·~ 
.TY 
We need to find h t TK Such that Tp 1 (h) = k and 
We can a~sume that ws have fx. = gx! = y for al I x., x!. 
I I I I 
So we have Ir. =Ir!~ 
I . l 
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We can also assume ;that n = n' (define the extra 
r. or r! to be zero). 
I I 
Let h = < r 1 , ( x 1 , x; ) i> + <' ' - : t , . (x2,·.:<] )> + 
' I <r2 - ri + rl,(Xz,Xz)> + . · ·· .. ··· .,.+ 
' <r - r' + r - .... ,r- 2 - r1 + r·1, (x ,x')> n n-1 n- 1 n n 
Then h.has the required properties. 0 
7. I 0. I Prob I em: 
(a) Give an example of a monad whose functor T does not satisfy: 
Tt- 1Tf tor al I regular-epis f. 
(b) Find 'nice' sufficient conditions for a functor to have 
this property. 
. ! 
7. I I Morphisms of Monads 
Let rr = <T, n, µ l and TI' = (T', n', JJ') be nonads on C. 
A morphism from TI ton' [Frei 1969] is a natural 
transformation ¢:T---+ T' such that 
T and 
T¢~TT'~T' 








¢then induces a functor ¢ CTI .....--.) CTI by: 
¢ < x, x) = < x, x <t>x) and ¢ < f) f . 
For relational algebras we have the fol low·ing result: 
7.11.1 Proposition: 
The correspondence (X,:X) ~ . <X,x ¢x) and f ~ f gives 
top functors <Pp: c 




CR(TI 1 ) 
~ 
CR( TI) with left adjoints 
l/Jp and l/JR given by: l/Jp(X,x) = ( X,x 
¢ -1) and 
x 
· l/JR(X,x) = L<X,x ¢; 1 ) where 
L:CP(TI') ~ CR.(TI') is the reflE;Jctor. 
l/Jp and iµR have the obvious act.ions on morphisms. 
Proof: 
( i) For ( X,x) £ _cP(TI_') ( "' ) x'l'X TJX 
C
p.( TI) 
So (X,x <Px> £ • 
C
R( 'TT. I) 





TI 1 X 
¢T'X 
= x n' ~ x 







= ~ ¢x (Txb)(Tx~}- 1 T ¢x 
. • . ·-1 = x T·xb ¢R(TxaJ T ¢x 
' ~ µ~ ¢T'X T ¢x = Cx ¢x>µx. 
R(rr) · so ex, x ¢x) £ c . 
By I .5Ca), (I\ xi >¢x = /l Cxi cl:'.x> and wX ¢x = wX. Thus the structure · 
maps of ¢p and ¢R preserve 1nf ima. 
Also for f:X ~ Y and y:T'Y ~ Y we have 
(f*y>~x = f- 1yT'f ¢x = f- 1 cv ~y) Tf f*Cy ¢y). 
Thus ¢p and ¢Rare top functo~s [Wyler 1971b 2.8]. 




8. RELATIONAL'ALGEBRAS: CLOSURE 
In this settion we work in a category CPCn) of relational 
prealgebras where C and TI= CT, n, µ)are as i_n §7. 
This section is devoted to showing that almost all of· the. 
results of Manes [1973] about closed subspaces, closed and strongly 
closed maps in the case C = sets are val id for monads on regular 
categories. However in our situation the proofs are much more 
involved ~han in Manes' case whene because of the avai labi I ity of points, 
the proofs are very straightforward. 
ff. I Definition [cf. Manes 1973, §3 and pp. 30] 
f(X,x) ~ (Y,y) in CP(n) is strongly closed if f x = y Tf. 
A subobject m:A ~ X of X is closed in CX,x) if 
m:(A, m*x> ~ (X,x) is strongly closed. 
f:(X,x) ~ (Y,y) is a closed'map if the image under f of closed 
subobjects of (X,x) are closed in CY,y) i.e. for m:A >----4 X 
manic with m:(A,m*x> ~ CX,x) strongly closed and 
A~ A' ~ Y the -<regLilar-epi, mono) decomposition of fm, 
the map n:(A 1 ,n*y) ~ (Y,y) is strongly closed. 
l. 
~ ' . 
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8.2 Strongly Closed maps. 
We now give some general properties of strongly closed maps~ 
8.2.1 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973] 
(a) If f and g are strongly closed, so is gf. 
( b) Identity maps are strongly closed. 
( c) Strong_! y closed monies are initial in cPC n) . 
Cd)· Each regular-epi which is initial in CP(n) is strongly closed. 
(e) Finite products of strongly closed maps are strongly closed 
and if C has the propertY .2l_ then the same is true for 
finite products. 
Proof: 
(a), (b) trivial. 
(c) f x = y Tf and f manic~ x = f- 1 fx = f- 1y Tf = f*y. 
(d) f regular;.,epi and x = f*y ~ fx = t f*y = f f- 1 y Tf_ = yTf. 
(e} Let f. :(X.,x.) ~ CY:,y.) be strongly closed for each i. 
I I I . I I · 
Let· CX,x) =Xcx.,x.) and CY,y) =XCY.,y.). 
. I I I I 
... 
TCXf.) 










-~---,--__, I y 
.~ 
)(~f. . . I 
Xf. 
I 
p.:XX. --4 x; and q. :XY. ~ Y. are the projections) 
I I I ·. I · I· 1.· 
Byn.5 and 1.7.2 the diagram commutes and so 
X f. is strong I y c I osed. 
. I . 
D 
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With conditions on T we obtain further results. 
8.2.2 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973 pp. 9] 
Suppose that T preserves rogu l_ar-ep is. 
(a)· If gf is strongly closed a~d f ls regular-epi 
then g is strongly closed'. 
(b) A t . I I d I . . . . t· t ( ·1 n ~P(n)J. s rong y c ose regu ar-ep1 1s a quo 1en 
(c) Each strongly closed map :is a closed map. 
Proof: 
(a) Let f:(X,x) ~ (Y,y) dnd g:(Y,y) ~ <Z,z) with 
gf strongly closed. Then zTgTf = z Tgf = gfx 
-~ g y Tf 
~ z Tg Tf 
So g y Tf = z Tg Tf and since Tf is regular-epi we have 
gy = z Tg. 
(b) Let f:(X,x) ~ <Y 1 y) be strongly closed with f 
regu I ar-:ep i. 
(c)· Let f:(X,x) -7 <Y,y) be strongly closed and 
m: A>---7 X be. a closed subobject of (X,x). 
Let A ~ A' .-~ Y _·be the ( regu I ar-ep i ,mono)· 
t n 
decomposition of f m. By 8.2.1 (a) the map fm = nt: (A,m*x) ··--4 (y ,y) 
is strongly closed and so by (a), n:(A' ,n*y) ~ (Y,y) 




8.3 Closed subobjects. 
W · h th t th · 1 d b b · t f · · cP< n) e now s ow . a e c ose su o J ec s o . a _space 1 n. _ · 
satisfy Manes' conditions Cll, ~12 and Cl3-[1973 pp. 8]. 
8.3.1 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973 pp. 8 and 7 .8] 
(a) Every inters~ction of closed subobjects is closed. 
( b) Inverse images of c I osed su bobjects are c I osed. 
Proof: 
(a) Let {m. : A. ~ X} be a family of closed subobJ"ects of (X,x) 
. I I 
and m:C"'A. ~ X be their intersectior:i·. Let 
I 
g.: f1A. ~A. be the canonica'I monies associated with 




Then m m*x = m m- 1 ~ Tm - <A m.m.- 1 )x T~ 
I I . 
< I • 5b) 
A -1 -· (m.m .. x 
I I 
Tm) < I • 5c) 
=.I\ Cm.m.- 1 
. I I 
x Tm. Tg.) 
I I 
=A (m.m.*(x) Tg.) 
. I I I 
= I\ ( x Tm. T g.) 
I I 
= I\ (x Tm) 
(m. strongly ~losed) 
I 
= x Tm, 
and so m:( ()A., m*x)~ <X,x) is strongly closed. 
l 
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(b) L.et f: (X,x) ~ <Y,y) and j :A ~ Y be a closed 
subobject of <Y,y). Let'k:B >--l X'be a manic which is 
the inverse image under f of j. So ·the.diagram 
is a pu I I ba9k. 
g 
We want to show that k: <B,k*x) ~ (X,x) is strongly c I osed. 
Let ·x = Im <xC! ,xb> and y = Im <y ,yb> with a . 
<x a'xb> and <ya, y b>' mo n i c. 





and y Tt by 
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Since t x., y Tf, there: is a morphism c such 
YR~x· .f 





. R' I 
We need to prove that k k*x ~ x Tk~ i.e. 
-1 k k x Tk ~ x Tk. 
Now k k- 1 x Tk ls given by B3 
··~~ 
B1 v . Bz' 
. · bz . · · · . . 
.. ' \ . • . . . . b4 
b1 . . . b3 . . 
/ 'A~/~ 
TB TX X X 
We need to find a morphjsm dB such that· 
. . . . . . . . ( i ) . 
commutes (see 1.3. Jc). 
II I 
I 
Now j j*y is ~ep~esented by 
· . • A1 e A2 . 
a . a2 , . . . . alt 
·· PB . . R . PB 
/~A~.· ~·/.· ·A~ 
I , . . . . 
: Tj . . ·. . . . . . . . . .. -
. ·• .·. / Yb j j 
. TA . TY y y 
Since jCj*y) = y Tj there is a 






In each of the fol lowing diagrams the outer paths are equal and 
the morphism d. is induced by the pu I I bac'k: 
I 
c Y2 R __ _.,._..; __ ~ R' I 
/ 
81 - -·- --
·~ 
.. Tg 
· TB-------'--------,..._..;-....+ TA 
81 ~ --. ·-·-
Tf x b
2 
= . a 
-.- -··-· 







R -. --------------------'--~ X 
R 
( k d = Xb· b • ) 








in < i ) . . The~ k b b d
8 
~ k b d 





has the properties required of it. 
· 8.3;2 D~f inition: Closure. 
Let j :A >------> X be a subobject of <X,x). 
gy 8.3.~a we can defi~e th~ closu~e of (A,j) in (X,x) to be 
the smallest closed subobject of (X,x) which is 
larger than (A,j). (A,j)· is dense in (X,x) if its closure in 
(X,x) is (X,x). 
0 
Relational algebras can be characterised as those prealgebras for 
which the structure relation is closed. 
8.3.3 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973, 7.7] 
Let ( X,x) £ Cp( TI). 
The fo 11 owing ar.e equ i va I ent: 
(a) (X,x) £ CR(rr). 
We have the fo I I owing resu It: 
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(bf x is a clo~ed subobject of (TX, µX) X (~,~). 
Furthermore If these conditions are satisfied then x Is the 
closure of n~ 1 In nx, µ_X)X (X,x). 
Proof: 
Let x = 
~ : 
Im <xa,xb> with <x ,x > manic. a b. 
By 7.~ 
Write µ for 
nx, µX)X (X,xl = nxx X, (µ)C. x) cj>). 
Now ¢ Tj = <Txa,Txb>. 




;/ ~. Txb . -0· xa_ ·. ~--·x .b . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T2X . TX. I . . . • . x 
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x µX is given by: 
.~A·~ 
T2X . TX' . . . X 
Now < x , xbx > is manic. 
3. . I+ 
The statement (a) is ~quivalent to x Tx .~ x µX which is true 










.. commutes .. 
.~ ..... (i). 
. . ~· 
Now · .-i J J 
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· (µ)(x) ¢Tj is given by: 
r·. 








The statement (b) is equivalent to j j- 1 (µ·X·~) ¢Tj ~ Cµ.x x) ¢Tj 
whi6h is true (not~ that <y y ,jy y > is monJc 
1 5 4 6 




if and only if. 
commutes. 
R 





<a) ( b) : . . R(tr) Suppose that (X,x) £ ~ So there is c 
which makes (i) commute. We need to f.ir\d a morphism d 
which makes ( i i) commute. In each of the diagrams be I ow the outer 






T2XX R -------.,..-----4 R 
- --·-- -· 
Y2 
j x c d = x x cd = 
I+ l a I+ 1 
= µ PT2X ( I 
Pxj x c d -· x x c d 
I+ 1 . b I+ 1 
-> 
x PRY ) ? 2 
A~ 







Y2 . . § TX XX 
~Y3. · / 
---~ /µ~xb 
µ x c d = µ Tx x d = µ Tx a. y i 
3 1 a l l 
x x )y = µ PT2xY2 = PTx<ii )( xb)y2, a 2 
= xbx2 d = xbpRy2 :::: Px<µx xb)y2 ) l 
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Y1 -- ---
Let d = d 3 i n ( i i ) . Then y1ysd = y1 and 
Thus d has the required 
properties. 
( b ) --=====> (a) : We. assume the existence of d and try to find c. 




IX x . a 
( I X x ) < Tx . x , x > 
a a i 2 






( \J Tx x == \J p y c = PTx ( \J x xbly c PTX .i y y d a 1 T2X 2 I 2 l 4 6 
x y y d c ) 
a 4 6 ]· 
So we take c = c in ( i ) . Then x c Tx x and 
2 3 a I 
xbx
4
c = xb y y d c = P/ \J X xb)y c :: xbrRy2c1 = xbx 2 
4 6 I . 2 I 
so c has the required properties. 




To prove the last stateme_nt let y:TX ~ X with n~ 1 ('. y and y 
closed in (TX, )JX) )( CX,xl 
We want to show that x ' y . 
. Let y 
Write 
Im < y , y > · w i th < y , y > mo n i c . 
a b a b. 




-1 Since nx ( y there is a t such that 
yx~ 




Since y i$ closed the fo I I owing diagram commutes. 
Tk 
TQ TCTX X X) 
I 1¢ 
k- 1 (µX' x) ¢ Tk T
2 X X TX 
1 k Jµxx 
Q / TX x X 
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Now kk- 1 (µ X x) <P Tk is given by: 
/ j. 





So there is a m6rphism v such that 
7/ 
.TO - · 
Consider. 
x . R 
TX~·I 
w I 





p <Tya,Tyb> Tt x 
T2X a 






a a . 
commutes. 
p CIXx)<TyTtx,I>, 
T?x a a a 
So the outer paths of the d iagr·arn are equa I. Thus there is a 















and y q q v w = PTx<u X xb>q
2
w = µ p q w = µ Ty Tt x 
a 1+ 6 . T2X 2 a a 
·x - x • 
a a 
So the diagram 




The to\ lowing characterization of strongly closed maps in a cate9ory 
ot relational algebras is gi~eri by Manes [1973] tor the case C = sets, 
We have not been able to gen~'al ize this result. 
8,4 Proposition: [ibid pp. 9 and 7.9] 
Suppose that C = sets. 
. - -
Let (X,x) and (Y,y) be relatic;rnal algebras and t:(X,x)--..,....) (Y,y) be 
a map. 
Then t is strongly cl.osed it and only it tor al I relational 




(a) Reflexive and transitiv~ relations. 
Let x be a reflexive relation on a set X. 
A subset ACX 
is closed in (X,x) if and on I y 
it A is a right ray, 
i.e. a E A, b E X and :Ca ,bl E X ~ 
b E A. The closure 
: ~ 
of a subset is the right ray 
which it generates. 
A map t:(X,x) -.--7 CY,y) is strongly 
closed it and only it 
tor a I 1 a £ X and b E Y, 
Cf(ci), b) £ y ==~""> there exists 
a' EX such that (a,a') £ x and f(a
1
) = b. 
(b) Topological Spaces. 
The concept of a closed subset coincides with the usual 
top61ogical concept. 
Manes [1973 pp. 23] ~ives the fol lowing characterizations 
of strongly closed maps in Top : 
f:CX,x) ~ (y.y) is strongly closed 
. (;-·--:--?-. I>< f:((3X, µX) x CX,x)----) <SX, µX) X(Y,y) is a closed map, 
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< } fx is a closed subset of the space ((3X, µX) X(Y,y). 
(c) Generc;ilized sup-semilattices. 
A subset A of a generalized sup-semi lattice (X,sup) is closed 
if and only if al I suprem<3 of $Ubsets of A I ie in A. 
The closure of a subset ,A of (X,sup) is the set of al I 
suprema of a 11 subsets of A. ·, 
(d) .Generalized semi-groups._ I ; 
A subset A of a generali~ed semi-group (X,comp) is closed 
it and only if tor every string x l 




•••••• xn, x) _ E: comp • ~ x _ E: A. 
In particular a subset of a semi-group is closed if and only 
it it is a sub:-semi-group. 
(e) Generalized R-modules. I. I. 
I 
A subset A of a generalized R-module CX, ~) Js closad 
if and only it for every function 
l <r. ,x.> with al I x. £A 
I I I 
we have l r.x. c A. 
I I 
In particular a subset of
1 
an R-module is closed it and only 
i-f it is a sub-modu I e. 
8.6 Propositi6n: 
Let C = sets and suppose that the functor T has the property: 
for al I subsets A , A C X, - .the induced function TA UTA ----} T<A-lJ A ) 1 _2 J 2 - l _2 
is ep i. 
Then every finite union of closed subsets of a relational 
n-prealgebra is again closed. 
0 
Proof: Follows easily from definitions. 
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8.6.1 Remarks: 
The identity functor and. the ultrafi lter functor satisfy the 
conditi'on required for the use of 8.6. None of the other functors 
given in the examples in 7.10 have this property and the corresponding 
categories of relational prea~gebras do not satisfy the conclusion. of 
8.6. 
8.6.2 Problem: 
Thel'l( is a top functor T* :£(n)---} Top which is given by 
associating with each relational prealgebra (X,x), the topology on X 
with the closed subseti of IX,x) as base for closed sets. 
By 8.3. I, T* is indeed a functor. 
The problem is: Study the relation~hip between properties of TI 
~nd Df T*. In particular, find conditions on n 
which a~e sufficient for T* restricted to CR(n) 
to be an isomorphlsm of c~tegories. 
(See John\~; Gray's problem lllD in [111 inois 
Cbnference 1973]) . 
. i 
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9. RELATIONAL ALGEBRAS: $EPARATION AXIOMS 
Ramaley and Wyler [1970a] extend the separation axioms 
Manes To, T1, T
2
, Ro and R1 from Top to categories of limit spaces. 
[1973] defines Hausdorff relational algebras in terms of closure 
conditions on the diagonal and shows that this is equivalent to ~he 
sttucture relation being 'manic'. He also proves that products and 
subobjects of Hausdorff re I ati ona I a I gebras are again Hausdorff. 
Our setting is again as in §7: TI= CT, n, µ) is a monad 
on a regular category C. First of al I we define T., R. and S. I . I I 
s~paration axioms in a category of relational algebras and produce 
a protoreflection corresponding to each property. We show that in 
t 
. b t of CR ( TI ) , th T t f I t . . t d acer a1n su ca egory e 0-pro ore ec ion 1s s rong an 
it preserves products and subspaces. This generalises the known 
properties of the T
0
-reflection in Top. For T2 , we generalise the 
results of Manes. 
The basic definition for this section is the fol lowing: 
9. I Definition: 
Let (X,x) £ Q(TI). 
We say that (X,x) is: To if (x nx)A(x nx)-
1 
' IX' 
Tl if s::. I x nx "' X' 
T2 if x x-
1 
' IX' 
- -1 Ro if <x nx) ' <x nx), 
Ro it <xnx) <x nx)- 1 ' <x nx), 






s~- if (x nx) (x nx) ~ (x nx), 
s~ if (x nx) '?<- ~ x, 
So if Cx nx 
) -:" l x ~ x, 
S1 if x x-
1 x ~ x. 
we see easily that equivalent defin)tions 
are obtained if we rep lac~ the inequalities above by= • 
9.1. I Remarks: 
(a) The axiom s; corresponds to Wyler 1 s 'quasi-uniformizable' 
[1973a] 3·.2.6. s;- and Ro are as far as we know new, while 
the other axioms are taken from Ramaley and Wyler [1970a 3.2]. 
~b) Our definition of T 2 is equivalent to Manes' 'Hausdort'f' [1973] 
and A. Burroni 's 's~par~e' [1971]. 
( c) . The functors induced by morphisms of. monads (see 7. I I) preserve 
al I the 'T', 'R' and 'S' properties. 
The fol lowing simple lemma wi 11 be useful in the sequel. 
9.2 Lemma: [Ramaley and Wyler 1970a, 3.3] 
For CX,x) E CP(TI) the followirig are equivalent: 
(a) CX,x) is Ro; 
(b) x nx is an equivalence relation; 
(c) <x nx)- 1 (>< nx) ~ x nx· 
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Proof: 
(a) ==-7 (b): I ·' x nx give us <x nx)- 1 _, <x nx)(x nx)- 1 ' <x nx). 
Taking inverses we get (x ~X) = (x nx)- 1 and 
the resu'lt fol lows. 
The rest of the proof is straightforward. 
9_.3 Proposition: [cf. ibid 3.4] 
. The to I lowing imp I ications are true: 
-
Tz ~ T1 To R .0 and To 
] ~· s~-Ro and 
S1 · So ~ s~ > So 
.~ ~ 
R1 and To 
/ ' 
R1 } Ro . R~ . R1 and So 
Ro and So 
Proof: 
Let (X,x) £ CP(TI). -1 . -1 So I -~ x nx' .nx ' x and nx ' x . 
Tz ~T1: 
S1 ===> So: 
R1 ~ Ro: 
S1 ===:::> R1: 
So ===* Ro: 
-1 
xrx'xx ''· 
(x n )- 1x = -1 -1 ' x x-
1x ' x. x nx x t• x 
(x nx> < x nx) 
-1 = x nx 
-1 -1 
nx x ' x 
x-1 
' x 
x x- 1', x x- 1 n~1 nx' x x- 1x nx' x nx· 
So ~~-2(c) ===) Ro. 














We now o~tain a result concerning the closu~e of the 1 T1 , 'S' and 
'R' properties under strongly closed quotients. 
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9.4 Proposition: 
Suppose that f:(X,x) ~ <Y,f*x) is stron_gly closed and f is 
regu I ar-.ep i . 
- . 
(a) If (X,x) is T 2 (resp .. S0 , Ri) then <Y, f*x) has the same 
property. 
(b) If T preserves regular-epis and <X,x) £ CR(TI) then 
C
R (TI) 
< Y, f *><) · £ • 
Proof: By 7.6. I we have f*x = f x Tf-
1 and so since f 
is strongly closed, f x = f x Tf- 1Tf. 
(a) If <X,x) ·is T 2 then (f*x)(f*x)-
1 = f x Tf- 1 Tf x- 1 f- 1= f x x- 1 f- 1 . 
('. f f- 1 = 
... 
lf·(X,x) is So then f *x n y f*x = f x Tf-
1 ny f x Tf- 1 . 
f x Tf- 1Tf nx x 
Tf-1 
f x nx x 
Tf-1 
~ f x Tf- 1 = f *x and so ( Y, f *x) is s~ .. 
If <X,x) is R1 then ( f *x) ( f*x) -
1 = f x Tf- 1 Tf x-1 f-1 
f x x-1 f 
-1 
~ f x nx 
f-1 
= f x Tf- 1Tf n f- 1 
x 
- f x Tf-1 nyf 
f-1 = f *x ny · 
and so ( Y, f *x) is R1. 
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(b) If (X,x)E ~R(n) then (f*x)T(f*x) ~ f x(Tf)- 1 Tf Tx(T 2f)- 1 (2.2(f)) 
= f x Tx(T 2 f )- 1 ~ f x fl (T 2 f)- 1 x 
~ f x no- 1 fly 
= f*x fly and so (Y,f*x)E CR(n). .. 0 
9.5 Examples: 
We now examine the meaning of the 'T'~ 'R' and 'S' properties in the 
categories of relational (pre)algebras described in 7 .. 10. 
(a) Reflexive and ~ransitive relations. 
Here (x'x)E .~P(TI) 1·s· To /---lo,. . t' t .. ,____,, x 1s an 1symme r1c, 
is T 1 arid T 2 ~ x = IX' 
is s~- and s; ~x is transitive, 
~ R(n) 
·~ (X,x)E ~ , 
. is R; tj. x is 'symmetric, 
is 80, So,.S1 and R 1 ~ xis an equivalence 
relation. 
(b) Topological Spaces. 
In Top = setsR( 8) , To, T1 and T2 are the usual point 
separation axioms. Al 1·topological spaces are So ands;-
and so by 9. 3, R 1 .~e:( =~> S 1 , R; ¢::=> Ro ·t::( =:::>} S o . 
Ro and R1 are th~ regularity conditions of Davis 
[Murdeshwar and Naimpal ly 1966, 3.5, 3.1 J]. 
(c) Gen~ralized sup-semi lattices. 
A generalized sup-semi lattice is T2 if and only if every subset 
has at most one supremum, and is T1 if and ooly if the only 
supremum of a singleton ta} is the point a. 
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Cd) Generalized semi-groups. 
The T
2 
generalized semi-groups are the ~sual partial semi-
groups. 
More generally, the T2 generalized ~-algebras are the 
usual partial ~-algebras [see Manes 1973 pp. 35]. 
Ce) Generalized R-modules. 
A T
2 
generalized R-module is just a 1 partia~ R-mod~le', 
i.e. a sem,i-abe.1 ian-group with identity which is a partial 
group and has a partially defined R-action which satisfies the 
usual R-module laws on its domain of definition. 
9.6 Remarks: 
~uppose that~= groups, rings, vector spaces or any abel ian category. 
Then every relation in C is difunctional (see I .9). Thus a I I 
relational-prealgebras of a monad on C are S1 and so in this situation 
the T
0
, T1 and T2 axioms are equivalent. 
9.7 The 'S~ and 'R' properties. 
Each 1 S1 and 1 R' property has associated with it a structure 
functor L:CP(TI) ~ CP(TI) with I ~ Land which has the corresponding 
'S' and 'R' subcategory as the associated top subcategory CP(TI) CL = I) 
(see § 5). These structure functors 
are defined as fo 11 ows: 





Ro ) v ( ( x nx) Cx 
-1 -1 
x x nx) . nx ) ' 
Rl ) x vCx x-
1 -1 
x nx ) ' 
s~- ) v C Cx nx) Cx 
-1 
: x x nx)nx ) 
So x ) x nx x 
So ) 
. -1 
x ex nx) x, 
S1 x ) x x-
1x 
' 
with the obvious act i·ons on morphisms. 
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We need to check that the associated top subcategories are the 
correct ones (this is easy), and that in eath case fbr 
f:CX,x) ) CY,yl we have f Lx ' Ly TL In 
fact we need on I y 
show this for L the -- second term in 
each 'v' (see 5.3.3). 
We have f n:-1 ' 
-1 
x ny Tf. 
For Ro, we have f ( x 
n -l -1 -1 ' n-
1Tf x- 1f- 1f -1 
x nx y 
nx 
' n-
1 Tf Tf-1y-1n-1 Tf y y 
., -1 -1 -1 Tf Cy n l-1 -1 Tf. ny Y ny = ny y 
For Ro, we have f(x nxl ( x nx)-
1 n~
1 
' y nyf n~ 1 cj Tfl- 1 n;1 Tf 
- - -1 -1 
Tf = Cy ny> Cy ny> ·.ny- Tt. ' 
y Tf 
-1 x-1 f- 1f -1 
nx nx nx 
~ y ny n-
1 Tf Tf-1 y-1 
-1 
y - ny 
The proofs for the other properties are similar. 
-· 
Moreover the discrete spaces satisfy all the 1R1 and 'S' properties. 
0 
Nciw we have the fol lb~ing result: 
9.7. I Proposition: 
. p( TI) 
The 'R' ·and 'S' properties define top subcategor 1 es of _g_ 
which contain a I I the d-i screte- spaces and the structure functors defined 




By 7.3.l(b}, 7.IO(a) and 9.~(a) we see that none of the protoreflections 




9.8 The point separation axioms To, Ti and T2. 
Each property T. has associated with it a structured relation T. 
I . I 
(see §6) which has the corresponding subca'tegory of T.-spaces as the 
I 
·associated extremal-epireflective subcategory. These structured 
relations are defined as follows: 
For (X,x)E: CP(TI) Tox (x nx>,...<x 
. - i 
= nx> , 
Tix = (x nx), 
T2x = x -i x . 
We need to check that these are indeed structured relations. 
So I et f : ( X, x) 
We need to show in each case that f(T.x)f-i 'T.y (see 6.1). 
I I 
~or Ti we have f(x nx)f-i ' y Tf (Tf)- 1 ny ' y ny· 
For T0 , we now have f<T 0x)f-
1 'y ny and since the le,ft hand term 
is symmetric we also. have f<T 0xH-
1 ',<y ny)- 1 • 
Thus f(Tox)f~i ' Toy. 
Fcir T2,-we have fx x-i f-i 'y Tf (y Tf)-
1 'y y- 1 • 
We now apply 6.3 and 6.5. I to obtain the fol lowing result: 
9.8. I Proposition: 
F . 0 I d 2 th. b t f Cp (TI) . t. f th or 1 = , an · e su ca egory o _. cons1s 1ng o. e 
Ti-spaces is closed under products and subobjects. lt is an 
extremal~epireflective.subcategory. The structured equivalence 
relation generated by the structured relation T. induces a 
I 
protoreflecti6n which ~trongly generates the reflection. 
0 
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The structured relations T. are order related as to I I ows: 
I 
To ~ T1 ~ T 2. 
CP(TI)CTo = Ti) = R'o .- s~aces, 
CP(TI) CTo = T 2) = R1-spaces. 
If for f:X~ Y and CY,y)E {(TI) the space 
( X , f * y ) i s T o , the n f i s mo n i c . Cf. [BrLlmmer 1971, I .3:8-9] 
Proof: f- 1f ~ f- 1Toy f = (f-1 y 
-1 n f)- 1 ny f) ,...Ct y y 
= T0 Cf*y) = IX and so f is monic. 
ex, n-1) is To ~ > it is T1 ¢==::> it is T2 ~ nx is monic. \ x 
Frei and MacDonald [1971 lemma 3] show that for~= sets, 
al I the nx are monic ~there is a set X for which TX 
has cardinality~ 2. 
The indiscrete space ex, 
Let ( X., x) E 1 (TI) and x = 
Then CX,x) is T2 ~ 
Proof : I • 4. 2. 
wx) is To ~ 
~ 
~ 
Im<x a'xb> with 
x is mon i c. 
a 
it is T1 
it is T2 
.x is a partial 
object. 
<x ,x > 
a b 
mon ic. 
term i na I 
(see 6. 2. I). 
0 
Cg) We say that XE~- is n~f lnite if nx is regular-epi. 
( i) A TI-finite T1 space is discrete. 
( i i ) A TI-finite subobject of a T1 space is closed. 





( i i ) Let f :X ) ~ :y be monic with x TI-f i n i te and 




1 f f = f y = 
.. 
= y nyt = y Tf nx and 
s i nee nx is regu I ar-ep i we have f t*y = yTf. 0 
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9.8.3 Proposition: 
Cat The structured relations To and Ti are.her~ditary ~nd 
productive. 
(b) If CX,x) is S~- then T0x is an equivalence relation. 
Tix is an equivalence relation if and only if CX,x) is R0 • 
Proof: 
(a) Ti is hereditary: Let f:X __ ..,.> Y and CY,y)E CP(n). 
Then TiCf*y) = f-iyTf nx = f-iy nyf = f*CTiy). 
Ti is productive: Let CX,x) = X CX. ,x.). So x =/\p~x. 
, I I I I 
Thus Tix = CJ\ p~x.) nx 
I I 
-i 
The proofs for To follow_ using the identity T0y = CTiyL-,CTiy) . 
The first part of (b) is straightforward and the rest fol lows 
by.9.2. 0 
9.9 The T0-protoreflection. 
The last result suggests that the T 0 ~protoreflection is I ikely to 
have ni~e prop~rties when we restrict ourselves to the subcategory of 
s;--spaces and that the Ti-protoreflectio~ may not be so nice unles~ 
we work in the subcategory of Ro spaces where T~ and Ti are equal. 
In ~his subsection we prove that the T0-protoreflection is indeed 
'nice' if we restrict further to the s; relational algebras. 
9 . 9 . I Lernma : 
Suppose that T preserves regu1ar-epis and that for al I regular-epis 
f we hav~ TCf~if) = Tf- 1 Tf. 
Then for (X,x) as; relational algebra the fol lowing statements 
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are true: (a) the T0-protoreflection mar p: CX,x)--» CT 0X, Cp l*xl x x 
is i nit ia I, 
Cb) CTaX, Cp )*x) is an S~-rel_ational algebra, 
x 
and Cc) CT 0 X, Cp )*x) is a T0 -space. ·X 
Proof: 
(a) 
T0x is an equivalence relation on X C9.8.3) and so 
T0x = 
x ' p* x 
(x nx);.Cx n ) -1 = -1 p . Al.so ( p ) *x = p xCT 0 ) -1 x PX x x x ·x 
( p ) *x = -' l PX PX x CT PX )-1T PX ( 7. 6. I b). x 
I' 
= -1 PX x TCp-
1 
PX . x PX 
' Cx nx) x TCx nx) 
' x Tx T nx 
) 
cs~ and 2.2(a)) 
~ x µX T nx = x, and so x = Cpx)*Cpx)*x 
So p is in it i a.I . 
x 
Using Ca) and 8.2. I Cd) we see that p is strongly closed and using 
x 
9.4 we obtain Cb). 
Cc) Since px is strongly closed we have 
p x = p xCT p )- 1CT p ). 
x . x x x 
Write Y = TaX. 
So Cp ) x n ~ p xCT p )- 1 n = p xCT p )~ 1 n p p- 1 x * y x x y x x y x x 
= .Px xCT px)-1 CT px) nx p:1 
. -1 
= p Cx n ) p . x x x 
It fol lows that To C Cp )*x) 
. x 
c P c >< nx) P -1 ) "c P c x nx) -1 P -1 ) . x x x . x 
Now pxC Cx nx),._(x nx)-1) p:1 ' Cp Cx n l p- 1),..Cp Cx n )- 1 p- 1) ..• C*). x x x x x . x 
If y ~ (px(x nxl 
p:ly PX fl; (p:l 
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p- 1)A(p (x nx)- 1 p- 1) then 
x x x 
p )(x nxl<p- 1 p) and x x x 
Thus p:1y px' <x nx)A(x nx)- 1 and ,so since px Is regular-epl we have 
y' left hand side of the lnequal ity (*). 
It fol lo~s that we have equal~ty In (*) and so 




Suppose thaf T preserves regular-Spis and that for al I regular-ep~s 
Let A be the t6p category of s;~relatlonal algebras. 
Then the T 0-protoref I ect ion In the category f2. Is strong and the 
Td-ref.lection in f2. has the following properties: 
(a) the reflection maps are initial, 
(b) If~ Is a2l_ category thSn the reflection preserves 
products and 
(c) If C is balanced then the reflection preserves subspaces. 
Proof; Use 9.9;1, the fact that the reflection ma~s are 
coinitial in CP(TI) and so satisfy the condition (P3)*, 
9.8.3, 6.9-.2 and 6.8.2 (see also proof of 6.7.3). 0 
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9.9.3 Remarks: 
(a) In each of the examples of monads given in 7.10, the functor 
satisfies the conditions for 9.9.2 .. In particular the 
ultrafi lter functor satisfies the conditions for 9.9.2 
(see 7. IO(b)) and so this result gives as an application the 
wel I known properties of the T0-reflection in Top. 
( b) Th T · t f 1 t · · cP <TT> · ·· t t e 0 -pro ore ec ion 1n 1s no· s rang. 
Let C =sets and TT be the identity monad (see 7.IOa), 
A space CX,x) is T0 (==7 x is antisymmetric. 
For the examp I e, I et X = {a ,b ,c} and 
x = 6X V {Ca;b),(b,a),Ca,c),Cc,b)}. 
Then T0x = x 6X v {Ca,b),(b,a)}. 
So the T0-protoreflection of CX,x) is an indiscrete space with 
2 points and so is not T0 • 
(c) In §II we give on examp.le which shows that the T1 and T2 
protoreflections in Top are not strong. 
(d) Suppose that C = ~ets and T has the property that TCf~ 1 f) = 
Tf- 1 Tf for all regular-epis f. 
Then the structured equivalence r~lation T0 is the only 
symmetric structur~drel~tion on the categ6ry of s;-relational 
algebras which has the T0-spaces as the associated subcategory 
(use 6.8.4). For the identity monad or the ultrafi lter monad 
we can drop the word 'symmetric' (see 11 .2.1). 
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9.10 Proposition: 
Let C = sets A be the category of So relational algebras and suppose 
-.-)-
Let E be a structured Yelation on A with T0 ' E. 
Then (a) ACE= T0 ) is the monoreflective hul I in A of A(E I). 
and (b) the subcate~ory of R~ (resp. R1 ) spaces is the 
monoref I ect ive hu 11 in A of the subcategory of 
Proof: 
( a ) Ob v i ou s I y A ( E :::: I ) C ~ ( E = To ) . By 9.8.2(e) we have To f I 
and so we have E<w X) = T0 (w X) =:rm lxx X for al I XEC. 
By 9.8.3(a) and 5.3.1 we ~ee that ACE= T0 ) is closed 
under products and subspaces and so it is a monoreflective 
subcategory of A (3.7). Let (X,x)E ~(E = T0 ). Then by 





( X, x) = E ( X, x.) i s i nit i a I . i n A 
and so by 6.7. I we see that Er(X,x)E ACE= I). 
Thus <p ,lx>:<X,x) 
x. 
r ~ E CX,x)X (X, wX) is an extreme-manic 
whose codomain I ies in every monoreflectiv~ subcategory of 
A which contains ACE= l ). 
0 
(b) fol lows now by 9.8.2(b). 
9. I I T 2 - spaces. 
A topological space is Hausdorff if and only if the diagonal is 
closed. The next theorem shows that this is true also for 
rel~tional algebras over a regular category. 
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First we need a lemma: 
9 . I I . I Lemma : 
Ci 
Let a:R ~~~) Y in C have kernel pair K R and I et 
Then the diagram 
( i ) 
y x y 
is a pu I I back. 
Proof: 
It is clear that the diagram (i) commutes; Let r . : R >c R ~ R . 
I . 
and q. :Y x Y --4 Y be the projections. 
I 
Now suppose that 
we have morphisms g: ~ Y and h: · ~ Rx R which 
satisfy 6yg = (a~ a)h. We need to find a morphi~m 
f: · ~ K such that kf = g and <c1,c2> f = h. 
Now a r. h = q. (ax a) h = q. 6 g = g for i = I , 2. 
I I · I Y 




for i = 1,2 and so f has the required pr~'perties. · 0 
9.1 I .2 Proposition: (cf. Manes 1973, 4.5] 
For (x'x)E ~P(rr) th f 11 . . . I t e o owing are equ1va en : 
(a) <X,x) is T2. -
(b) /::,.X:X ~ XxX is closed in <X,x) ')((X,x). 
(c) For al I <Y,y) and f, g:(Y.,y) ~ <X,x), the kernel 
off, g is closed in <X,x). 
(d) For all f: (Y,y) -4 (X,x), the subobject <l,f>: Y ~ YXX 
is closed in (Y,y)X <X,x). 
Proof: · 
be the projections and ¢ = <Tp1 1 Tp2>. 
Let p. : X X X ----4 X 
. I 
By 7.5 we have (X,x)X (X,x),= (Xx X, pix,.., p~x) =(XX X; (xx x)¢). 
also 6~ <p~x ,.., p~x) = x. 
So 1::,.X;x ~ Xx X is closed in <X,x) X <X,x) if and only if 
T<6x) 
TX ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- T(X X X) 
commutes .. 
TX X TX 
x . . . . . . ( i ) 
. x xx 
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Consider the diagram 
TX T(X X X) 
1¢ 





R Rx R 
x t::.x 
We see that (i) commutes if and only if 
..... ( i i ) . 
(a) ~ (.b): Let (X,x) be a T2 space. Then by 9.8.2(f) we 
( b) ~ (a) : 
Now by 9. 11 . I 
know that x 






i.e. that ( i i ) 
kernel pair of 
is manic and so the kernel pair 
I 
---- R. 
Now by 9.11.1 and 1.4.Lh we 
that t::.X:X-4 x x 
C1 
x is. closed, 
is true. Let K.4 R be the 
Cz 
x and let k = X C1 = X Cz. a a a 
and I .4. I h we have (x )( x )-1 6TX = <c1,c2> 
-1 k . 
a a 
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So by (ii) w~ have 
Im<xa, 6Xxb> = 6Xxbxa~ 1 = (xb X xb) 6R ~~ 1 
= (xbX xb)(xax xa)- 1 6TX ~ (xbX xb)<c 1,c 2> k- 1 
= . - -1 
<xbc 1ixbc 2> k · = Im <k 1<xbc 1 ,xbc 2> >. 
Now <xa ,6Xxb> is men ic and so there is a morph ism f such that 
R 
x )(. x commutes. 
k x c. a I 
A I so : x c = x c and so s i nee a 1 a 2 
<x . ,x > 
a b 
is manic, we ha~e Ci = Cz which tel1s us that x is manic. a 
Now by 9.8.2(f) we see that (X,x) is T 2 • 
( b) ( c) : <f,g>-1<6x> is the equa I izer of f,g and so by 
8.3. lb, i·f 6x is closed then so is the equa I i zer. 
(c) ( d) : . <I, f > is.the equa I i zer of f Py, Px. 
< d > -===~ < b > : .· 6x = < 1 x ~ 1 x> . 
0 
9.1 I .3 Problem: 
. It is wel 1- known that for CX,x) a topological space, the relation x x-
1 
is the closure of the diagonal 6X in CX,x)X CX,x). 
This is also true for relational algebras in the case C = sets. 
The proof is as fol lows: By 8.3.3 the relation x:CTX, µXY ~ CX,x) 
is closed •. The map CTX, µX) X (X,x)----} CX,x).X CTX, µX) 
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which 1 interchange coordinates' is an isomorphism and so the inverse 
rel.ation x- 1 is also closed. Now since C!X, µX) is compact, 10.5(iii) 
t~I Is us that x x- 1 Is closed. It rem~ins to be shown that 
The ·ft rst part to I I ows from 
For the other inclusion let (a,b) E xx- 1 amd cETX be such that 
Cc,a) Ex and (c,b) Ex. Let c' =TC< Ix, Ix>) c. 
CI 
TCXXX) 
t <TP1, TP2> 
TX)( TX ( c 1 c) 
x )( x (a , b) 
From the diagram we ~ee that. (a,b) E cl 6.X. D 
The prob I em is: is this resu It true for C a regu I ar category? 
For prealgebras the result is not true: Let TI be the identity monad 
on sets. Let X = { I , 2, 3} and x = 6.X 1J { ( I , 2) , ( 2, 3) } . 
Then CX,x) is a preelgebra b~t not a relational algebra. 
The closure of 6.X in CX:,x) X (X,x) is XX X (see 8.5a) 
but ( 1,3) ix x- 1 • 
9.12 Proposition: 'The closure 6f a connected space is conne~ted 1 
Suppose that for a 11 XEC the morphism nx is mon ic and that T 
preserves the termi na I object N. 
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Let j :A )>-·---) X be a dense subobject of (X,x) and suppose 
that (A,j*x) is co_nnected. 
Then <X,x) is connected. 
Proof: 
By 7 .9 we have cx:N = wN. Let f: <X,x) ~ (Y, cx:y) Si nee (A, j*x) 
is connected there are morphisms t and h such that th= fj. 
( A , j *x ) )>--=j--4) . ( X , x ) f 
t 
( N ex: ) . 
' N 
Let t 1 :X--'-----) N be the unique morphism. Since cx:N = wN , 
t' :(X,x) ~ (N, cx:N). Since t t' j =th = f j we have 
Im j ~ kernel (t t' ,f) .. Also by 9.8.2d and 9. I I .2c 
kernel (t t',f) is closed in (X,x) and so since Im-j is dense 
in (X,x) we have t t' = f. D 
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JO RELATIONAL ALGEBRAS: COMPACTNESS 
Compactness for relational algebras over sets is discussed 
by Manes [1973]. The results given in this subsection are, as in 
§8, mainly the generalization to regular categories of Manes' results. 
We have been able to do this for al I of his work on compactness 
except for his 'Stone-Cech' compactification theorem [1973, 8.4] and 
his._,.characterization of compactness as stated here in.10.5. 
JO.I Definition: [cf. Manes 1973, 7.10] 
We say that.a space CX,xj E CP(TI) is compact if x- 1i ~ JTX' 
I 0 . I . I Remarks : 
(a) Let x = Im <x ,xb> with <x ,xb> monic. a - a By I .4. 2 
we see that (X,x) •is compact if and only if x is 
a 
regu I ar-ep i. So for. the ultrafi lter monad (7.IOb) 
'compact' is equivalent to 'every ultrafi lter _converges' which 
agrees with the u.sual idea of compactness in Top. 
(b) CX,x) is a compact T2 space if and only if CX,x) is a TI-algebra. 
Proof : I . 4 . I d . 
(c) Th~ indiscrete structu~e is the only compact T2 structure 
.on the terminal object. If C is connected then al I the -
indiscrete spaces are compact. 
Cd) The compact discrete spaces are precisely those who~e unde~lying 
object is TI-finite (see 9.8.2g). 
Also, al I TI-finite spaces ar~ compact. 
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(e) The functors induced by mOrphisms of monads preserve compactness. 
We now give the generalizations of some Of.the basic results of Manes 
. [1973] about compactness· in topology. 
10;2 Proposition: 
(a) 1 Tych6noff theorem' 
Every finite product of. compact spaces is compact and if 
Chas the property 2!_ then the same is true for infinite 
products. 
(b) Suppose that T preserves regular-epis. Then a map in CP(n) 
which is regular-epi in C-and has a compact domain has a 
compact codomain. 
(c) Every closed subspace of a co~pact space is compact. 
(d) Every map from a. compact. space to a T2 space i~ strongly closed. 
Proof: 
(a) Let (X,x) = X<x.,x.) with (X.,x.) compactfor each i. 
1. I I I 
By· 7.5 we have x = <Xx.)¢ with¢= <Tp.> • 
. I I 
So x - 1 x = ¢ - 1 < X x . ) - 1 < X x , ) ¢ = ¢ - 1 < x ~ 1 x . ) ¢ 
. · I . I I 1. 
( I . 7. 2) 
)¢-1¢~1. 
(b) Let f:(X,x) .~ <Y,y) be regular-epi in ,g_ with (X,x) 
compact. Then ~- 1 y ~ (Tf)(Tf)- 1 y- 1 f f- 1 y (Tf)(Tf)- 1 
= ( Tf )(. f *y) - 1 ( f *y ) . (T f ) - i 
~ (Tf)(x- 1 x)(Tf)- 1 ~ (Tf)(Tf)-1 =I. 
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(c) Let m:(A,m*x) >--:.-.} (X,x) be strongly ~losed with (X,x) compact . 
. Then (m*x)- 1 (m*x) = CTm)- 1 x- 1m m*x - (Tm)- 1 x- 1 x Tm. 
(d) Let f: (X;x) ---7 (Y,y) with (X,x) compact and (Y,y) T2 • 
Let x = Im <x ,x > and 
a b <x ,x > a b 
Now f x = IrTi <xa,fxb> 
= Im <a,b> 
where <xa,fxb> = <a,b> t Ls the (regular-epi, mono) 
de~omposition of <xa,fxb> 
Al_so y Tf is given by 
TX TY y 
Since (Y~y) is a T2 -space the motphism y i~ monic (9.8.2f) a 
and it fo I I ows that a 1 is mon i c. Thus <a i , y b b 1 > · i s mo n i c . 
Now f x' y Tf impl-ies that there is a monic u such that the 
fol lowing di~gram commutes . 
• 
TX ~ 







Since (X,x) is compact the morphism x a 
is regu I ar-ep i ( I 0. I . I a.). 
It follows that a and a' are both monic and regular-epi and so 
they are isomorphisms. Thus u is an isomorphism and so fx = yTf. 
10.3 Proposition: [cf. Manes 1973, 4.2] 
A ~pace is compact if and only if the unique map from the space 
t_o the terminal object with t_he indiscrete structure is strong1y 
closed. 
·Proof: 
Let n be the indiscrete structure on "the terminal object N. 
By 10.l~lc n:TN ---) N is;a morphism. 
Let f: CX,x) -----~) CN,n). By 9.8.2e, CN,n) is a T2 space. 
If CX,x) is compact then I0.2d tel Is us that f is strongly closed. 
Conversely assume that f i·s strongly closed.' 
Let x ~ Im <xa,xb> with <~a'xb> monit. 
Then fx = Im <xa,fxb> and since fx =n Tf there is a regular-epi t 
which ~akes the fol lowing diagram commute . 
• 




Sox is regular-epi and hence CX,x) is compact ( 10.1. la). 0 
a 
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I 0 • 4 Examp I es:· 
(a) Every relatioo_al prealgebra of the identity monad is compact. 
(b) A g~neral ized sup-semi lattice is compact if and only if 
every subset has at least one supremum. 
The fol lowing characterizations of compactness in a category of 
relational algebras are given by Manes [1973] for ~he case C = sets. 
We .have not ~een able to general lze these results. We say that a 
relation is closed if it is closed as a subobject of the product space. 
10.5 Proposition: [lbi~ 4.2 ~nd 7.10] 
Let {X,x) be a relational algebra . • 
The followrng are equivalent: 
.(I) CX,x) Is compact,. 
(Ji) for all relational algebras (Y,y), the projection 
CY;y)X CX,x) ~ CY.,y) is closed, 
(Iii) for al'I closed relations cx::(Y,y) ~ · CX,x),- S:CX,x) ~ CZ,z) 
the composite Scx::(Y,y) ~ CZ,z) Is closed; D 
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I I • TOPOLOGICAL SPACES· ; 
In this seGtion we wi I I study in some detai I the 'lattice' 
of structured relations on Top. We obtain some strong results 
concerning the structured relations associated with the subcategories 
We also use the concept of structured relations to ~ake a 
contribution to the solution of problem of Wyler [1971c] on function 
space topologies and to solve a number -0f problems of Thornton [1971] 
concerning equal iz~rs, closur~ operators and the double construction. 
11.1 Examples: Structured relations on Top. 
We list below a number of structured relations, on Top and their 
associated subcategories whic:h we wi.11 study in this section. Some 
of these are also described by Sharpe, Beattie· and Marsden [1966]. 
The descriptions of T0 , T1 and T2 are the 'open set' versions of those 
given .in 9.8. 
Let (X,x) E Top. 
> (a) T0:..spaces: (a,b) t Tax .t:(=~ (for a 11 u open in x, 
a E: u (.==:::; b E: u) . 
(b) Ti -spaces: > ( a , b ) E T i x <:.(:::=::::!> (for a 11 U open in x, b E: u 
~ a E: u 
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( c) T 2 -spaces: 
(a,b) e: T2x ( . ~ (for al I U,V opeh in X, a e: U and b e: V 
(d) T -spaces: 
n -+. --
=~> U"V/:0). 
[Viglino 1971, Porter and Votaw 1973]. 
For each integer n, a structured relation T is defined by 
n 
(a,b) e: T x ( . ) (for each sequence 01,02, .~ .... , 0 
n n 
of n open sets such that 
.. 0 . l c 0 
n- n 
'I 
we' have b e: 0 ) . 
n 
(ii) T2 -spaces = Urysohn spaces, 
Vig Iino shows fhat the categories of Tn-spaces are al I distinct. 
(e) Comp I etel·y Hausdorff spaces: 
(a,b) .e: T[O,l]x( ) (for all f:(X,x) -4 [O,I] with usual topology, 
we have f(a) = f(b) ). 
Cf) T *-spaces: (quasi :--components are sing I etons) 
(a,.b) e: T*x ·¢==> (for al I f:(X,x) ~ @, (the two point 
discret13 space) 
'' 
we have f(a) = f(b)). 
(g) SemJ-Hausdorff spaces: (sequences have uniqu~ f imits) 
(a,b) e: T
5
Hx e<==>> (There is a sequence {xn} in X such 
that x . ~ a and x ~ b .) • n · · n~
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11; 2 T 0-spaces. 
For the T0 structured relation the work done in §9 gives us the 
fo I I owing nice resu !"ts. 
I I .2.1 Proposition: 
The structured relation To is a structured equivalence relation which 
is hereditary, productive, initial and strong and the T0-reflection 
preserves products and subspaces. Also To is the only structured 
relation associated with the To-spaces. 
Proof: 
~II topological spaces are.So and the ultrafi lter functor satisfies 
· the conditions required for the use of 9.9.2. Now apply 9.8.3 and 
9. 9. 2 . For the I ast assertion, I et E be a structured relation which 
is compatible with T0 • By 6.6.lb we have E' To. If E were 
symmetri£ then 6~8.4(ti) tel Is us that To' E and so To = E. However 
the proof of 6.8.4(ci) only uses the symmetry of Eon a certain 2-point 
space which in this case is just the indiscrete space on which every 
structured relation is symmetric. 
E is not assumed to be symmetric. 
So the same result is true even if 
0 
I I .2;2. Proposition: 
Let Ebe a proper structured relation on Top. 
Then T0 ' E ' T* 
Proof: 
By 6.3.2 the two-point discre_te space CO,d) I ies i.n Top CE= I). 
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Let (X,x) E Top: For (a,b) i T*x there is _a map f:(X,x) ~ <D,d) 
such. that· f(a) = 0 and f(b) = l. It fol lows that <a,b) t Ex. 
SoE~T*. 
By 6.2.lc, the 2-point indiscrete space CD, d.) t Top CE= I). 
I . 
The proof that T 0 ~ E is now s im i I ar to the proof of the last 
assertion in 11.2.1. D 
11.1.3 Proposition: 'Characterization of To' 
Let Ebe a proper structured equivalence relation on Top. 
The to I I owing are equ i va ! ent :-
(a) E=To, .. 
(b) Eis hereditary, 
(c) E is initia I, 
(d) for al I (X,x) E Top, each open set is E-saturated, 
i.e. UC X. open,_ (a,b) E Ex and a EU ~ b EU.· 
Proof: 
( a ) ===7 ( b ) a rid (a) :.:::::::::> ( c) : I I . 2 • I • 
(b). ) (a): By 11.2.2 we need only show that Es;; To. 
Let (X,x) E Top and (a,b) E Ex with a /:- b. 
Since E is hereditary we have (a,b) E E<j*x) 
where j:{a,b} ~ X is the inclusion map. 
Si~ce E is proper, j*x cannot be the discrete 
topology. 
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Let CB,b) be the space 
If j*x is one of the To-topologies or~ 
then using the maps 
we see that (b,c) E Eb and so since E is hereditary we have 
(b,c) E Ed (where d is the discrete topology on the 2-point space) 
• 
· whi~h is not true. So j*x must be the indiscrete topology. 
Thus (a, b) E To ( j *x) and it fo I I ows that (a, b) E T ox. 
(c) <=--=? (d): Trivial. 
Cd.> ~ (a): By (d) the space CD,d1> = E Top CE - I)· and 
so T0-spaces C Top CE = I).. By 11 .2.2 we have T 0 (; E 
and.so TopCE =I) C T 0 :-spaces. So we have·equality here and 
· by I I • 2. I we have E = To • 0 
11 • 2. 4 Remarks: 
For the equivalence (a)~ Cd) we can drop the requirement that 
Ebe an equivalence. However: for Ca)~ (b), E must be an 
equ i va I ence re I.at ion. For a counter example we note that Ti is an 
hereditary structured.relation <9~~.3). 
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I I .3 Ti-spaces. 
The ~tructured relation T1 is not as 1 nic~' as T~. This seems to 
be due to the fact that it is not a structu~ed equivalence relation. 
We wi I I use Ti to produce counter-examples to various possible 
conjectures concerning. structured relations. 
11.-3.1 Proposition: 
The structured relation Ti is hereditary and productive. 
-i Ti V Ti is.the least symmetric structured relation associated 
. q 
w.ith th~ Ti-spaces_ and Ti <the structured equivale~ce relation 
.generated by Ti) is the I ea st structured equ i va I ence r.e I at ion 
assoclated with ~he Ti-spaces. 
Proof: 
I I .3.2 Counter-examples (see 6.6.2): 
(~} The class of structured relations associated with the 
T1-spaces has no least ~ember . 
Proof: 
. -1 . T1 and Ti are distinct and not comparable under 
the order rel~tion. If E ' T1 and £ ~- Tii 




(b) The structured eguivalence relation T~-is riot strong. 
( j) The fo 11 owing example shows that if E is a structured 
equ iva I ence relation with T~ ~ E 
q 
~ T 2 then 
E is not strong. 
( i i ) Sharpe·, Beattie and Marsden give an example for T 2 [:1966] 
but their example is false. We give another example. 
(iii) Consider: 
Let X = {~,b,x , x+., x+ 2', 0. -1. -
and let the topology x have 
. {b, y 0' y ±1' y±2' ... } 
b. 
..•. ,Yo' Y±1' . .. } 
sub base the sets . {a}, {y.i}, {a, xi' 
.:. . {Yi l, a 11 i e: z . 
y.}, 
I 
The induced protoreflectioris Ti <:Hid T~ give us, after the first iteration 
the space whi~h is neither T1 nor T2 • 
b' a' 
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(c) Not every structured equivalence rela~Jon ~ssociated ~ith the 
q 
T1-spaces is ~ power of T 1 ~ 
Let E = CT~) 2 ; T~. · Then Tiq ' E ' <Ti> 2 and so 
Let X =:ZU{a,b} with the topology . x on X having as subbase 
the sets 7l U {a}, {b} V 7L. -F for al I finite F CZ. 
The first iteration of the T1 protoref lection gives the space 
.c;:J) ·and so ni> 2 = xx x. Thus Ex= X>CX 
b' a' 
Now for the space CX,~) described in (b} we have Ex~ CT~) 2 • 
So E is not a power of 
(d) The structured equivalence relation Ti is not productive 
·although T1 .is produ~tive. 
q 
The e~cimple given below also shows that T2 is not productlve. 
for n e: IN, I et X = { I , I . 5, 2, 2. 5, n , n} 
with bas~ for the_fopology x as in the diagram below~ 
n 
Let CX,x) =X<X .x ). Let a= <.I, I, I, I, I, I ... ) · n~ n fN . . 
and · b = ( I , 2; 3, 4, 5, 6, . .. . ). 
So a = I and b = n. n n 
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Using transitivity We see that for each n w~ ha~e 
We·show by contradktion that (a,b) i Tix .. 
q 
(a.,b) £T1x 
n n n 
q 
If (a,b) £Tix then there is a finite sequence a = 
~ m-1. . •••• GJ -
For 0 ~ i ' m, I et d .. · be the supremum of the coordinates I 
of c. (or 1001 if it does not ex l st). 
I 
So. do = and d = 00 m 
If for i:: i -~ m we have d. 
I 
~ d. 1 + then d ~ m + I. 1- m 







If fol lows that for some' n £ IN, 
(c.) > d. +.1 .. :;i; (c. ) +I (where (c.) denotes 
1 n 1-i 1-1 n 1 r 
the r 1 th coordinate of c.). I . 
So (c.). ~- (c. ) + 2 and thµs Cc.) and (c. ) 
1 n . 1 -1 n. 1 n 1.-1 n 
have disjoint open xn~neighb6urhoods. 
ai nd.hence (c.,c-. i) t Tix v T-iix: So.(. (c.) , (c. ) ). ·t Tix·n 
I n 1-i .n. I I-
This contradicts Q. 0 
The fo I I owing resu I .t supp I eme'.nts I I • 2. 2. 
I I ~3.3 Propositioni 
Let Ebe a proper symmetric structured relation on !£e.:.. 
If E i. To · . then Ti ~ E. 
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Proof: 
By 11~2.2 we have T 0 ~ E and so Top CE= I) CT 0-spaces. 
Let CD, d 1 ) be the· space <::=~ · and CD, di ) be the 2-po int ind i screte space. 
So E ( d . ) = D ')( D . 
I 
If ECd1) =.I then T 0-spaces cTop CE= j.). Thus we have equa! ity 
here and by I I . 2. I we get E = T 0 • This is not so. 
~~ri~e since E is symmetric we must have ECd1) = D ~ D. 
Now for (X,x) £Top, Ca,b) £ T1x and a ~ b imp I ies that the subspace 
{a,b} of (X,x) is either of the form CD, d1) or (D,d.). 
I 
So in eithe~ case we see, by using the inclusion map 
• · {a,b} >---:-----> CX,x) that Ca~b) £ Ex. Thus we have T1 ~ E. 0 
I I .4 T2 -spaces. 
We have already shown that T~ is neither strong nor productive. 
It is also not weakly hereditary (consider IN with the cofinite 
. . q 
topology) but nevertheless T 2 is ths least str~ctured equivalence 
rel~tion associated with.the T 2 -spaces. To prove this we first 
need the fol lowing resul~. 
I I • 4. I • Lemma: 
Let (X,x)£ Top. 
q r 




Let a, b. e: X and ~a,b) i T2x. We need oAly to find a pair of 
q . 
T2-saturated (see I I .2.3d) disjoint open nei~hbourhoods of a and b. 
Let Y = { y E X I the re i's a z e: X - y w i th ( y , z ) E T ~ } V {a , b .}. . 
By the hypothesis, y is finite. 
Let A { E Xi (a,y) 
q 
} = y E T2x and 
B { xi (b,y) E 
q 
}. = y E T2x 
Then A () B = 0 and A, 8 are both finite subsets .of Y. 
Consider any point c e: A. For each y E Y - A there is a pair of 
disjoi.nt open neighbourhoods of c and 
Let U - n uY c . c 
ye:Y-A 
and V = U vY c c yi::Y-A 
y, say uY c 
and vY. 
c 
Then U , ~ are disjoint, open and c e: U , BC Y- AC V , c c c c 
Uc () CY-:A) · = 0. 
Let U = U U and 
ce:A c 
V= f' V. 
ce:A ·c 
Then A.CU, B CV, U 0 V = 0, . Un CY-A) = 0 a.nd U, V are both open. 
In asimilar manner we obtain open sets U1 and V' .such that 
A CU', BCV', U'f\ V' = 0 and V'f'I CY-8) = 0. 
Let U 1 1 = U (\ U' and V 1 ' = V f' V 1 • Then U'' and V'' are the 
q . · ... 
required disjointj T2-saturated open neighbourhoods of a, b. D 
I I .4.2 Proposition! 
q T2 is the least structured equivalence relation ~ssociated with the 
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Proof: 
Suppose ~hat E is a structured equivalence relati~n associated 
with the T 2 -spaces~ 
We need to show that Ca1,· a 2) E Ex. 
We can assume that (i) 
( i i ) a1, a2-do not have disjoint open neigh~ 
bou rhoods, 
(iii) Th~ subspace { a 1, a 2} of CX,x> is discrete. 
For i = I, 2, let A. = {aEX-{a1,· a2}1 for a 11 u open in CX,x}, 
I 
a.EU > I a EU }. 
Case l: A1 (\ A2 I el. 
Let a E A1 () Az. It fo I lows that for i = I, 2 the subspace 
· {a 1, al is not discrete, that ·Ca 1
, a) E E(subspace {a
1
,a} ) 
and so (a. ,a) E Ex. ·Thus (a 1 , a 2) E Ex. - . I 
_ case r I : .A 1 () A; = 0 . 
Let x' be the topology on X . with subbase x together with the sets 
. {a}, X-{a} for al I a~ E x:...fa1, a2}. 
So I: CX,x') ---'-} CX,x) is a map. 
q . . 
We now show that.T2x' - /:,x= {Ca1,a2>,<.a2.,a1)} ................ <*>. 
The inclusion C is trivial. 
. - . q . 
If Ca1,a2> t T2x' then there are disjoint x'-open 
neighb6urhoods -U1, U2 of a1, ~2· Now by the definition of x 1 , 
we can find x-open neighbourhoods V1, V2 of a1, a 2 with 
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For i =I, 2, let F. = <V
1 
('\ V) "<X-A.). 
· I 2 I 
For each a E F. we have a i A. and so there 
I . I 
u~ with a a a. E u.' a t u .. I I . I I 
Let W. () a " ·for I ' 2. = U.)n V. = I. aEF. I I 
I 
We have W1 h W2 = 0, Wi is x-open and ai E Wi. 
This contradicts (ii)~ 
q 
E T 2X'. 
This completes the proof of (~). 
is an x-open set 
Now by I I . 4. I , So we have a map · t 
which makes th~ fol lowing diagram commute. 
(X,x') 
T~CX,x 1 ) 
q . 
It fol lows that Ex' 'T 2x1 • 
Since <X,x') is not a T 2-spac~, Ex' ~ and so we must have 
Thus <a1,a 2 ) E: Ex' and it fol lows. that <a1,a 2 ) E Ex. 
I I .5 The fattice.of structu~ed relations. 
The followi·ng Hasse diagram illustrates some of the order 
relationships between the various structured equivalence relations on 
. Top which we have studied here. 
0 
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The notation in the diagram is as fol lows: 
·-
Ci) For Ea struttu~ed relation Er is the associated 
s1rong structured relation. 
Ci i) The order~ increases as we descend .. 
. E 
( i Ii) · + means that no structured Cequ Iva I ence) 
·F 















T2 ~ T~ 
l l 
-~ -T --q . -r T T 
n n n 
.--~ T Tr 




11. 6 Open prob I ems concerning structured re I at i oris. (see 6. 6. 2) 
Ca) For A an extr'e!flal-epireflective subcategory of Top 
l~t C CA) (resp. C (A) ) denote the family of structured· 
q - r - . 
equivalence relations (resp. structured relations) assoc.iated 
with A. 
( i ) Does C (.A) a I ways i have a I east member? 
q - ' ' 
Ci i) 
( i i i ) 
Equivalently, is C (A) closed under inf.ima? 
q-
ls C (A) totally ordered by'? 
q - . 
Answer Ci) for A = Urysohn spaces, completely Hausdorff 
(iv) Is T2 the least ~ember of C <T2-spaces)? r 
(v) .Is it true that : C (A) (or C (A) perhaps) has a 
r q -
unique member if and o~ly if A is the extremal-
epireflective (or perhaps just epireflective) .hul I 
of a sing I e space'? 
(vi ) Is the subcategory of T 0-spaces the on·I y extrema I -
epireflective subcategory of_Top which is_ the epireflective 
hul I of a s~ngle space? 
(b) Is 11.4.1 true for all structured equivalence relations on Top?· 
(c) Is every strong structured equivalence relation on Top 
productive? 
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I 1.7 On a problem of Wyler. 
The setting is as fol lows: 
Let!::_ be a ful I subcategory of Top which 
contai~s at least one non-empty space, Ao say. 
Let CA <X, Y) denote the set· of maps X ~· -~> Y with the topology which 
has as subbase for ope~ sets al I sets of the form 
for a I I AE!::_, u :A --•) X and V open in Y. 
Let B he a fu·I I , rep I ete ep i ref I ect i ve subcategory of Top~ 
Wyler's problem [r971c, 3.7. I] is: Give conditions on B which 
w i I I ensure that X, Y E ..§_ =-} CA (X, Y) E B. 
Wyler shows.that if B = T0 , T1 , T2 6r T 3 -spa~es, then this is true. 
We extend these results as fol lows: 
I I . 7. I Propes it ion: 
Let B be an extremal-epiref lective subcategory of Top. 
Proof: 
Let Ebe the strong structured equivalence relation associated 
with B. ·.Let x0 denote the set X with the discrete topology and 
eXY: CA<X,YlX x0 --4) Y denote the evaluation function. 
For V C Y open, we have e~~(V) =·u w<u,vlX{x} 
xEX x . 
~-~) X is the constant map with value x. 
Thus eXY is continuous. 
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Now ( f, g) E: ECCA ex, Y)) ~for a 11 xE:X, (Cf ,x), Cg,x)) E: ECCA ex Y)X x0) J . 
)for a 11 xE:X, (fx,gx) E: Ey, 
==:::)for a I I xE:X, fx = gx 
~ 
f = g. 
Thus ECCA(X,Y)). = and so CACX,Y) E: B. CJ 
l I .8 On some problems of Thornton. 
In the next part of this section we give solutions to some problems 
posed by M.C. Thornton [1971]. 
First we have a definition. 
11.8. I Definition: 
Let L:Top --~) Top be a structure functor. We def i ne fu I I 
subcategories of Top as fo I I ows: 
Top CL L) = {CX,x) ~ Top I Lx is closed in (XX X, lCx)( x)}. 
Top( ker L) = {CX,x) E: Top I for a 11 f, g, CZ,z) E: Top such that 
f ,g: CZ,z)--! CX,x), the set kernel(f,g) 
i s c I osed i n ( Z, Lz) } . 
TopCciti, L) = {CX,x) t Top C ci · LX)"-LX is c I osed in xxx 
CXXX, LCx )(x) }. 
L We also have a structured relation E on Top given by 
L ·-_ 
E (X,x) = ciLCxx x)LX. 
For CX,x) E: Top and AC X, we say that A is L-closed i ri CX,x) 
if _A is closed 1n the topology Lx. 
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I I • 8. 2 · Remarks : 
Ca) One verifies easily that: TopCli U = TopCker U 
L = Top CE = I) 
and ·it fol lows that these are extremal-epiref lective 
subcategories of Top. 
Cb) TopCc£6, U is closed under formation of open subspaces. -
Proof:.· Let f:CX,x) >---4 CY,y) be an embedding in Top with 
CY ,y) E TopCcM, U. For Ca,b) E c£LCx Xx) Cc\ x_x liX - liX) 
we have 
Cfa,fb) E c£LC x )CfX f)Cc£ lix - lix) y·y X>(X 
and so 
So a~ band since f is an open embedding.we have Ca,b) E c£ 6 · . xX x X 
Soc\ >Cx liX - 6.X is L-closed i_n CX>< X, x:xx). 0 
Thornton [1971 proble~i 2 ~nd 3] asks: 
Which subcategories of Top are obtained by imp<?sing closure 
restrictions on the diagonal and which subcategories are characterized by 
necessary conditions on the equalizers of maps into them? 
We offer partial solutions to these problems. 
~1.8.3 Proposition: 
Let /2_ be a fu 11 subcategory of Top~ 
The fol lowing are equivalent: 
Ca) /2_ is an extremal-epireflective subcategory of Top. 
-Cb) There is a structure functor L such that TopCli U = A. 
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(c). There is a structure functor L such that Top(k~r L) = A. --.. 
Proof.: 
(a) ) (b): For (X,x) e: Top, let Lx be the topology on X with subbase · 
for closed sets, t.he fami I y of sets of the form 
kernel (f,g) for al I f ,g: CX,x) ~ CZ,z) with (Z,z) e: A. 
One checks easily that L is indeed a structure functor. 
If (X,x) e: ~' then CX,x) e: Top(f:I U since /J.X =kernel (p1, p2>. · 
Converse I y s1,1ppose that (X,,x) e: Top (/J. U. 
Let a, b e: X with a ! b. Since /J.X is L-closed there are maps 
f, g:(XxX, x )(X) ::'.::::t (Z,z) wi_th (Z,z) E: ~. 
Ca,b) i kernel (f)gl and (a,a) e: kernel (f,g). 
Define a map F b:(X~x) a, . 
---> (Z,z) X (Z,z) by: 
Fa,b(c) = • (f(a,c'l,g(a,c) ) for al 1· c e: X. 
' 
~ F . b(b), for if not then 
a, . 
f (a,b) = f (a,a) = g(a,~) = g(a,b) which is not true. 
Also. (Z~z)X(Z,z) e: ~· 
Thus the family of maps of the form F b for a, be: X, a! b, a, 
induces a manic on (X,x) with ccidomai~ i~ ~· Now since A 
is closed under formatlon of ~ubobjects it fol lows that (X,x) e: A. 
(b) ~ (c) ~(a) _fol lows by I I .8.2a. · 0 
I I • 8 • 4 Remarks : 
The structure functor L constructed in 11 .8.3 has the fol lowing 
properties: 
(a) The associ~ted str~ttured equiv~lenc~ relation EL is ~trong 
andTop(EL= l)=A. 
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(b) If L' is any other structure functor on Top such that 
Top(6 L1 ) ::: A, then L1 ~ L. 
Proof: 
(a) If (a,b) t d.L<xX x) 6X then as in the proof of 11.8.3 
there is a map F:(X,x) --4) (A,a) with F(a) I- F(b) 
and (A,a) E ~· Conversely if we have such a map F, then 
f(c,d) = F(c) and g(c,d) = F(d) def1nes a pair of maps 
f, g:(XXX, xxx) ·. · t <A,a) E~such that (a,b) t kernel(f,g) 
and 6X C kernel_(f,gL · 1t fol lo.ws that <a,b) l d,L<x>< x)6X. 
Thus EL is the structured ~quivalence relation associated 
with A which is defined in 6.10 and by 6.10.I it is strong. 
(b) let (X,x) E Top and f, g:<X,x) _____ ._.) (A,a) EA. 
We need to ~how that kernel(f,g) is L1-closed in X. 
This fol lows immediately from kernel (f,g) = <f,g>-
1 
6A 
and the fact that 6A is L1 -closed in <A,a))C (A,a). 
Thornton's probl~m 4 has the.fol lowing rather trivial solution. 
The double construction is e~~lained in Thornton's paper.· 
. . 
11.8.5 Proposition: 
Let A be i:i subcategory of Top whieh is closed under finite products 
and subobjects. 
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Then for CX,~) E A and BC X, the fol lowing are equivalent: 
(a) CX,xl
8
, the do~bl~ of X along B belong to A. 
(b) B is the kernel of a pair of maps with codoma.in in A . 
. Proof: 
Ca) ==-><bl: B = kernel{Q,, r) where Q, and rare the left and 
right-hand-side maps (see Thdrnton 1971. p3). 
(b) .::=)Ca): Let k:CX,xl
8 
..,..._-) CX,x) b.e the folding map [ibid p5]. 
'• 
Let B = kernel Cf ,g), f ,g: CX,x) ·--~> CA,a) ~ A. 
Then f, g induce a map h: CX,xl 6~ CA,a) 
and the map <~ 1 k>:CX,xl 8 ~ CA,a))C CX,x) is monic. 
So ( X , x ) 
8 
E A • O 
II .8.6 Definition: Locally Hausdorff spaces. 
' 
A $pad~ CX,x) E Top is said to be locally Hausdorff if every 
. . 
p~int of X has an x~nei~hbourhood which [s itself a Hausdbrff space. 
We can now give the solution to the last part of problem 2 in· 
Thornto.n 1s paper [1971]. 
I I .8.7 Proposition: 
Top ( cU)., I) = Loca t I y Hall sdorff spaces. 
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Proof: 
Suppose that <X,x) _e: TopCcM; I). So cl . x.· . t::,x - t:sx ' x x 
is c I osed in (XX X, xx x) . For_ each x e: X~ (~,x) t cl /:::,.X - 6X 
and so there is an open set UC X such that x e: U and 
U X U f\ (cl/:::,.X - /:::,.X) = 0. We show that U is a Hausdorff space .. 
Let a, be: U with a f- b. So Ca,b) e: UXU and (a,b) t /:::,.X. 
Tlius (a,b) i cl /:::,.X and so there are open neighbourhoods Va' Vb 
of a, b with (Va X Vb) () t::,X == 0. So Va f"\ Vb == 0 and 
Un Va' un Vb are disjoint open neighbourhoods of a, b in~. 
Conversely· let CX,x) be a locally Hausd6rff space. 
Let Ca,b) e: X with <a,b) i cl.~X - t::,x· 
We have two cases: 
Case I: ···a== b. Let U be an open Hausdorff neighbourhood of a . 
. Case 11: a f- b. Since (a·, b) t d,/:::,.X' a and b have disjoint open 
neighbourhoods Va and Vb say. 1 · Now (VaX Vb) ('I cl·/:::,.x == 0 
and so ( v a )< vb) () ( ct /:::,.x - !::,.i ::: 0 . 
Sb in both cases we have shown: that (a,b) t cl(cl t::,.X - t::,.X). 
Thus cl t::,.X - t::,X is closed. in <.X,x).X CX,x). 
I I . 8 . 8 Remarks : · 
(a) Hausdorff-~ locally Hausdorff ==}T1. 
The converses are not true. We give examples. Let U be 
D 
a proper open subset of a Hausdorff space which is not closed. 
Then CX,x)U' the double of X albng U is locally Hausdorff but 
. - I 
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not Hausdorff. For the second lmpl I cation, consider IN 
with. the cofi~ite t6pology. 
(b) The subcategory of locally Hausdorff spaces Is closed under 
finite products, arbitary sums and subobjects. If an 
infinite product Is locally Hausdorff then al I but finitely 
many of the factors are Hausdorff. 
11.9 Problem: Reflective hul Is in Top. 
(I) Let A be an extremal-epireflective subcategory of Top. 
Suppose that the functor L constructed in I I .8.3 has the fol lowing 
two properties: 
ta) ~ C Top (L, Haus), 
(b) the family of equal Iser subsets kernel(f,g) of (X,x) (see 11~8.3 
(a)==) (b) ) are closed under finite unions when <X,x) EA 
and so form a .topology. 
Then: 
(c) A= Top< L, Haus), 
(d) epi in A means L-dense, 
(e) A Is cowel I powered. 
Proof: 
(c) Let (X,x) E: Top(L, Haus). So (x, Lx) Is a Hausdorff space 
and thus /J.X is closed in LxX Lx. Also L(xxx) ~ Lxx Lx 
and so /J.X is closed In L<x Xx). It fol lows that 
( X , x) E Top ( 4 U ::::: A • 
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(d) Use 11.8.5. 
(e) Let (X,x) EA and Y be L-dense i~ CX,x). So ( X , Lx ) i s a 
Hausdorff space and Y is dense in CX,Lx). 
Now by the usual argument for Hausdorff spaces (see He~rl ich 
1968, 15.3.IC4)) we see that cardinal CX) 2 
ca rd i na I ( Y) 
( 2 . 
(II) The following facts are easily verified: 
(a) If A is a monoreflective subcategory of a cowel I powered 
category~ then f2 is.also cowel I powered. 
(b) Every epireflective subcategory of Top is a monoreflective 
subcategory of its extremal-ep'ireflective hul I. 
( 111) Thus if the assumptions on L given in (I) are true for 
every extremal-epireflective subcategory .!2. of Top, then 
. every .epireflective subcategory of Top is cowel !powered. 
Further, by theorems 7 and 8 in Baron [1969] we could then 
conclude that; 
(a) every intersection of reflective subcategories of Top is 
a reflective subcategory and 
(b) reflective hul Is exist in Top. 
This would give affirmative solutions to problems 2 and 3 in 
Herr I ich 1 s.paper [1969b] in the case of Top. 
We do not know of an epireflectiv~ subcategory of Top which is not 
cowel I powered. We have checked that the properties Ca) and Cb) of Cl) 

















9 .• 1 
9.8 
_9.8.2(g): 
11 .8. I : 
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List of definitions and formulae. 
N, the terminal object. 
The property ~-
(L}: Lawvere 1 s condition. 
The 'P' properties CPI), (P2), (P3),(PI)*, (P2)*, (P3)*. 
r,Q, 
The top category~ of reflexive relations on dbjec+s 
of C. 
C(F, n, A). 
The structure functors ~ and w . 
.Q_s(L ~ L'), Cs(L = L1 ) tor Land L' structure functors. 
s . . -
.Q_ CL, ~) for La structure functor. 
s . 
C (E ~ I) tor Ea structured relation. 
Eq, the structured equivalence relation associated with 
a structured relation. 
r E The functor E and the natural transformation p 
associated with a structured relation E. 
~ E , the ~'~h power of the structured relation E. 
CP(n) and CR(n). 
The property Q2. 
The 'T', 'R' and 'S' properties. 
The structured relations To, T1 and T2 .. 
TI-finite objects. 
Top(bi U, Top(ker U, Top(c.R.bi, U and EL. 
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Appendix B: Summary of open problems. 
4.3.2 Are the concepts of 'strongly generating a reflection' 
and 'weakly generating a ref lection 1 equivalent? 
5.4. I Study the class of structure functors associated with 
a given monoref l:ect ive subcategory. 
5 .-7. 2 Characterise those top categoties which have a 
'universal' extremal-epireflective subcategory. 
6.6.2 Various questions concerning the class of structured 
relations associated with an extremal-epireflective 
subcategory of·a top category. 
7 .10.1 Find 'nice' sufficient conditions ~hich ensure that a -·--·-
functor T ~as ,the property: 
T(f- 1 f) = Tf- 1Tf for all regular-epis f. 
8.4 Is the result 8.4 t~ue for C a ~egular category1 
8.6-.2 Study.+he f~nctor T*:CP(n) ---) Top. 
9.11 .3 Is xx- 1 the closure of the diagonal for relational 
preqlgebras of monads on a regular category? 
§10 Prove Manes' compactification theorem [1973 Theorem 8.4] 
with sets replaced by a regular category. 
10.5 Is the result 10.5 true for Ca regular category? 
I I • 6 Problems concerning the structured relations on Top. 
(see also 6.6.2). 
11 .9 · Ls every extremal-E;;lpireflective subcategory of Top 
co-we I I powered? Do reflective hul Is exist in Top? 
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